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// Background
... the most successful man in life is the man who has
the best information.- Benjamin Disraeli_

I've diverse careers. I accredit that to my ability to
work with logic and computers. Computers can do
my accounting, correspondence, manage large data
bases of people and information and do skilled work;
finding, manage, retouching and publishing photos,
articles, and manage vast resources and research
through the internet.
For those who help my research, I require, simply;
Can you read, think, type ! Why type ? If you can
type, you can speedily form and focus thoughts. You
can ask questions, seek and gain help from others.
You can connect to a vast world through e-mail and
the internet. Any other method pales in comparison to
your efficiency, speed, and command.
My autobiography is at book end, but this book
stands not on credentials, but on logic. I appeal to
you, strictly from logic and clear thinking to embrace
and apply some of the simple logical search
techniques I’ve found and used to uncover a very
different world, a New Reality. Begin your Quest !
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// Synopsis - An abbreviated outline
Fundamental information can lead to basic truth.
Language limits consciousness.
We can find unknown truths. The truth will set you free.
John 8:32

Language is word, symbols, a pointer to name
something. We cannot think or consider something
unless we can names it, i.e. language. Thinking is the
process of perception, consideration, evaluation,
judgment, recording, remembering and telling another.
Thinking deals in language. Thinking can combine
simple things to greater, more complex thoughts.
We see (only) what we know, yet we can learn
and then see new things, new relationships, new
causes.
Until something is seen and named, it is unknown
to us. Only what we have named (or learned a name)
do we see. Before consciousness, before we know it
by a name or description, we hardly see it. Without
seeing it, we cannot consider it. We cannot think
about it nor discover, nor gain advantage from it. It
simply does not enter, reside, or speak from our
consciousness until we see and name it.

Language frames human consciousness through;
word, image, video, audio, model, drawing, equations,
choreography, schematics, etc. Mostly what we know
(learn), we get from others, those we trust, believe or
accept. Most people follow popular thought, which is
accepted by their peers. A few seek broader
perceptions through books, web sites, videos, travel.
The broader your perception, the more probable you
reach a deeper truth.
Great forces, elite people with vast money and
power, control our lives by limiting our thinking. Their
loud and repeated statements dominate our
consciousness, are reflected in news, education and
history. Few stand free of their dominate voice to look
deeper.
Those free thinkers, not bound by
convention, are constantly beaten down, ignored,
drowned out by these might forces, the dominate
voices which control information to advance their own
agenda. The chapter on Thought Print is the soul of
this book. Anyone 12 or older can know the truth
quickly & easily.
None are more hopelessly enslaved than those
who falsely believe they are free. - Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe ... "

pundits say we are, but, in fact, we are quickly loosing
our freedoms and liberty. Great liberating discoveries
in science, medicine (cures) have been available for
decades, but they are suppressed from public
consciousness. A few discover and speak of these
truths but are quickly drowned out by the dominating
voices of main stream media.
A super elite, the New World Order, is rising quickly
to crush the sovereignty of nations, and individuals, to
force all people to submit to their will and control.
When we ignore the abundant information and truths
that surround us, that allows them to completely
control of our lives; of our finances, property, rights,
freedom, and even our thoughts.
Once you get a glimpse of the much larger world
available to us, some choose to fight and proclaim this
vision to others.
It is exciting and liberating.
Knowledge is power. It is both empowering and a
burden of responsibility.
Lack of knowledge is
enslaving.
Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most
of them pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing
ever happened.- Sir Winston Churchill_

Americans believe they are free because many
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// Why I write this book
In Feb.’05. I heard new things about 9-11.

It led me to a web site that showed a short video
that presented unsettling information about 9-11. The
site suggested concepts like these;
- the hole in the Pentagon was only 18’ wide yet
was supposedly caused by an airliner 135’ wide, and
no plane parts or wreckage were found there,
- similarly, the crash site at Shanksville was only 15
by 20’ where another huge airliner was said to crash,
- the collapse of the World Trade Towers happened
in less than 9 seconds, with tale-tale evidence of
explosives in the building, and many other incredible
statements to disturb the memory I had of that event.
Of course, I already knew what the message said
could not be true, but I accepted it as a challenge.
From that point, I began first a simple inquest, then my
full fledged research on What Really Happen on 9-11.
I've been an architect, a published writer and poet,
a wordsmith, and a mathematician, which hones my
sharp logic and computer skills. I think and type fast
(they are related). I slice through tomes of information
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quickly and use internet to great advantage. In brief,
information comes from many sources; news, internet,
books, universities, etc. Not all of it is either truth or
complete. Most people want some high authority or
popular source to tell them what is true or important. I
find it is pretty easy to figure it out yourself, if you just
read widely.
So I go to the internet to explore 9-11. I search: 911 World Trade Towers Demolitions. Bang ! I find 4
million links. What the heck could all these people be
talking about ? As I began to review the articles, news
reports, web pages, etc., I find some are ranting,
lacking clear discussions and clear information, but
among them, there are engineers, architects, scientist,
researchers, many studied and scholarly people who
have an abundance of facts, physical evidence, public
records to support their claims.
This book will show you the magic, the insight and
the dependability of the internet. I'll cover that later.
Knowledge is power !
Many people know that prominent authorities say 911 was an act of foreign terrorist. I think most of them
just echo the shallow information they hear. They do
not do independent research. The more I read and
research, the more the Official Story simply dissolves.

Key elements, concepts, facts, evidence, as shown in
various national main stream publications, i.e. the
Official 9-11 Story, is clearly refuted in public records,
by convincing and clear evidence, articulated by
credited, scholarly professionals.

I've searched widely to find a crowd of witnesses,
many professionals who know and proclaim these
facts. Thousands of us are shouting to have our
authorities do a new unbiased 9-11 Investigation.
ReOpen911.com

In simple review, I read for some hours, then 10s of
hours, then hundreds of hours, and now over 1,500+
hours. I did not inquire of my associates. They have
certainly not read deeply. They rely simply on the
widely circulated news, and government reports. They
do not know the findings of these suppressed
professionals and scientists.

Historically, I’ve only paid modest attention to news.
I spend little time reading or watching news. I
primarily spent my time in the learning; - subjects of
professional interests, - learning how to study, learn,
research, developing computers and software to aid
my research. I enjoy books discussing thinking.

I read over 2,000+ articles from many diverse
sources. I was hoping to prove the Official Story
presented by government through national media was
true. But the more I looked, the more I found the
source information, eye witnesses, facts and evidence
diverged greatly from the official story. I did my
research alone, outside of the influence or dialog with
others. I referenced diverse sources.
Who am I to question our authorities ? Did our
authorities see and discount the primary evidence ?
They must have never seen or simply ignore the
primary evidence. Could this evidence be true ?

Research is a field I have practiced and honed in
recent decades. I have the ability to get information
from many sources, in many forms; such as shortwave
broadcasts, mp3, videos, public records and more.
On 9-11, I didn’t understand how the truth I’d found
could be so different from nationally reported news.
I’ve observed in local news, initial reports are often
ignored or changed when summarized in national
news. I thought they were correcting mistakes. I’d
never thought they would be covering exposed truths.
Then I studied how our news industry works. In
recent years the legislation on media has been
changed significantly.
Where we use to have
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hundreds , even thousands of news agency owners
nationwide. Yet today our current national media is
controlled by just 9 corporations. I’ve read books that
discuss these changes Censured 2001, … 2002, ...
2008 – These books & web sites list hundreds of
articles prepared for broadcast and publication, yet
pulled before they could run.
Conspiracy of Silence, a documentary on Satanic
Cults and the CIA, prepared by BBC, including 27 year
FBI vet, Ted Gunderson’s evidence was listed to
show nationally in TV Guide, then (members of
Congress ?) purchased the rights. It was removed
from the TV schedule and was never broadcast.
As I do extensive reading and research, I’ve built
an incredible library, in many forms, including
hundreds of books, video, audio broadcast. I have
acquired, reviewed and posted my findings in
summaries with direct access to the source
information and evidence through my web site - - more
at www.abodia.com/b - - I cannot physically copy
and distribute all that I have (cost, time, effort), but by
using the internet, I can share with many. I’ve had my
web sites for decades – to share information.
My simple conclusion is there are powerful people
and organizations who control us simply by controlling
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the information we get. Sure there are controlling
forces in the world, using guns, prisons and torture,
but on a far greater scale are the unseen and
undetected, powerful forces who control most of us, by
simply controlling the information we get and the
assumptions we hold.
Suppressing information
empowers them, and enslaves us. The truth will set
you free.
This book opens a window to see that control.
Learn how you can discover these hidden truths and
react accordingly. You can learn to Pierce the Veil of
Secrecy. I did. I’m not smarter than others, I just
don’t live in assumptions. I spend thought, time and
energy to know a deeper truth.
This has been the most serious and strenuous
journey, discover, revelation I’ve ever undertaken.
The conclusions are startling and important to us
each. Please suspend your former conclusions, your
judgment, and learn how to inspect source information
so you too might realize what is happening around us.
More than just trying to share with you the
revelation I’ve discovered, I try to show you simple
techniques so you may learn to independently
investigate information to reach your own
conclusions, not cluttered by main stream news, or

popular opinion.
I realized we have been completely deceived about
what really happened on 9-11. The facts are very
different than popularly considered, debated or
perceived. I wondered if this deception could touch
any other subjects.
To my horror, I found the control of information, and
the illusion we are free country, open to free speech
and free market forces, is a vast delusion keeping us
from questioning the world around us.
To find and learn the truth is really not that hard. At
first, I was depressed and saddened to know the truth
was different then I had been taught. I was alone and
isolated as others around me will not look at the
obvious facts.
Yet, by persevering, I’ve found
thousands of people who have awakened to the
realities around us. They have been a great light to
me in understanding what is happening in America.

If you would be a real seeker after truth, it is
necessary that at least once in your life you doubt, as
far as possible, all things. - Rene Descartes_
These are exciting times. Knowing what we know,
meeting, reading new authors, researchers, patriots
should make your life better in many ways.
I admit, four years ago, I had no interest in
conspiracies, government, history, yet today, it is the
fiber of my life. I fight with all my strength to find and
know truths and to share them with others to consider.
The very perseverance of our liberties hangs in the
balance, greatly threatened by the apathy around us,
while draconian force deceive us.
I would not have thought it’s possible to know what
we have learned, yet simply, persistently: ask, seek,
knock, as Christ said. Ask and it will be given you,
Seek and you will find, Knock and a door will open.
Good Luck in your journey !

So don’t be disheartened. After you take the brave
step to inspect your world and what you thought you
knew, be emboldened, enlivened and energized to
see the reality that has eluded us.
An unexamined life is not worth living. Socrates_
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// A Crowd of Witnesses
… you’ll find when you’re curiosity, open,

and learn how to investigate.
That’s the genesis of this book. The realities
around us are kept from us by the main stream media
by their diversion, distraction and lack of focus on real
issues. I will show you – what, - when, – who, - why, where and - how.
I realized I can think and reason (unlike those
around me living in assumptions), I find things most
people never see, including the spokesmen who
repeat the Official 9-11 Story. I wondered, "Could this
vast deception happen in other fields ?"
Yes, it has been for decades, even centuries.
We live in a world of information. Depending on
your ability to get information, your world is either
small, controlled, limited, or expansive, free, and open.
Simply your ability to read (and think) can catapult
you to new, unforeseen perspectives.
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There is good news (cures, free energy, incredible
sciences and discoveries) and bad news - New World
Order, Real ID, micro chipping - tracking every human
- in location, action, property, and thought, etc.
You can explore the good or the bad, but you can
discover a reality most people reverently avoid. It is
not that bad ! Simply knowing what is going on brings
me great peace.
We no longer need to be deceived, but you
personally must develop your own ability to read,
think, type !
Otherwise, you will be beholden, be enslaved to
those who want to control; - your life, - your labor, your property, - your rights to submit to them, to raise
them in power, control, and wealth. You yield to them
when you are not responsible to figure out the reality
surrounding you.

// A Call to Arms

// How to Use This book
Read chapters at random, but best if read in order.

By reason, not assumption, we should view our world.

I’m gathering those who can read, think, type (i.e.
ask questions).
We need to find and gather those who will respond
and who will be responsible !. We need not be
deceived by those around us, nor submit to their
deceptions, if we know the deeper truths.
In America, our US Constitution guarantees us the
right to Free Speech (to think) and to assemble. If we
yield and or abandon these rights, surely we will lose
them.
Together we can stand (against lies & deception).
Divided we will fall.
A few try to control the many. They promote
diversity, argument, division, so they may prevail.
When we submit, we are defeated. When we reason,
(think), talk, assemble, we can endure, stand and
prevail.
But reason we must !

I hope this book reads like a letter to a friend. We
must learn to work together. Authorities above us
work together to control, limit us.
If you read this book in order, you’ll better
understand my development of thought.
Complicated concepts can be broken to simple
premises. If you elude the foundation, you may not
see the bigger picture, the relationships, the more
complex whole.
We see what we know, (and don’t see what we
have not learned.) But we can learn, and then see
things we had not seen – ideas, organizations,
purpose, meaning, relationships. Learning liberates
us from our limited knowledge.
You, I and everyone thinks differently. Others may
want me to furnish more detail, or less, I try to say just
enough to get you started. If you want more you can
contact me, my web site, or better, learn and do your
own research.
Our world, our reality is the sum of what we’ve
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learned, figured out, or assume.
Most accept
information from their news, peers and neighbor. I go
much deeper, looking at deep resources, easily
available through the internet, books, foreign news,
etc. I try to think openly, not to be limited by my peers,
news, not staying in a local or popular crowd. I follow
my thoughts, rather than be bound by a newscaster or
a group.

// Man is social animal

From my web site, www.abodia.com/t you can
learn much deeper concepts, facts, evidence and
many book marks to lead to deeper research. This
portable writing is but an introduction, a window
how to see a much deeper, complex world then
most have had even envisioned.

There will be chapters and concepts in this book
new and foreign to you. You can learn new things.
Many skip or ignore something they don't understand,
or that seems unbelievable, irrelevant or unrelated.
Suspend judgment, consider the deeper facts before
reaching your conclusions.

He wants to be accepted, appreciated, admired by
his peers. Many have formed friends and adapt to
their thinking. I try to find truth, then seek those who
share that goal. I have friends, associates, but I build
from truth, not from whatever coincidence has
connected me to people.

[ be ]... slow to judge others.” Luke 6:42_
Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow
to become angry, for man’s anger does not bring about the
righteous life that God desires.- James 1:19-20_

You can skip anything. I don’t prove my points here
(I can through thousands of resources I’ve gathered
many at abodia.com/T ). For this book, I’m only
introducing ideas and concepts. You can learn
deeper details through my web sites or other sources,
once you are aware of the key issues.
12

When I study a new subject, I may review some
things several times, to try to understand them.
Sometimes a different author who speaks on the same
subject can make a point more clear to you or me.
In reading a chemistry book, I may read a chapter
on bases (alkaline) and acids. Perhaps I don't
understand what the author says, his illustrations and
his analogies. So if I find another chemistry book and
read about bases and acids. I may understand the
2nd, 3rd or 4th author better. Then I may return to my
original book, with a new awareness. Then I may
even understand the first chemistry book.
So every author, presenter has a unique
perspective. You may find another who speaks more
in your terms, language, images, examples. To
unveil a subject, stay on the subject until you find
someone who can illuminate it !
The more you learn of anything, the deeper you
can learn. You cannot grasp the deep, complicated
concepts, until you first consider and understand the
basic ideas. Crawl before you walk.

how to find, confirm and establish a durable truth.
Although is it filled with particulars, which you may
accept or reject, it is trying to teach you how you can
easily delve deeper into any subject. Your curiosity
may motivate you to spend the time and energy for
greater understanding. You can do it. You do not need
a group nor a single source.
Knowledge is framed in language. Your ability to
work with language will determine what you can deal
with; books, charts, video, audio recordings, histories,
internet. Sometimes even the words block your
progress, like legal language. If you persist, you can
understand nearly anything, but some things actually
require you learn a sub set of other things, like legal
terms, to have the foundation to understand your
subject.
To understand anti-gravity, free energy, and new
phenomena you have to consider new sciences and
math that are neither taught or embraced by our
current academia. They are real and have real
benefits, but most have never heard of them, because
the main stream media has blocked or suppressed
information about them.

This books tries to teach how to learn, how to think,
13

// Mainstream - Thought Control –
Our world is built on information.

What we see and know determines how we act.

News, TV, books and movies
Most follow what is commonly known. Most follow the
crowd.
I studied 9-11 to find that most of what I learned
from government, from main stream media was
incomplete and lacked the comprehensive reports and
facts I find and easily verify from public and published
sources.
When I learned I could know better and deeper, I
re-examined how I was limited in my original
understanding of 9-11. I had let the mainstream news
be my only basis of understanding, virtually sealing my
thinking from any curiosity to know more.
I thought high authorities had reviewed the situation
and widely published their findings. No element of
discord, or alternative view ever reached me, nor did I
suspect to look for one.

Later, I realized what the news said was clearly
wrong and incomplete, I had accepted it and closed
my eyes, my thinking, based on my first
impressions. Now I know the news was wrong,
incomplete, misguided. I see the world’s system
(main stream thinking) is intent to set first impressions,
and transposed them into history and text books.
I wondered who does sort out history ? Who does
find and maintain a record of truth ? These thoughts
have propelled me on a circuitous journey, but I have
emerged on the other side, as a new person with a
new vision.
Why do you tell any one anything ? Why does
anyone speak ? Mostly, we tell others information that
somehow benefits us. Information that does not, in
some way help or benefit us (or friends, colleagues),
we discard, forget, ignore.
So it is with main stream news. It speaks to serve
those who own them, but not necessarily revealing all
the news it may get, as some of the news may be
damaging to those who own the news agency.
The press forms an illusion of facts and controls
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public opinion. Who owns the press ?
What is the history of this control over news ?
In 1917 the Congressional Records Oscar
Callaway explained how agents for the Morgan
banking interest hired news editors to buy out the
editorial rights to the nations leading news papers and
placed an editor in each location. Although the
newspapers get much information, this editor, this
gate keeper controls what information they print. This
policy and technique has advanced with us to this day.
The CIA and President Bush specifically have placed
false or misleading articles in newspapers to advance
their own agenda.
In the 1950s this program
(government controlling news) was called Operation
Mocking Bird.
Confirm: Search internet: Oscar
Callaway 1917 Congressional Record Morgan news,
or War of Word at www.abodia.com/t
We once had a diversity of thousands of
newspaper owners in America, as the Federal
Communication Commission required. FCC use to
limit an owner to one news service (newspaper, TV) in
a region, to allow different owners to serve the region,
possibly with opposing views. Changes in the FCC

regulations have allowed individual owners or
corporations to buy up many agencies; publications,
radio, TV, … for any region to have monopolies of
news.
This squashes competition and opposing
voices. News was once competitive, vying for truth.
Now it is controlled, biased without counter claims.
Now in American, just 9 corporations, like General
Electric, Via Com, Time Warner, own and control
virtually 95 % of our main stream thought – including
newspapers, TV, movies, books, text books. They
control our thought primarily by eliminating many
subjects from consideration. (The internet, so far, has
been comparatively exempt from this draconian
control.)
To understand, or believe some of my ideas, you
may need further research or proof. My web sites has
this greater work easily available. Turn there for proof.
www.abodia.com/t
We do not have a representative government (as
we assume), one that is responsive to We the People.
It appears we do, we are told we do. The politicians
meet, greet, talk to us, but inevitably they respond and
do the will of those who place and keep them in office.
15

Who is that ? The media is their voice, who are their
owners ?
The global elite, the international bankers virtually
own most of the corporations, including the news
media. By the media, they shape our reality, shape
(limit) our thought. They largely influence (control)
who is elected to our representative government.
These high, mighty and hidden forces exert an
unseen hand on our politics, government, courts,
media. Once you realize this, you can begin to look
outside of their control.
Their trend is to concentrate power and control. It
is happening in all fields; food, money, banking,
medicine, drugs, military armament.

watch dog to ferret out our problems for public debate.
But now, what is the easiest way to eliminate a
problem - drugs, crime, finances, pollution ? The
easiest way to eliminate these problems is simply to
remove them from public consciousness, from
consideration. Behold a Pale Horse (available free
through Scribd.com – a free, public resource of 10s of
1,000s of books & documents.).
So the press, which is controlled by the global elite
- the global corporations, controls the thinking of the
America people. The media can convince us our
politicians are serving us, by removing from our
consideration, the continuation and expansion of our
on going problems.

So those we think we elect to protect us are now
but the minions of the corporations who own the news
and control much of our lives.

What are these problems ? war, financial
catastrophes, pollution, graft, ... ways the corporations
make huge profits. Issues that are concealed from the
eyes of the public. As we are not informed, but
deceived to think we are informed, then the great evils
continue, even expand without public thought or
perception.

Wm. Milton Cooper, a great patriot, researcher,
retired military, writer of Behold a Pale Horse, shares
this incredible insight. We elect our politicians to
eliminate our problems. The media use to be the last
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All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that
good men do nothing. - Edmund Burke_

The elite who run our world, change our perception
of the world. They advance the politicians who are
submissive to their will. They influence news to focus
on some subjects, perspective, and to ignore others.

because they themselves cannot / will not look beyond
the main stream, popular news, the world of
information that is tightly controlled by the global elites
who own our world.

We thought we elected politicians to solve our
problems, when in fact those who control our thinking,
simply remove the reports of the problems from the
news – so we don’t think of those problems.

Why are we controlled by main stream ? Because
we want to fit in with others be compatible in thought
and action. Let’s learn to follow our own conscience.
Perhaps we will inspire and lead others.

It would seem that the national press is failing us,
but they, like the politicians, are just following the will
of those (the global elites - corporations) who own and
control them.

The news controls our lives, not the politicians.
The politician are down stream from the elite forces
who control us all, the wealth & power of the secret
government, the 13 banking families, the elite who rule
our thoughts.

Main steam controls our thought, our perception,
our consideration and debate. They control news,
books, histories, education. They eliminate important
considerations from our thought. They control popular
opinion.
Those who venture out, consider things beyond the
main stream press have a chance to see real
information, real conditions, make great discoveries;
inventions, cures, free energy and more, but most
people and organizations criticize and mock them,
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common phrase like “the man crossed the river.”

// Thought Print- Search Quoted Phrase
This chapter will empower you.
This simple idea can help anyone immensely !

A Thought Print is like a finger print, voice print or
eye scan, which can identify something uniquely. It’s
a unique or uncommon series of words in a
particular order. Search internet for a “unique
phrase” quoted or a Thought Print to quickly find an
exact copy of an article, document, book.

Now search the internet for that “quoted phrase” so
it must find that sequence of words in that order.
Voila ! In just a few seconds you will probably find
multiple source to works that contain he phrases and
probably what you seek. Once you find it you can
read, print, copy, save, or send to others (the link or
the file).
If you look for a book or article title or an author,
you often find web sites that try to sell or discuss the
book or article, but not the actual text.

Find information or hidden truths easily !
Searching for a TP enables you to quickly find an
exact copy of an article, document, book if you just
quote “a unique phrase” found in the document you
seek.

I have found out of print books and many books
that I own now on the web.

Quote a phrase from any document you have, or
saw, or read. Quote something directly from the text,
not similar, exactly from the text. I look for a “unique
quoted phrase”, something sort of uncommon.

You can search the web’s billions of files and find
what you want in 30 seconds !

Say you seek a book, article, government form,
most anything. If you have ever seen it, look through
it and find a relatively unique phrase like; General
Macarthur crossed the Rhine river in August, not a
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I don’t quote source anymore because it is so easy
for anyone to find things !

Here’s an example, An e-mail mentioned this
article. I quoted a phrase from it and searched the
iNet.
"On October 17, 2006 Congress allowed the
president" - Google Search finds:

4. American Civil Liberties Union - Find Habeas:

find those 2 words in that order.

"habeas corpus poster On October 17, 2006,
Congress allowed the President to sign away a
fundamental constitutional right. On April 18, 2007,
start bringing ... " action.aclu.org/site/Ecard?ecard_id=3921

5 specific words in a row, with each word in a
4x5
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particular place, yields 1 in 10
or 10

Punctuation and capitalization are ignored in
searches, but the words have to be spelled the same
and in the same word order.

If you do a search and list words; The Quick Brown
Fox. you’ll find links where any of the words, or word
combinations may be found:

One can remember or write down long
complicated web sites, but quote an unusual phrase
for simple way to refer to document.

quick, ... brown fox, ... the quick, ... Brown River, ...
quick fox, ... quick sand, ... fire fox ...

// Why a Quoted Phrase finds hidden things

If you quote at beginning and end of the phrase, a
"quoted phrase", "Col. Wilson leaped from the Silver
Bridge to the Rhine".

Consider 2 letters, A and B, Consider 2 spaces to
write them. List all combinations; AA, AB, BA, BB
2 letters, 2 spaces = 2 x 2 = 4 combinations.

You limit searches to only documents that include
the specific words in the specific order.
How many vocabulary words do you find in
newspaper or Junior High School? Perhaps 10,000 ?
So in reading a news or magazine article, each word
used is chosen from 10,000+ words.

Take 5 to 7 unusual word sequence. Do use,
"Major Armstad crossed the Nile River in August."
Don't use, "The man crossed the road."

2 words in a sequence, is 1 chance in 10,000 times
8
10,000 possibilities or 1 in 10,000,000 or 1 in 10 to

In an unusual phrase, of 5 to 7 words, you will find
only a few document which contain that phrase.
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I call this a Thought Print, a particular phrase used by
a writer in a written work.
In searching for any document, report, book, article,
if you search for a 5+ word quoted phrase, or even two
different 3 word quoted phrases, you may quickly find
the original article, book, court case referenced by the
phrases (if it is on the internet- many things are).

Read the web site addresses, to ascertain a
reputable source; Cornell Law Library, New York
Times, etc.
Find a crowd of witnesses, many links, many web
sites which confirms a quote or a document is a way
to find or confirm a thing is true, authentic, genuine.

// Additional Search Techniques
There may be billions of documents on the internet.
Not all things are there, but many are. With these
short phrases searches, you are able to quickly find a
confirmation or multiple references to the document in
question.

One can write down long complicated web sites,
but an easier way to refer to them is to quote a
phrase from it, or from any document that you
have, or saw, or read, then do an internet search (like
Google, Alta Vista, …), with a quoted phrase.

Searching for a quoted phrase, you may find the full
article, book, or report. From there you can read,
print, copy or e-mail to others. This is a simple but
powerful way to determine if things are true.

Punctuation and capitalization are ignored by most
search engines (Google), but the words have to be
spelled the same and in the same word order.

You may not believe something because people /
institutions you know and or news you read does not
agree, but if you search the internet, you may find
some reputable source that you accept, or such a
crowd of witnesses, many people and sites repeating
something, that you would be hard pressed to deny it.
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You can use a "short quoted phrase" and add other
terms, Eisenhower ... Paris ... Treaty ... to be found in
the article, but not directly in the sequence.
These brief searches can penetrate to the most
secret hidden things, in seconds.

Also search for concepts together like this:
CIA Clinton Mena Mena is a small town in
Arkansas, where the guns and drugs of Iran Contras
were handled.)
Pine Gap HAARP. Weather controlled world wide
for decades, by secret governments on going.
Use multiple phrases and or add other key
words with the quoted phrases to aid your search.
Consider any document, government form, book,
article. Remember that all things are not on the
internet, but many things are. There are many
sources for information; the Library of Congress, your
public library, court and other public records,
newspapers and achieves, video and broadcast
media. Many of these can now be found easily by
using the internet.
This is most efficient method to find information
using the internet, with perhaps 20 billion documents.
If you learn good search skills, you can quickly and
easily find tomes of information.

The internet, the news, books, legislators, other
people can all tell truths, ½ truths, and open lies.
Some may simply be misinformed and truthfully telling
what they know which may not be true. Truth is
illusive and hard to find, but it is within reach for those
that search. As the internet is the most expansive and
easily searched reference point, you can find articles
pro or con on most issues. As you read the various
competing view points, I believe from the facts,
witnesses, evidence, logic, you can sort through to
find deeper truths then those that reach your door by a
controlled national media.
My writing could be filled with reference and
sources, but … I have found that it is so easy to
search web for a quoted phrase, that anyone, who
learns that technique, can easily and quickly find one
or more sources to the materials I use. I focus on
interweaving content to lead to understanding, and
therefore step away from the simple clerical task of
identifying sources. For any to lazy to search, I’d
gladly find and state those sources for them, if they’d
like to pay for my time. Inquire.
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// Reason (evidence) vs Authorities

So most of my life, for most of my decisions, I have
lived in main stream thinking.

I have worked under authorities for 50+ years.

I'm son of Henry T. Elden, a prominent architect,. I
was well schooled at Blair Academy, Carnegie Mellon
University, Bachelor of Architecture, a student at
Colorado Outward Bound (survival) School. I've spent
31 years as nationally accredited, practicing architect.
My father taught me to look, see, and to
photograph, of basic sciences, and to reason.
My mother taught me nuisance of perception,
thought and writing and encouraged me to be a writer.
My background, education and experience all
blended well to keep me in the main stream,
conventional thinking. I admit my 4th grade report
card noted "Ted does not respond well to authority."
Is this a stigma that has been with me always ?
I take this clue from my father, with his inquiring
mind. When I am told or shown something, I usually
ask why ? Others tire of questioning, and or frankly
don't know. Some teachers may propagate some
information but never consider opposing perspectives.
That’s not their job !
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My research of 9-11 showed me there are many
other sources of information, radio, recorded
materials, vast troves of information, facts, witness
available through the internet and inner library loans.
So as I have seen the great deceptions perpetrated
by government, media, institutions and organizations, I
have stepped back to more carefully analyze
information that I get.
I find, and encourage others, to see we are
mentally asleep. We've been taught to follow and
obey authorities. We have not been checking the
realities around us and that others tell us. Often,
simple logic and reason can break through, can Pierce
the Veil of Secrecy that surrounds many reports.
When you analyze the information you get, you can
see great gaps in logic, impossible sequence of
events, breaks in the chain of evidence, gaps in the
connecting links.
A forensic investigator (crime investigator) is not so
much engaged in fact, evidence, but more in links.
When primary evidence is quickly removed or
destroyed, you have to question, “Why the hurry ?”

Established laws forbid prevent we destroy crime
scene evidence, but more and more laws are skipped,
normal procedures avoided, and new people engaged
in suspect investigations, cover ups.
Yet, we the individual citizen, can figure those
things out.
Many good information sources can give us clues.
The American Free Press, the Idaho Observer have
given in real time, contemporary reports of suspicious
and improper handling of major events like; Waco, 911, and many other national events.

forces among us.
In Nazi Germany, people ignored the storm trooper
coming for their neighbors. None responded or
protected them. Finally when they came for you, there
was none let to defend you.
We must think, work together, communicate,
assemble, debate and break the strong arm of the
false news and authorities who try to enslave us.
Awake, dear America, awake and begin to think again.
Authorities will abuse you until you reach the point of
resistance.

I contend, “Quit being so awe struck” and accepting
of all your authorities; government, main stream
media, large institutions and or teams of doctors. Do
the math, do the research, analyze the information,
facts, evidence, look for alternative perspectives,
reports. Consider and evaluate them.
America is quickly declining, falling prey to lies
everywhere which the population accepts, forfeiting
our rights, freedoms, wealth, health and safety. We
are too self centered, not thinking of our community
and future. We grasp at our piece of the material
world around us and do not consider how our
government and country is declining due to draconian
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// Perception vs Reality
Most of what we learn comes from others.

What we learn (input) is the limit to what we know
and believe. If we have not seen or considered
something, then we cannot know it. We attend
government funded schools, we listen to news, TV,
books and movies. This information comes from
others.
We accept information that is easy for us to get,
commonly known among our peers, information that
comes from high authorities; government, universities,
institutions, even corporations. Many blissfully accept
information
without
thought,
consideration,
comparison, reason, analysis.
If it’s good enough for others, then it is good
enough for us.
When in school (a social setting) an instructor (and
text books) pour out information. Our task is to
receive, memorize and repeat the information. None
are thinking to question, debate, evaluate the
information. The fact we are in the school, or in a
course, means that we have already largely accepted
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what will be taught. We expect that learning this
material will advance us in ability to earn, learn, or
even in status and prestige. We follow the beaten
path, assuming it will take us to what we want.
Teachers are paid to teach us certain information
for course and text books. They are not encouraged,
nor paid, to teach us to reason, think, question. Their
purpose is to indoctrinate us with what they have to
teach. And we are measured in that task with
constant exams and tests. We are measured against
their standard that we should know and accept what
they teach. We are not encouraged to learn on our
own, of subjects of our interest, or to develop any
outside information sources or abilities. From birth,
through life we are pushed toward uniformity.
Individual difference in abilities, talents, perceptions
are squashed in an effort to make us all uniform.
Education is not so much to teach, but more to
unify us, by giving us all a common base of knowledge
(information). Only a few who learn years later to
review what we have learned have an opportunity to
realize we often learn things that are not entirely true.
What we learn impedes our ability to connect with
things outside of the norm.

Many great educators have realized that the
genesis of our limited world and thinking is born in
our government regulated education system. See
www.Deliberate Dumbing Down.com book & web
site of Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt, former Senior
Policy Advisor in the US Department of Education.
She blew the whistle on government activities.
Hitler said, "Let me control the textbooks and I will
control the state. Today we see President Obama
recruiting his civilian army, his 'Hitler' youth brigade.
Should not the parent, instead of the state, be the
dominate voice in guiding children ? USAvsUS.info
shows how marriage and birth certificates yields
control of the child to the state. Requires testing,
administering drugs, separating children from families
– should all this be at the option of the state ?
After finding the great deceptions in 9-11, I've
begun to explore many of my foundation beliefs, many
of the assumptions I was led to believe, popular
thought, as you will.
Once you learn how to work with information, - use
the internet (a quick and easy tool), or - research in
libraries, you can easily get information from diverse
sources, information that was not considered by your
teachers, newspaper or other sources.

Surely, as you read and study, you constantly come
to new ideas, even concepts that are different and or a
reversal of what you "already know." Most dismiss
things that are new or different than what they know.
They are stuck in the status quo. The do not desire to
change their work, life, home, habits, so they resist
learning new things. New thought may lead us to
choose new paths of activities and to even abandon
things we have already learned or acquired.
But, in learning, you also have opportunities to
great benefits. Learning how to learn is the most
important advantage. What we learn is dependent on
our sources.
Most live in the popular world,
surrounded by peers, news, main stream thinking. As
soon as you begin to think outside of the box,
considering unpopular or unknown ideas and reports,
most people begin to ostracize you. They have no
interest to think, to change, to follow you. They are
secure in their world, with their peers. They bind with
the greatest number of people, thinking, assuming,
what most know, believe, act on must be true, and the
better path.
A Simple summary; Reality is often different then
perception. You have the opportunity to see and know
the truth. To do so, you must (temporarily) let go of
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the standards you accept to consider things beyond
the main stream – beyond popular thinking. There are
opportunities in many fields, suppressed by main
stream. By keeping the empowering knowledge from
you, they can continue to control and dominate those
who live in a world of assumptions, following the herd.
Our main stream is a simplified view of the world.
When you look deeper, you may find many
advantages to other ways of thinking. This book
points to just some of the subjects where you can
know more than most will ever consider. Here are
some heavily suppressed topics I've found; - cures
and treatments, - taxes, - history of war, - law and
courts, - sciences: - free energy, - anti-gravity, - secret
government, etc.
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Se Spy Chips by Katherine Albrecht++

// New World Order
A plan to eradicate individual freedom world wide.

Publicly the idea is mentioned, listing it's beneficial
attributes, but rarely exposing it's flaws and it's harm
to many.
By information, we are manipulated, deceived,
robbed and plundered.
Hitler mentioned the New World Order, as did
President George Walker Bush in his inauguration in
1990.
To some, this term or concept may seem distant
and removed, but if you study it, looking for links,
spokes persons, ideas and actions, you will find that
the NWO covers the machinations of a vast and
powerful group to take control of the world. They
desire to reduce the population by 95 % - by war,
vaccinations, and famine. They desire to unify all
nations to a one world government, one court, one
religion, one currency, and identify all people with an
RFID micro chip implanted in your body, to know
wherever you are, and to know all about you – your
records; health, finances, and personal information.

This is an unbelievable idea, you assume by not
studying them. You live in your innocent illusion.
Search this title and examine the documents,
statement, and articles about this practice.
Secret Societies and global organizations conspire
together for their benefit, profit and control over the
people, turning individual freedom into slavery, killing
and injuring vast populations of the world.
Best yet, read quotes what those global elites have
to say themselves about their organizations. See
appendix
Here are quotes from those professing to bring
about the New World Order. Do a search for some
quoted phrases (from 2 or more quotes) from this list
to find a lengthy list of more of these quotes on the
internet.
If you search for an individual quote, you can
determine that it is true, as noted by their author and
or publication.
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The appendix list quotes of world leaders on the
New World Order. It is real and quickly coming in to
existence. The Georgia Guidestones list 10 planks of
their goals. They intend: - to kill 95 % of the
population of the earth – pretending to improve life on
earth, - create one world government, court, currency,
religion. Read of their own statements, and of the
guidestones to know their specific goals. To ignore
their actions is to empower them.

the United Nations, sometimes restricting areas to
from the American public. See America Heritage
Foundation to see the federal land grab of all the
private property near lakes, rivers and streams.

The formation of the North American Union will
wipe out the sovereignty of the United States, open
the borders to Mexico and Canada, allow unregulated
commerce, products, people to wander across the
borders, - develop a private highway – owned by
foreign operators to slice through our country for
conveying products, people, contraband ? without
supervision, control, monitoring.
A new Amero
currency will replace our currencies, as our dollar will
rapidly lose value under these draconian controls.

The things I mention are shocking and
unbelievable, but you can follow my web sites and or
the clues to find hard evidence that they are true. The
gap is that our media does not articulate and or
discuss these changes.

President Clinton gave the National Parks of the
United States to the United Nations in the Biosphere
project. Check the signs at the parks ! As early as
1992, he began work on the Biosphere Reserves, the
World Heritage Program. Parks are now controlled by
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Service men in the United States armed forces are
sometimes forced to wear United Nations uniforms
and serve their agenda, not the agenda of the United
States.

// Deceptions
Property, wealth, freedom is stolen by deception !

Were there not civilizations, communities, police and
government, such crime might run rampant.
However, unseen, deceptive, people behind the
scenes, corporate and industrial magnate, gain
advantage, property, rights, control over other people
simply by lying. Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's Minister of
Propaganda chanted: "The bigger the lie, the more it
will be believed."
So in America, many great frauds, deceptions, lies
have been prevaricated on We the People. The lies
have grown so large, repeated so long and so often,
they have worked their way into our history books, our
education, our public thinking.
Only those who have the audacity, veracity,
curiosity to inspect the foundation of these issues will
ever even consider or discover many of these great
deception.
Examples: Adding fluoride to our public water
supply, supposedly as a health benefit.

The Atomic Energy Commission creates toxic
fluoride in their process. This is very toxic substance
of which to dispose. They came up with the plan to
put it into public water supplies. A dentist, Harold
Hodge of the University of Rochester, promoted (false)
science studies to indicate that fluoride has a benefit
to teeth. It actually makes them brittle, more subject
to dental maintenance, and does other harm to the
body.
The false science continues to find studies of it's
advantage, while the tomes of evidence against
fluoride is continually covered-up, discarded and
discounted.
ChemTrails sprayed from plane, lace our open
skies with toxic chemicals and harmful bio agents.
The Treaty of the Skies allows this. Ohio Rep.
Kucinich's House Resolution HR 2977 named
ChemTrails as an 'Exotic Weapon.' see at Rense.com
US Air Force, media and legislators deny this activity,
while Kucinich specifically mentioned it in proposed
legislation. World wide this phenomena is witnesses,
photographed and reported by thousands. Contrails
are the water vapor trail of jets. ChemTrails are
intentional spray distributed from planes – not a part of
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their propulsion. They can and do turn the spray on
and off at will.
As noted in the guidestone and many sources, the
NOW has a direct plan to eliminate 95 % of the
population of the world. They are doing it with
vaccinations (cheapest method), war, famine, poison
of air, water, food.
See Secret Covenant on the internet or from
www.abodia.com/t It is a clear and active plan now in
existence. Unbelievable yes, but this document is a
clear statement of what is happening. Poison our air,
water, land. Could this all be coincident, accident ? It
is very focused intent by very organized, imbedded
and powerful global elites, working towards
establishing a one world government, a New World
Order.
The best covert operation is done in plain sight.
When the public no longer even recognizes what is
plainly visible, then no further cover-up is needed.
When you learn, consider, become aware of these
subjects, you can easily discover who broadly we are
being deceived. We must reason, consider, join with
others to be a force to resist these harmful actions.
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Elected officials should not be involved in decisions
that directly profit them or their companies, associates.
That is a conflict of interest. But most people do not
see or suspect what is rally on going behind closed
doors, the union of clandestine corporations and
elected officials.
The Marijuana Conspiracy
Hemp is excellent crop for many purposes. It
grows quickly and abundantly and was used for
centuries. It was in direct competition with the growing
chemical synthetic industry, so DuPont and others
promoted laws to prohibit hemp for being grown,. They
posed that marijuana derived from it was a danger to
mind and body.
DuPont's primary investor, Andrew Mellon became
Hoover's Secretary of the Treasury. He appointed his
future nephew-in-law, Harry J. Anslinger, to head the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
They decided to declare hemp was dangerous. It was
a threat to their billion dollar business. Hemp had to
go for their dynasty to prevail. They brought the
obscure Mexican slang word: 'marihuana' into America
consciousness.

A media blitz of 'yellow journalism' raged in the late
1920s and 1930s. Hearst's newspapers ran stories
emphasizing the horrors of marihuana. Films like
'Reefer Madness' (1936), 'Marihuana: The Devil's
Weed' (1936) were propaganda to create fear of
hemp. In the 1930s, people were very naive. What
news papers or radio said was believed true.
In 1937, the Prohibitive Marihuana Tax Law
outlawed hemp.
The most useful crop became
outlawed so the chemical industry would have
monopoly of products.
Similarly, many elites, behind the scene magnates
grown rich and expand their wealth. They support
(buy out) politicians to promote their bills and laws to
slant the market place towards their products and
profits.

Halliburton, Blackwater, Brown and Root. Certainly
false flag operations are staged, aided, funded, and
expanded to increase hate, anger and war.
Citizens of different countries do not wish to hate
others, nor to leave their farms and cities to fight
"enemies." Great efforts are made through the media,
government and many organizations to foster and
promote war. It's for the huge profits not otherwise
available in peace time economies.
Raising issues to emergency conditions allows
government to make special provisions, avoid debate
and consideration of alternatives.
Situations are
exaggerated and deemed emergencies to speed their
actions without appropriate overview.

// What to Do ?
To curb evil around us - be aware of it.

The military industrial complex virtually runs our
government, consuming much of our gross national
product for the production of armament, munitions, to
ever expanding and increasing wars. War is most
profitable industry. Promoting war is necessary to
expand the activities and profits of the military
industrial complex through such companies as

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that
good men do nothing.- Edmund Burke_
Search, find truth, confirm it, share it with others.
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Sure some need to be more fully engaged, to take
action, organize people, from committees, groups,
organizations, perhaps protest and or from laws and
organizations to combat the evil that surround us.
But begin in knowledge.
As most of us are so short sighted, so self centered
in our focus, we don't consider, think of, believe these
tales of conspiracy and corruptions.

forces.
Evil prospers when good men do nothing.
"The world is a dangerous place to live; not
because of the people who are evil, but because of
the people who don't do anything about it." ~ Albert
Einstein_
So to me, the first action is awareness.

We assume or pretend that the systems around us
will find and deal with these problems. Surely the
legislators, the main stream media, and our justice
and executive branch of government will deal with
these serious issues.
To me, that is the great deception, the false illusion,
the feel good attitude.
To think that others are working to our benefit
without our involvement, support, knowledge.
When you look deeply at the on going activities that
are crushing our citizens, our fortunes, our future, you
begin to see that there are few to none opposing
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If others find and see the truth, simply circulating
this news and expanding the population who know,
will begin a movement to retard, reduce and reverse
the on going evil.
On the contrary, everyone who has an opportunity
to consider these issues and passes them, to focus on
their own self interest and immediate benefit, become
a co-conspirator in not challenging those who work to
oppose and destroy us.
Be a Truth Seeker ! Find and stand on truth.
Nothing else is so durable, desirable and beneficial.

Yes, we are few now, but as we grow in number
and link to each other, our strength will easily surpass
those who oppress us.

// Information Sources – diversity
Information is stored in language.

There are vast populations who are effected. Finite
are those who work to harm us in secret.
United we can stand against them, divided we will
fall, fail.

Vast tomes of libraries are available, many public,
some private. Some people have acquired private
collections of books & references. Others have access
to public or special collections, like college libraries.
Newspapers may allow research in their archives, as
may some government agencies, like Blue Book
(government records of UFO reports).

Seek and share Truth !
Of all information sources; libraries, public records,
news, the internet is the simplest, fastest, easiest way
to have a broad preview of vast diversity in
information, witness, evidences. Learn how to use it.
Knowledge is power, ignorance is enslavement.
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// Internet - Vast Resources
the voice of many people and organizations

What is the internet ? It is simply speedy access
to a vast number of people and organizations.
Individuals and corporations stand equal before the
world through the internet.

Life is change, progress is change.
If you are seeking information, how can you know if
something you find on the internet is true ?
In decades past, people went to the store to see
and buy things. Then came catalogs and mail order.
At first people did not trust mail order. They weren’t
sure they'd get their original order or how to get their
money back, but in time, mail order became trusted
and popular.
Now the internet greatly expands that. People seek
products from distance sources. They order and pay
via the internet. Yet, some still distrust the internet as
a source of valid information.
Print - Books, newspapers, television seem, to the
public, to be more credible, a higher authority. People
are reluctant to trust the internet as a source of
information, preferring to listen to popular, dominate
news reporters and government leaders.

If you click to a web site, or link, you can determine
the source of the information via the web site address.
Read the beginning of the link; possible New York
Times, Cornell University etc. You may find a link to
the home page, and or just delete the last elements of
a long web site address
www.NYResearchGroup/GovernmentSecrets/UFO
/Report1.htm (hypothetical)
By looking that the beginning of the link, you can
discern the source. You can trim back the link, climb
the tree towards the host who publishes that web site.
Sometimes this gives you a clue to the variability or
reliability of the information (as old school people want
to look at the source).
A more reliable way to test information is to
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abbreviate the information, select key ideas, names,
events from the article that you read, and search the
internet for that information. You often find other
sources who talk about the same things, offering
either confirmation, additional facts or even rebuttals
to what you have found.
The best way to test information, is not by believing
a source, but by investigating the core information
through many different sources. Seek a crowd of
witnesses to confirm.
Some lead you to foundation sources that are
undeniable; public records, Congressional Hearings,
Senate Investigations, court cases.
The early articles you read may seem unbelievable,
but from them you get ideas and concepts to test.
Often, like pealing an onion, as you get more involved
in a story, concept, report, you’ll be am amazed to see
how many people and organizations confirm or report
on it.

information that I find arguing against my
investigations are vague, relying on authority, not
dealing with the revealed facts and hard evidence. In
those cases, I side with the hard facts, publicly know,
rather than an authority without a good counter
argument. Some follow the authorities, I try to follow
the facts, often introducing me to new spokes people
from whom I’ve not heard. It is hard to trust a
stranger, but the common feature is that many
national reporters are continually at odds with local
reports and viable facts. Why would that be ?
Most of the amazing things I have discovered, in
research, are not rebutted. They are only ignored.
Authorities try to rule by force and by suppressing
opposition. I think that simple reason should be our
guide and not high authorities. You can and should
think and reason !

By a crowd of witness, we are at peace the
information is important, worth considering, probably
true (until or unless we find viable rebuttals). Most
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// Truth - What is Truth ?
Every word, rumor, event has a source !
You hear of legends, myths and rumors. Are they true ?
What is the evidence ?

Everything you hear has a source. Now, some things
may be started as rumor, they’re made up. But even
that may be a cover to distract you from something
else. Often, lies are generated that slightly vary the
facts to keep you from looking at the real event,
names changed, dates, locations. If they can securely
plant false information, then when it is investigated, it
evaporates, turns out to be no event or not as
expected. Few look exhaustively of variations of the
main theme, or the source problem or report.
Find the source, go back to where it was first
reported, from whom, where. Is there a written report,
a local news report ? It is in the handling of
information that it is often changed, managed,
deflected to loose it’s momentum or divert the viewers
from connecting with the original materials.
I have falsely believed that later reports were
cleared of early mistakes and confirmed. Now I see
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that often later versions were handled by people who
had some involvement, with their efforts to divert the
story and or keep the viewing audience separated
from the primary evidence and witnesses.
Consider the Oklahoma City – the Murrah Federal
Building bombing. I’ve collected early local news
broadcasts that show; - other unexploded bombs were
found in the buildings, - the Justice Department said
that they could be used to determine what
sophisticated team of explosive experts manufactured
the bombs, - the bombs were inside the building,
blowing the build outward, as witnesses and evidence
indicated, - video footage from news crew showed no
crater in front of the building as shown in a drawing in
Newsweek two weeks later.
The national news and the court case against
Timothy McVeigh never mentions any of this
evidence.
So you choose. Most don’t have this inside
information. Do you think that the national news
cleared this up, or did they cover it up ? Citizen
Information Network made revealing video.

Who has the ability to circulate information like the
national news ? They can find news from their
resources and or coupled with local resources. They
can edit it and broadcast their version. New agencies
are not accountable to the public. They are private
companies. They are not elected. No public nor
court, nor elected officials government control what
the news may broadcast. Who checks the news ?

such illegal acts, through the illusion that it was for an
emergency, for National Security, when these are just
for selfish purposes to increase profit and control over
the unsuspecting populations. As you come to learn
of the real purpose of the National Security Agency,
you’ll find it is to protect those in political power, from
embarrassment, crime or fault. The illusion iis that it
protects us form foreign foes, but in reality it protects
the
incumbent
politicians,
and
embedded
corporations.

Misinformation is a perfected art. It may be a
distraction, a diversion.
Consider Sleight of hand, distraction by:
Hypnotist, lawyer, debater, magician. They shift your
focus, what you think about, and what you think about
it, to new perspectives, with illusion, mis
representation, distraction, or simple lies or fraud.

What is based on Science, evidence, facts. What
is based on belief, assumption, faith ? Faith is fine if
your sources are trustworthy, not bias.
People ideas organizations,
attraction, company, companion

systems

social

Adjectives medium, articles small
Test, confirm, follow sources. Stay focused on your
topic.
You have to be inside a belief system to see other
things, at least suspend, don’t close
A strategy, like a recipe is a method to achieve a
goal (like cooked food).
Experiments are how
techniques are developed. When they are used on
unsuspecting, non-consenting subjects, we break laws
in their experiments. The government has often doe

Youth: changing, dynamic, learning, evolving, rising
Age: stagnate, fixed, not adapting, diminish in
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power and control
Many believe high authorities, government,
institutions, universities, professional organizations –
who lead popular thinking, who establish things
commonly known. Can we do better ? You can get
better information if you want to. Read Trust Me, I’m
an Expert. Such is the foundation of professional
organizations, to elevate some to unquestioned status,
power and control. Those positions are fiery fought
for.
My War of Words at abodia.com/t shows clearly
how information sources have been bought up and
controlled, as reported in the Congressional Record.
Operation Mocking Bird is another program to seed
lies in news to persuade people to a point of view.
We are at war The newspapers control popular
opinion and popular thinking. They are not an open
conduit for thought. They have been bought out
and are controlled.
The illusion is that going up stream, to primary
newspapers, New York Times, Washington Post,
yields truth.
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The following is an example of how I got hard facts
by using the Thought Print, searching for a “quoted
phrase.” First I hear a rumor of some Congressman
saying that the bankers or Morgan bought up the
newspapers. I did searches to get the basic facts.
When I had the general information, I found the name
of the congressman, that his message was in the
Congressional Record, and the text of his message.
Of course, I still did not believe this could be true, but
when I searched for a “quoted phrases” from his
supposed Congressional Record report, I found many
echoes of the same from many sources. So I proved
to myself that this is real event, really happened, is
durable truth. Here is the product of that search.
Congressman Oscar Callaway reported to
Congress in 1917 (Congressional Record below), how
J.P. Morgan hired twelve high racking news managers.
The twelve were asked to " ... determine the most
influential newspapers in America." They were to figure
out how many news organization it would take ... to
control generally the policy of the daily press of the
United States." The twelve found that it was only
necessary to " ... purchase the control of 25 of the
greatest papers." "An agreement was reached; the
policy of the papers was bought, and an editor was
placed at each paper to insure that all published

information was in keeping with the new policy."
Soon that policy would be defined by a front
group formed by JP Morgan and his colleagues
(Warburg and Rockefeller). Morgan’s personal attorney
was the founding President of the organization. The
organization was known as the Council of Foreign
Relations (CFR).
U.S. Congressional Record February 9, 1917,
page 2947
On February 26, 1917 ‘The New York Times’
misspelled his name too ! Why? (It makes is harder to
search for it !) It was misspelled as Calloway to
Callaway.
In the 1950s, lying news was promoted through the
Operation Mocking Bird program.
To many, this is truth: - what is reported from high
officials in government, institutions, corporations or
media, - what is widely known, widely published and
often repeated.
Perhaps, individually, we can find a better truth.
From – a crowd of witnesses, - physical evidence, public records, - court cases, - congressional reports
or senate investigations. What are your sources ?

Many rely on dominate and popular. I advocate
discerning details consistent with logic and echoed by
those directly involved, not reports of others.
So who should you trust ? The more you learn of
any subject, the more fairly you can judge it. I find if
you just read diverse perspectives on a subject, soon
the truth emerges.
It is found in reason, and
investigation. It’s established by arguments with the
more evidence, ones that employs your logic and
understanding. These then uproot your former limited
understanding. are much more believable, trustworthy
then simple conclusions and claims from high
authorities.
In our greedy world today, those with money and
power have found it is easy to buy out people,
institutions, news agencies and then edit or control
what they release, what they say.
There are many sources of information; news, TV,
movies, institutions, books, libraries, research, and the
internet,. The internet is best in that it is a single
method to connect to most all of these and more.
Of the many sources of information, each has some
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truth, some deceptions and some misinformation.
The internet itself is neither true nor false, yet it is
less bias as many different people have an opportunity
to present materials through the internet.
True, in today's society, most are in a hurry and are
content to ride with popular opinion and are quick to
accept what dominate voices tell us.
But you have an opportunity, should you seek it,
to find broader perspectives, fundamental
information that may not be easily available through
other sources.
So far, the internet seems to be much more
diverse. Like free speech and free press should be, it
seems less controlled by outside forces of
government, organizations, money, power and
influence.
You can learn to trust the internet by exploring it,
using and testing it. Learn from it.
For decades I relied on authorities, but as I have
discovered a different side to reality, I now am fully
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engaged to find and learn of counter arguments, of
hidden or suppressed news, information, witness and
facts.
These things lead me to new conclusions and new
people. Try it, you'll like it.
Do not believe all that reaches you. Be discerning,
check things, suspend judgment, learn to test ideas
and facts through the internet.
No one person or organization knows all things, nor
is always true, but working through the minds of
millions of researchers, reporters, authors and much
evidence, it is not hard to blow past the restrictions of
the controlled news that we have.

// Learn to Trust the Internet,
trust your own ability
In the 70s, I began a mail order business. At that
time, people like to go to a local store to see and touch
what they would buy. Buying by mail order seemed a
risk. Today, millions are comfortable to see and buy
via mail order or by the internet, but many resist
trusting it for news and facts, thinking anyone could
say anything. How would they know what is true ?

If you study a diversity of perspectives, the truth will
just float up, become obvious.

// Truth is Self Evident
Speaking the truth in times of universal deceit is a
revolutionary act. 1984, G. Orwell_

We are deceived when we rely on news sources of
distant organizations who are not people that we
personally know in our own community. News has
become like a script, just acting, independent of the
real truths.
Obviously news has mostly truth, so that we relax
and don’t study it to sort out fact form fiction. Even
their lies and inaccurate information is subtle and
shifts as time progresses.
Most people do not have a deeper, richer
background of the true events and histories to sort out
the lies from the truth.
Their involvement and
dependence on the news make them subject to it’s
subversive goals.
I choose to search more deeply from diverse
sources on issues, rather than bother listening and
sorting out contemporary news. Truth is more useful
then a collection of popular myths.

Truth is self evident, when discovered, and
threatens liars and deceivers.
I know, from many examples of actions in our
own country, how people are threatened (or killed) for
simply stating the truth.
Those who know, have the records, are
threatened or killed to allow those who want to control
to change the past history.
Orwell, in his 1984 novel, spoke accurately saying:
Those who control the present, control the past.
Those who control the past control the future.
He predicted the conditions that are here now. We
we’re way beyond even that.
Do you understand about the US war of 1812, and
the burning and destroying our original constitution in
Richmond Virginia ?
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This was done so that the Bank of England could
continue their control over the currency in America.

// Truth Floats Up –
As you learn, truth becomes obvious.

If you really knew your history, you’d too would be
up in arms, but of course, the popular source of
information is very different than mine/ ours.

I’ve rediscovered the world by reading the internet.
I’ve abandoned much of what I learned in 50 years
of college, of news, from new findings, not widely
known.

Life is a great illusion. Man a social being, hangs
on what his associates think.
Unbelievable it seemed, but I investigated many
subjects to find that what is commonly believed is
easily manipulated by the controlled media.
Few actually know the truth, but remarkably, it is
easy to find and learn, for those that want too.
Search for missing 13th amendment to see ratified
amendment forbidding any lawyers, or titles of nobility,
those with titles from foreign nations to be elected
officials. This law was not removed form the laws, it is
just covered up in history, thru the confusion of the
Civil War, when President Lincoln put the 14th
amendment in pace, naming it the 13th amendment to
cover up that lawyers were forbidden to be elected.
He was a lawyer, and directly profited form this sleigh
of hands. By deception they do rule.

But much more exciting are the millions of voices
of truth crying to be heard.
When you look over the facts, the many voices,
the truth floats up.
Not from professionals, institutions, government,
media, but from real people with real stories,
witnesses, evidence, public records court cases,
Congressional Record, Senate hearings, and more.
I’m amazed at how easily, articulate, expansive,
accurate, and truthful you can get this information from
unconnected individuals fighting to find and tell the
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truth.
Even the greased wheels, the powerful
corporations, the communication and media networks
cannot block the simple and basic truths that echo
across the internet.
Bravo for the internet, for now, until this frontier too
is compromised. Senator Rockefeller, who is exposed
by easy internet information, fights to regulate and
control its here before free use and access/

// The world is very different then perceived.
America is Bankrupt, since 1933, and still is. All
people, their heirs and their property have been given
to the Federal Government as collateral for
government to borrow and spend more Federal
Reserve notes borrow from the private, foreign
corporation for profit, the Federal Reserve, taking us
further in debt.
The Federal Reserve, IRS and US Government are
all foreign corporations in reference to the sovereign
united States

In War, PsyCops is widespread to convince the
enemy of your dominance and power, regardless of
the truth. The media, through propaganda, is the most
powerful tool.
The major media in America is now controlled by
just 9 corporations. They do not broadcast anything
that is harmful to any of their interests, including our
warring, major spending on arms, and exaggerating
and promoting fear and terrorism.
Over sixty million Americans no longer file or pay
income tax, according to Sherry Peal Jackson, former
IRS agent and letter from Dept. of Treasure. Court
decisions show clearly that filing is neither required
nor legal.

// Information is the Key
Behold a Pale Horse, by William Milton Cooper, is
riveting in its direct approach to information, showing
treaties and many original government documents that
cover complex issues.
I’m spell bound every time I pick it up. I read this
book because so many other sources refer to his
seminal work. It is sort of the seed from which other
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have come to knowledge. He was a navy intelligence
officer. He, his crew members, saw a UFO as big as a
ship rise out of the ocean. Higher officials at the base
made it very clear he should never divulge this
sighting, which he did later and on TV and radio.

Your lawyer and most don't know the truth to many
issues because their information path is flawed.

Also he states clearly that there is an active UFO
reality. The source could be extraterrestrial or it could
be advanced military or secret government making the
craft and responsible for the many sightings Probably
it is a little of each.

The tax protest, the winners, those who find
constitutional rights, legal precedents, supreme court
case and those that are winning in the courts are not
reported. Their cases are sealed.

He says there is going to be an invasion (secrete
military or UFO) to stagger our imagination, and
frighten us, again to submit to the high authorities as
they form a new World Order.

They depending on the criminal to give them
information.

Other lawyers cannot see or find them into their
controlled journals so they assume these other things
do not exist.
Information is the key. Once you learn that you
have many alternate paths to information,

All this happened to diminish our rights, and
enslave us.
You escape their trap, their control.
Information is the key.
Those who control our world, economies,
government, politicians, commerce also control our
information; through news, TV, journals, books, …
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My blind friend has a collection of thousands of
radio interview broadcasts. We have begun a library
of forbidden or contra band books. Not even
forbidden, just neglected, books most don't seek or
know.

I mine the internet, taking concepts, clues and
phrases to search the authors and written works and
reports. Most of the things I always knew were simply
assumed based on the mainstream information.
Now that I know how to get information from other
sources, I challenge the information that I have.
Much of what I had, is not so sound, thorough
interconnected with multiple independent witnesses,
and replete with evidence, public record and more.
The simplest way to control people, is not guns,
fences and prison, but simply controlling, limiting,
twisting and deceiving them through bad or
incomplete information.
PsyOps (psychological operations) are designed to
pamper, and repeat to our public that we have
freedom, choice and are privileged.
Their strategy is to make slow changes in our lives,
(against the laws and constitutions) erasing or
smearing or changing old histories. This leads to the
gradual change, degradation of our life style, to
increase their power and control. The elites, who

sponsor this NOW, truly believe the more control they
have, the better the world will be, but it is form their
perspective only, not considering that the rest of us
should have rights, freedom, property, wealth, health,
freedom to speak, assemble, travel, etc.
"None are more hopelessly enslaved than those
who falsely believe they are free. " - Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe ... "
For me, the trick is to find the alternate
information. I don't assume the alternate information
is necessarily true. Where did I get it, who does it
serve, is it skewed or bias ?
But when I compare information, rather than just
taking and believing what I am told, I am often
astonished to find new information, alternative
information works better, more connections, proofs,
witnesses, etc. The Information is the key.
But I am a reader, thinker, manager of information.
I churn through a tomes of information before I reach
decision.
Most people want a simple answer based on some
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institution, authority or news source.

case and those who win in the courts are not reported.
Their cases are sealed. The news is suppressed.

Most people don't think they have the time, or the
understanding to figure out things and they just want
to follow the herd or the leaders.

Lawyers don’t find these reports in their controlled
journals so they assume these wins don’t exist.
Information is the key.

Many people, smarter than I am, think they could
not possibly figure things out or understand
complicated things, so how could I have discovered
these things. Have an open heart, an open mind. I
don’t fear to explore, think, reason, consider what
others say. I follow the clues.

Once you learn you have many alternate paths to
information, you escape their trap.

Those who control our economies, governments,
politicians, commerce also control information;

A blind friend has a collection of thousands of radio
interview broadcasts.
Although impaired in the
physical world, he is rich and able in his ability to think
clearly. I champion him. We have begun a library of
forbidden or contra band books - no just books that
most don’t know or seek.

Government, with enough power to give you
everything, has enough power to take everything !

I mine the internet, taking concepts, clues, phrases
and search the authors and their written works.

Mainstream is controlled; news, TV, books,.
I have found most of what I always knew were
simply assumed based on mainstream information.
Lawyer and most people don’t know the truth on
many issues because their information path is flawed.
Now I know how to get information from other
sources, I challenge the information I have.
They depending on the criminals/ main stream to
give them information.
The tax protester, the winners, those who find
constitutional rights, legal precedents, supreme court
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Much of what I had, is not so sound, thorough
interconnect, multiple independent witnesses, and
replete with evidence, public record as what I now
have..

The simplest way to control people, is not guns,
fences and prison, but simply controlling, limiting,
twisting and deceiving them through bad or incomplete
information.
The other PsyOps (psychological operations ) is to
pamper, and repeat to them that they have freedom,
choice and are privileged.
Making slow changes in their lives, (against the
laws and constitutions) erasing or smearing or
changing old histories all leads to the gradual change,
degradation of our life style.
So there are none so enslaved as those who
believe they are free.
For me, the trick is to find the alternate information.
I don’t even assume that the alternate information
is necessarily true.
Where did I get it, who does it serve, is it skewed or
bias.
But when I compare information, rather than just
taking and believing what I am told, I am often
astonished to find new information, alternative
information works better, more connections, proofs,
witnesses, etc.

So for me Information is the key.
But I am a reader, thinker, manager of information.
I churn through a lot of information before I reach a
decision.
Most people want a simple answer based on some
institution, authority or news source.
Most people don’t think they have the time, or the
understanding to figure out things and they just want
to follow the herd or the leaders.
Many people smarter than I am think they could not
possibly figure things out or understand complicated
things, so how could little Ted in W. Va.
Here is a sample of how simple diversion keeps us
from being curious.
Roswell – did an alien aircraft crash there in 1948 ? who cares (It really did but ... ) What is important is
what has been happening in that area since.
Is Area 51 America's Hidden Spaceport? See DVD
Movie It is miles of restricted land, on no map except
noted as desert. No private, nor commercial plane
can fly over the restricted area., nor can any Air Force
of military, it is that private and secure.
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So what is going on there ? New developments in
flight and much more. They originally added many
building above ground and are now building more
under ground or camouflaged in the mountain side.
I have many witnesses and their testimonies; Bob
Lazar, John+ Lear, son of the Lear Jet designer, Phil
Schneider and many more.
But more importantly, I have aerial photos 1983,
1989, 1993, etc.
How could Elden, in Charleston, West Virginia, get
aerial photos of the most secure place on the planet ?
Russian Satellite Photos – They too watch this area
carefully, they are also very interested in the secret
developments here.
So, even simple people, persistent, focused on the
question, attentive to the answer, and continuing in
effort to explore and examine can unravel even
complicated things.
Most all we know of the world we get from others.
Life is developing relationships and trust.
When you realize that what is popular is not
necessarily true or in your favor, you best begin to
think independently and for your self..
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Learn of an event, reduce to key words and
concepts.
Searching for further reports through keywords,
names, places, dates
No one person or organization knows all things,
nor is always true, but working through the minds of
millions of researchers, reporters, authors and much
evidence, it is not hard to blow past the restrictions of
the controlled news that we have.

We are mainly persuaded by popular opinion,
media that reaches broad audiences.

// Facts or Authorities? Persuasion
We see (only) what we already know.

We have a name for it. We have seen it before. But
we can learn new things, see combinations of things,
patterns, cause and effect and learn new things.
We trust (or don’t) the sources that give us
information.
No information is absolute proof, is trustworthy;
photos, video, quotations, speakers. Nor do we test it.
All can be forged or altered.
Few test their
information, research it, explore alternatives. Mainly
we listen to people (national news, institutions,
universities) who we already trust.
Rather than consider, inspect, test, research what
we hear, we just listen to those we already trust. We
usually trust, not those we have reason to believe, but
those that others trust.
So the break in our
acquiring information is that we get most information
of it from people to whom we have no direct
relationship, yet, we assume it is true.

So we base our truths on popular people who
speak to many. We feel comfortable in a crowd of
common beliefs.
When another speaker gives us different
information, new evidence, photos, video, court
cases, public records, Congressional Reports,
information that is different from what we’ve heard, we
doubt our new sources. We tend to hold to what we
once learned, rather than consider and test new
information.
We doubt them because we do not know those who
offer this info. We are lazy. We don’t consider,
inspect, test, their information, we just assume a
dissenting voice cannot be true.
As I have found a new reality, one I never
imagined, I challenge you to a new method to acquire
and evaluate information.
I am well read and have studied in many fields, but
I do not equate my education or experience to equal
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or excel professionals like doctors, scientists.
However, I can readily see that these professionals
typically rely on information from others, from
institutions, from news. They rely on the irrefutable
information dominate in the public sector without their
actually considering or evaluating it themselves.
So we live in a fast passed world built on
assumptions on assumptions.
All are blended
together relying on information from established, well
known, main stream sources. But the deeper you pry,
inspect, examine, the more you come to realize that
those who are ardently holding to the status quo, are
doing so by habit. They have not looked at many of
the foundation arguments.
Make the journey yourself- read !
In the old school, a writer, or newscaster is
suppose to tell you the truth (by their authority) or
prove it with many references.

later. Consider electronic books and quick searches.
You can copy a work or clink a link to find expanded
information. It’s easy to take any word, phrase or
concept and quickly find supporting or contradicting
evidence through the internet, back to reliable,
esteemed sources, like Congressional Records,
Senate Investigations, court cases and public records.
So are we persuaded by authorities or by facts ?
If you go to my web site, or get my CD, I can give
you tomes of references, documents, web sites, etc.
In printed form, I pay for the paper.
In electronic form, you pay, with your time. From
what you see, you may elect to print, copy, or e-mail
anything you see.
Most are focused on advancing, deepening their
knowledge of what they already know.
Few pay or try to read what they don’t believe.

Information is very accessible today. A writer,
researcher can just lay the foundation for you. If you
take up any of his clues, you can easily affirm the
information through internet searches. I’ll tell you how
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Few want to abandon or change what they know
to start a new path. That is a hard pill to swallow – an
admission they were wrong before, a possible loss in

whatever you have invested
resources, commitment.

in

time,

money,

To change people, to reason, to truth, they need
to look at new information.
I try to get the
information to you as cheaply as I can. As you open
your mind to consider it, you can expand your efforts
to read further, find confirmations, print or buy what
books, video you want.
For growth and truth, consider, explore the
alternative voices you’ve never considered before.
New knowledge comes from looking at new
information, from new people.
Main stream media crams the airways with
information, some true or ½ true. They fill your mind
to distraction, especially with trifling subjects. As all
clamor to see the news, you become embarrassed to
not know the latest story, to discuss it and form an
opinion.
But who is considering and debating the serious
issues that effect us all, significantly, our families,
fortunes, futures ?

This writing is an introduction. Each person has
different experiences, different knowledge, and
different criteria for evaluating things. I point to many
ways, you find the path that helps you.
For some people I could offer 1,000 proofs yet they
would not accept them. For other people, I can just
show the pattern, the overview, the key people,
programs, concepts and they can unwrap the truth
beneath. I’ve become a super sleuth since I have
found ways to learn and delve deeper through the use
of internet searches and resources.
National news is limited to the editing of some
people at the highest levels. Local news just copies
national news. The internet is the voice of millions
of people.
Sure you have to read more, but
eventually, by comparing ideas, you can soon sort out
the truth.
We have been taught to follow and accept
authorities.
I content they are misleading us. We need to revert
to our own investigation beyond the popular news.
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These subjects are not so difficult that you need an
expert to explain. We have become dependent,
submissive to experts telling us everything.
Americans have quit thinking. As news has gained in
popularity, we think we have to know the news to
know what our neighbor thinks, and what is commonly
known.
I find news does not follow common belief, but
leads it. They propose preposterous information,
and, as it is accepted, they magnify and compound it,
keeping critical information out of your reach.

// National News is different than local
reports
Early reports may be unedited, detailed, accurate.

News reports, police and detective reports, student
reports, local broadcast news or other public sources
vary significantly from what was broadcast (or
repeated) nationally.
You can explore these on your own. This book will
tell you how. You can also refer to www.abodia.com
At the bottom of this home page, you should find links
to Truth Seekers, 911, Research and or other ways to
see a deeper truth.

// A Different Story:
Okla. City Murrah Federal Building Bombing ’95 ?
Ruby Ridge, Randy Weaver ‘92
Waco Texas, Branch Dravidians ‘93
1st World Trade Center Bombing ‘93
Columbine High School Shootings ‘99
TWA Flight 800, shot down over Long Island ? ‘96
Assassinations of: JFK ‘64, MLK ‘68, RFK ’68, JFK
Jr. ‘99
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Research these at your leisure. This book assures
you when you have deeper knowledge, you’ll begin to
see a pattern, where main stream, broadcast and
distributed information begins to change from early
report. See if you don’t see a pattern. What kinds of
changes are made ?
The elites, who control our news, want to keep us
uninformed, separate from the true facts, so we cower
in fear, anger, hate and aggression. They want us to
be divided among ourselves, not forming alliances in
family, community or liberty organizations. They call
these organizations or people in them – terrorist, those
who simply question the control of the government.
They increase their police powers and laws to snuff
these people out, denying us our liberties, freedom,
constitutional rights of free speech, assembly, privacy
and property.

// 9-11 - What Really Happened ?
Consider new information - your conclusions unravel.

You begin a curios process. Properly nurtured, it can
lead you to deeper findings, a deeper truth.
It is easy to follow the crowd, the main stream, but
it is not difficult to follow the dissenting voice(s), if only
you are curious. With desire, you can establish a firm
foundation.
The more you follow the dissenters, the richer,
deeper, broader is your information base.
The primary arguments against dissenters are:
- It is not true, , it did not happen.
- They don’t argue with the facts, they only try to
keep you from looking directly at the information.
- They criticize or discredit the spokes people, the
messengers, finding (pretending) fault in their
character or history.
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Arguments against the opposing view are:
-

It is not true

(but it is)

-

It does not effect me

(but it does)

-

There is nothing I can do

(but there is)

We all have different knowledge and experience. If
you find some angle to view a story, you can find facts
you understand.
On collapse of WTC on 9-11: to engineers, I show,
physical facts of the building’s quick and total
destruction, the speed of the fall, the pulverization of
all the concrete, and the physical science of the
temperatures of steel to fail, temperatures of office fire
and the brevity of the flash of the kerosene or jet fuel.
To others, I introduce witnesses who saw and
heard the explosions that ravaged the building before
and after the (supposed) plane came.
So we each have a frame of reference, what we
can understand. When news keep primary facts from
you, you falsely assume that you would not
understand them.
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You may have to read much before you find
primary evidence that you can test to be true and that
you understand.
Our mind makes a map of things. As you add
pieces, you get a better picture. You cannot believe or
understand things you don’t know. Some times, you
have to add many pieces together before you get a
total or a convincing picture.
As an architect, others have asked me the main
reason I think the World Trade Towers were destroyed
by explosives. I have 100s, thousands of reasons.
For me it is the overwhelming abundance of evidence,
sourced by sophisticated, professional and accredited
people, and the multitude of independent witnesses,
sharing a common conclusion.
When I started, I did not know I had the capacity to
step ahead of all the “experts” that gave us our
conclusions.
What I have learned is that in America everything is
sold, even information. For a price or a threat, people,
even accredited experts will say something. Perhaps,
what they say may even be true in a limited or special

case, but it proves not to be true in the broader
picture, when you have more complete and
comprehensive information.

of information that prove this thesis.
This writing is to show you how to:
- know a deeper truth,

“Why does all this mater ?” people ask.
- think outside of the box,
I contend that most all I had learned and assumed
in 50 years is often opposite of the truth I now find,
because I did not know how to get information outside
of the main stream, and worst, I did not know that
there was a different world, that I should be seeking.
I’m embarrassed to admit I was not curious, I was
peacefully accepting a web of lies.
This book proposes there is a deeper truth then
main stream news, and that it is important that we find,
and act on that truth..

- spread this idea to many,
- want to know, based on what you find !
Each day we accept lies around us, our country
decline.
Our only hope is to - see the obvious truths,
- join with others, find, seek, and spread the
truth.
Ye shall know the truth and the the truth will set
you free ! John 8:32_

Once you have the clues and the method, you
can easily find that information yourself, even through
my web site directly, www.abodia.com/t

Get over the fear. Jump on in - the water’s fine !
The truth, like any goal, is available to those who

This book aspires to a higher cause.
.

Prepare, Persist, to Prevail !

Many, hundreds of books, thousands of web sites
give you clear, factual, deep and impeccable sources
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without record.

// Language – limit of thought,
perception
He cannot tell another as they were never apart of
his conscious experience.
Language is our limit of thought, our perception, our building
blocks of understanding.

To some, language may mean, French, English,
Spanish.

You may be a painter, then learn the law, acquiring
a vocabulary and understanding or words and terms.

To me, it is broader; chemical symbols, music
scores, poetry, painting, photography, seismic charts.
It’s the tangible, cognitive record of anything, any
word, symbol, gesture, written, recorded.

We see only what we know. If we are not aware of
things, a disease, radiation in the air, we do not
perceive it. Yet, we can learn new things, encoded as
languages, things, events, actions described in words,
sounds, symbols.

If you are a painter at the beach, you see a world of
color in the sky, sea, shores.
If you are a musician, you hear the roar of the
ocean, the blush of the wind, the rustle of the grass.
Whatever our vocation or interest, we become
sensitive to that world, perceiving and labeling things
of our experience.
The painter may not consciously hear some
sounds, nor label nor remember them. They pass him
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Language is the limit of our thought.
Most of us are visually dominate, seeing more than
hearing or feeling.
But we can expand our
perceptions, sensitivity by trying and practicing.
Most get their news, or new information through the
newspaper, TV, movies. But there are many more
recordings, knowledge, sources of knowledge from
man’s records. Radio interview, audio tapes, mp3,
books, articles, files, millions of articulate things, in
some language, that could expand your thinking or

knowledge.

Language is the cognitive part of any subject, be it tangible
or abstract, real or imagined, of thought or of action.

If a language does not touch a subject, I don’t know
how you can get it into your head, save by telepathy,
meditation, thought, reflection, which is a little different
and rarely used or trusted sources.

It can be a word, image, sound, something tangible,
perhaps connected to something that we saw,
imagined, or desire.

Most of what we know of the world, is not from our
own direct experience, knowledge, testing, but is
accepted as others give information to us. The
information may be true, ½ true, temporarily true, or
not. We generally accept information from authorities
(news / government / institutions/ professionals)
without testing it.

French, English, German are culture languages,
but there are also languages for architects,
choreographers, radiologist, archeologists.
They can be words, symbols, images, sounds and
more.
To know the symbols allows you to use the
language.

There are much broader worlds of reporting, like
the many forms found through the internet, but most
people limit their world to what the main stream media
tells us.
That is known and abused by the main stream.
Since they know few are checking, to dominate a
society, you only have to impress, control, the
majority, other then will follow, as they have not the
power or persuasion to draw other to them, or to make
others think.

If you travel to the beach and you are a musician,
you more clearly hear and recall the sound of the
waves, the gulls, the wind.
If you are a painter, you must notice the hues of
blue in the sea, the skies, the shades of amber in the
sunset, he textures of sand kicked up on the beach,
laid silvery smooth by the waves and tossed asunder
beneath the churning tides.
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Whatever your field of observation, participation,
introspection, you develop and learn a language to
work with it. You might invent your own terms, or
learn the expressions of others. You tie things seen

photos, images,
symbols, ...

painting,

poetry,

choreography

I am not an accredited scholar, but I am an avid
reader; of books, video, reader of nature, science,
observation, cognizant to the world I hear, see, think
about.

We must see (perceive), name (label) and
remember something consciously to be able to recall
it, think of it and tell others. Language is the key. We
must have a peg to hang or hold the thought or object.
The "word" need not be alpha-numeric, it can be a
graphic symbol, sound, anything tactile, etc. But we
must have a “word” to point to something that is before
us, or in our mind, or something we try to tell another.

I'm a member of the prestigious Charleston Anvil
Club, to whom I have presented several papers. Their
listening has encouraged my thinking, and of that I find
the primordial element in thinking is language.

Words can be put together to describe something
greater, more complex, so a definition, a paragraph, or
a book (title) may describe something greater or more
complex.

Language, to me, is more than French, German,
English. Language is word, symbols, sounds to
convey or link to any other thing. It is a code, or
symbol set to point to another thing (real or imagined tangible or intellectual).

Why use language ? As an architect, I do plan
drawings and renderings to show a client what we
might build. They consider, comment. We change
and adapt, then finally build. If I built everything I
conceived, we'd be moving walls and making
expensive changes in real 3 D space, taking time and
money. So my drawings, like a game board, like
monopoly or scrabble, is a place to arrange and move
parts until we see all our requirements are met, then

Language; words, symbols, used to express thoughts and
feelings.

Here are some obvious code sets; - legal language,
chemistry words, symbols, equations, architectural
and electronic schematics (drawings), maps, charts,
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we build what the model / drawing shows.
Those who have to look at real 3 D things cannot
move as fast as those who can work with lines,
drawings, symbols. Language is a quicker way to
manage information.
To present information, we use word, books, video,
audio, slide shows, etc. Even these 2 D presentations
are pointing to 3 D objects or emotional or external
things, events, objects. Language permeates our very
existence.

We see only what we already know, but we can
learn new things, to see more perceptively, more
deeply, with greater understanding.
So the limit of our thought, understanding,
perception, is based on the limit of our own personal
language. We can learn new terms (words symbols,
sounds) and recognize that they point to or stand for
complex ideas. Combining more and more complexity
together, we reach higher and higher levels of
complex thought, like special mathematics, sciences,
physics, higher levels of understanding. Without the
building blocks of basic language skills, we cannot get
to these higher forms of thought and communication.

Every thought travels through language. We may
have a feeling, then an urge, finally a thought.
It matures or culminates in a phrase, I want an ice
cream cone. Then we take action to complete the
thought. Without language or with only a limited
language, we cannot move as fast to form complex
thought, to act. We are limited to modify, change,
consider, communicate complex things.
Animals exhibit some simple language skills to see
and remember, to communicate to others, but not the
complex language skills that man has developed.

Our personal experience may continually add to our
language, or not, depending on the diversity of our
experience. The quickest, easiest way to expand our
experience, is by simply reading, or considering the
thinking of others.
The more you learn, and use your language skills,
the more able you are to see, name and consider new
and complex things. You can break them down to
simpler terms and recombine them as your language
skills allow.
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We can convert things (words, article, books, audio,
video, pictures) and put them into computers. We can
teach the computers to help us manipulate all of these
files, to show, compare, consider, to gain new
thoughts or revelations and conclusions.
The computer can effectively speed our thinking,
gathering, focusing, interrelating more and more
information to reach more complex thinking.
The computer can effectively speed our thinking,
gathering, focusing, interrelating more and more
information to reach more complex thinking.

// Think
Thinking deals in language.

Only what you can bring to consciousness, by naming it
(language) can you think about..

Prior to thinking, moods, feelings arise.
If
considered and focused, they can be brought into
conscious thought, converted to words, drawing,
remembered, presented, discussed.
Without
language, we have no thought. The language or
media can be many; words, images, sounds, …
We can see, hear, feel something, and or bring
things to consciousness by personal witness, by
reading, watching, listening, by memory or even
telepathically, getting clues from the outside.
Most of the information we consider comes to us
from others. Most people assume much, taking facts
and conclusions from others to make decisions, take
actions.
Few examine the foundations of their thoughts.
When you learn to look deeper, with teachers,
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books, libraries, internet, or alternative sources to
search for information, you can break through
conventional thinking, public opinion. With broad
perception, you can consider much that others do not
consider. When you look at the foundation of thoughts
(basic facts), of tradition, or popular thinking, you may
easily find different facts, different paths that will bring
you to different conclusions.
Thinking is both our option and our privilege. Most
are rushed and focused on immediate needs, job,
home, family, food, money, even future needs, career,
profit, etc.
Few consider their community, their future, finding
the truth. For them, examining fundamental thought
proves useful. It may seem altruistic to consider these
broader issues. But some one must. I encourage you
too do it !
Once you start thinking, examining the precepts
that others accepted, you may find a different
foundation, and can choose other paths, other
conclusions. Our thoughts determine our actions.
Most accept public opinion, live in the dominate
thinking, blend with others, live conventional lives.

Few think out of the box. They are the innovators that
can bring us change; progress, prosperity, wealth,
health, safety.
When you begin to look at fundamental events,
basic premises from which other conclusions are
drawn, you enter a world of responsibility. You
liberate yourself of the conclusions of others. You
alone can choose what you want to believe.
Many focus their thinking on things that advance
their own cause, considering and gathering
information that justified what they’ve already done
(property, job) and what they want (goals). Goal
seekers are often blinded by their own narrow vision.
Some of us must be open and consider broader
vision. These are the rare people we must to gather
and unite.
Few search deep for foundations of thought. It may
not lead to immediate and tangible rewards. You are
often ostracized as you challenge the conclusion
others willingly accept. Others do not want to follow
your path.
By their avoiding considering the
fundamental facts, they reject your conclusions.
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// Find Things – search a unusual word or phrase
Status quo rules our world. Initial impressions are
memorialized in news, monuments, museums, books,
histories and education. Yet, in a world of alterative
thinking, different paths are available to those who
would seek it out.
Ask, seek, knock. Ask - it shall be given you, Seek
– you will find ! Knock – (a door) shall be opened unto
you: Mathew 7:7
Thinking is like sports. You can develop, practice,
improve. Like doing push ups, the more you do, the
more you gain benefit and efficiency. Here’re books
that sharpened my abilities.
- Think Like a Genius, Todd Siler; - How to be
Twice as Smart, Scott Witt; - Double your Brain
Power, Jean Marie Stine; - Brain Power, Albrecht; The Art of Thinking, Alan Harrison; - Your Maximum
Mind, Herbert Benson (who also wrote the Relaxation
Response – which suggests to meditate (or pray):
Find quiet place, comfortable clothing, and peaceful
mind (don’t dwell on your thoughts, just be passive,
quiet and listen (to God).

With a word processor, or even a web browser, you
can use the search or find command to look for a word
or a phrase.
You can use Windows or a program manager to
look over your hard drive or in a folder to find a file by
it’s name, or date or by a word or phrase in the file.
I often find a sheet of paper I printed, and want to
find the source in my computer.
As I cannot
remember where I put the file or what I named it, I
type just a unique phrase from the sheet of paper, and
ask the computer to locate files that have that phrase.
Total Commander, the program I’ve used for
years, does this easily. It is my best, most useful
program. You can get it, download it free from the
internet, but for a slight fee, it works even better.
It may take 30 seconds to search my computer to
find a file. I can limit, or speed the search by adding
more information like: - the file is a document, - was
created in last 2 weeks, - is probably under the client
folder, etc.
I use similar techniques to find things on the
internet.
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The more specific you get, the fewer your
answers. The more general your questions, the more
numerous your responses.
You can use a relatively unique phrase, from a
book, document, tax form, etc. and often find the
complete text in just a few seconds on the internet.
It will not find links that use any of the word and or
in a different order. It only finds documents that use
that particular quoted phrase, with only those specific
words in that order.
This is powerful to know. People bring me an old
out-of-print book, or Senate Investigation, or
Congressional Record, decades old. I just find an
uncommon phrase, probably not used in many
documents and do a “quoted phrase “ internet search.
Presto - in a few seconds, I find the original
documents, which I can view, read, copy, print or
compare to authenticate with the copy that I hold.

I don’t quote source anymore because it is so easy
to find things if you just quote a phrase from an article
you see ! Rather than just one source, there may be
many.

// Thinking Method
By working with thoughts, through reason, we can progress and
learn more complex thought.

You must first crawl before walking, walk before
you can run. You must learn basic ideas, before you
can consider and comprehend more complex ones to
build on them.
First enter the shallow water, before embarking in
the deep.
In math, you learn to add and subtract, then on to
multiplication and division. The complex is built on
combinations or principles of the simple.

This usually works, but not always. Many things
are on the internet, but not everything. Things you
would never think, can be quickly and easily found
there.

To know and understand something, or even to
believe it, you have to have information.

Learn this trick - It maybe most valuable lesson
in this book !

Some can work entirely on faith, trusting some one
or themselves to intuitively know something.
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Many of us find comfort to know others who also
agree with us. We can accept what media and those
around us think, or we can look deeper for alternative
ideas, then seek those who know and explain them.
Main stream (voice of global elites who control,
direct your life) tends to simply our life, eliminating
shades of grey, diverse thinking, alternates.
Crop circles are debunked as hoax in most
periodicals. I’d never given them much thought, until I
saw Collin Andrews www.ColinAndrews.net vide.
Andrews is an electrical engineer from the U.K., has
been researching the crop circle phenomenon since
1983. He gives reports and physical evidence of
many things not understood by our sciences. They are
amazing in many ways; geometry, changes in the
crops, radiation, speed of execution, …
Main stream tells these are meaningless. They
explain that boys with boards go into the night and
press down crops to make unusual patterns. Some
have paid teams to do just this, thinking this
explanation will satisfy most people, as it does.
Popular opinion tells us that crop circles are
meaningless, they are the work of pranksters, hoaxer
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to fool us. Main stream dismisses this discussion.
Back to work. Earn and pay taxes, support the war.
Even I was caught in the main stream illusion. I'd
never thought to give the subject any further
consideration. I "already knew the answer". These
formations are meaningless.
Yet, now that I have learned, through a pattern of
observation, that much of main stream is designed to
take us away from subjects, to keep us from primary
information, to keep us from finding other people and
information that allows us to know deeper and more
detailed information.
So I have developed a method to Pierce the Veil
of Secrecy. Pick a subject, read of it, pick words,
ideas concepts, names, events form it, and explore it
further on the internet. With thought and time, you can
et very deep on most subjects. Do not be defeated,
excluded by dominate media voices and high
authorities dismissing these ideas. Their purpose is to
keep the information from you. As you develop more
information, do not be concerned if the information is
true or not, just follow it further to make more
searches.

You may find of a book or author that you’d like to
preview. Contact your local library about inner library
loans. Our library can find and bring me a book
anywhere in America and beyond on loan for 30 days
for about $ 3. This is incredible deal. When I hold the
book, I can some times find the book or chapters, from
a phrase search or by searching for some of the term,
events, people mentioned in the book, following the
clues.
I have often followed information I did not believe,
that was not consistent with what I "already knew" but
I followed it any way. Perhaps I was working to
completely dismiss it, but on the contrary, I found
more information that actually proved and confirmed
the suspect information. It is easy to be quick to judge
(with too little information) to quickly return to
common, conventional thinking. It takes work, focus,
thought, time and energy to Pierce through the
Secrecy to find the more fundamental sources and
information.
When I encountered Texe Marrs (ret. USAF), I
wondered if he spoke truth. I searched his name on
internet and found many who said he spoke without
references, without proof. What he said was not true.

But why believe them, I thought, so I found what
Texe had said, then I checked if it was true. The
statements seemed untrue, unbelievable, but after
deep research, I found many primary, even public
records that easily confirmed what Texe says is true.
But I had to have the ideas, the words the terms to
investigate them. Some were Operation Garden PlotPlan 55-2 Operation Gladiator, UN Agenda 21 Project
Cloverleaf, Blue Beam, Rex 84. Texe has written
many books, revealing incredible things with clear
references and proofs. Those who don’t know of his
evidence and proof have simply not investigated him.
It is easy to ignore information, but there is a reward to
explore it. I have met Texe at Pastor Butch Paugh’s
annual conference uniting researchers, authors, media
people with ardent Truth Seekers from across USA.
The trick is to find the fundamental ideas that
others are trying to share with us. Main stream keeps
those people and their ideas out of circulation,
beyond consideration.
When we occasionally
encounter these "lunatics" we instantly believe they
are wrong because they speak differently from what
we "already know". But with your intent, time and
energy, you may find, as I often do, that these still
silent voices, actually point me to a reality that I've
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never considered. At each penetration to the inner
world of reality, I am more enabled and perceptive to
other ways to Pierce the Veil of Secrecy, finding new
patriots, scientist, investigators with great insights to
offer. New ideas lead to new people, and they lead to
new ideas.

// Think – don’t assume !
Don’t assume what you can know.
They don’t want to explore or discuss.
Assumptions They choose the simple plan that does
not involve them or obligate them to action or thought.
If they talk with others or face the facts, they can avoid
complications, but assumptions allow them to delay
their involvement, hoping they will not have to think or
act.
News: Report obvious observations, assigning
things to local authorities or known events. Reading
the news puts you at rest, all is explained, you have
no reason to investigate or become involved. Often
there is a conclusion stated that conditions you to
think a certain way; support gun control, let
government manage things, etc.
Local News: Often exposes facts not repeated at
national level. Most assume that the former facts
were not confirmed or were in error. Facts later
discovered are often revealed at local level after an
event, but not posted at national news, which has
already resolved the issue and cast a way of thinking
in the general popular opinion of the American mind.
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Movies: Often reveal hidden things, yet we
discount them as imaginary, fictitious or too far from
what we know to be believed.
Scientific Journals; reveal deeper truths than
reach the general news. News is for the general
population, assuming quick, simple solutions without
involving complicated thinking.
History, in books and Universities, excludes many
facts by choice, leading us and memorializing a
certain way of thinking.
1984, Orwell’s novel,
mentioned how current government adjust past
histories to support their current policies.

remembered.
Jigsaw Puzzle - When you understand many
things, when you get many parts in place, then you
begin to see the whole picture. Then you can see the
pattern and can predict what will happen next. Study
a subject to be able to predict it’s future. Be curious,
examine, investigate, test.
But when that which is perfect has come, then that
which is in part will be done away. When I was a child, I
spoke as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a
child; but when I became a man, I put away childish
things. For now we see in a mirror, dimly, but then face to
face. Now I know in part, but then I shall know ... 1
Corinthians 13:10-12 KJB

Discovering, perceiving things is hard part.
Money, power, control rules our physical world.
Many, as had I, forget they have the ability to
know, rather than assume.

// How to Think
Language - the limit of consciousness, and thought..

Knowledge is power - Accept and they both grow.
On a computer, you can record, organize and
remember things, photos, files, videos, etc. When you
are skilled you can manage many pieces and see
more complex things as they are comprised of how
may different pieces, events work together.

Things we have not labeled, don’t know or
understand, pass before us unnoticed, not
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Find Things in Computer – Total Commander
On searching, here is clue.
Things that are digital, electronic, on computers,
discs, on the internet, can be easily searched with a
find command. Elsewhere I discuss searching on the
internet. That applies to this and this applies to that.
On a computers, I use a windows program - Total
Commander. It’s a program to manage, find, use files
and programs on a computer..

even a page on the internet, just search for a word.
The computer can read much faster then you to find a
word or a subject within a document you are looking
at.
I use this technique on an internet search engine.
I searched google for just the letter “a“
It reported 24 billion links or articles, documents,
etc..
So the internet web is at least that big.

I have 100,000+ files on my computer. I don’t
know the names and folders where they are but, with
Total Commander (Free download) I can easily find
most anything quickly and easily.
When I have a paper printed from my computer, I
give Total Commander a string of words to search all
documents for that phrase. I find files that contain that
string of words. Even though I don’t remember the
file name or folder name where I put it, I can still find
the file quickly with this search technique.
Rather then read a word processor document or
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Now if I have some subject in mind, or in my hand,
or I saw or know about, like an article, documents, a
tax form, I can find it electronically, maybe as *.doc or
*.pdf on the internet.
So I just take a somewhat unique phrase from the
book, form, or document.
Read the chapter elsewhere in this book to
understand how to search on your computer and or
search on the internet for specific things with a

“quoted phrase” or generally by a combination of
words and concepts.
“The dog crossed the road” (does not seem very
unique)
“The Bolsheviks crossed the Prussian River”
(seems more unique, unusual)
If I have a document, or book, or paper, that
might be on the internet, even in pdf format

Sometime I am looking for something that I know.
Say I have a book, I want to refer to you the text or
print some pages or refer the book to another person
I like to have the book electronically – where I can
do these things and more. See copyright rules.
So I find and download it from the internet. This is
much easier then scanning the book into my
computer.

I search for a quoted string of words
Also, I can send to someone the file by e-mail,
download to my web site or send it on a floppy disk or
a CD.
Often I can quickly find the exact document,
chapter or book in text from on the internet, usually in
just a few second. If I get many results to my query, I
can narrow the search.
The trick is to have an exact string of words from
the actual document, and quote it so that the order
of the words cannot be changed.

Or I can just tell you a web link to the book,
That way I can give you much information in simple
web link as compared to getting and sending or
printing the book for you.
Even simpler then a web link like:

I have used this for years on my computer and now
I find it is equally quick and effective on the internet.
http://www.CornellUniversity/library/book/Historyof
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RussianWar.htm (hypothetical)

Just some tips. I hope they might help.

would be to quote an uncommon phrase:

When Two or more Agree. . it Will Be Done
Cooperate

“Tsar Nicholas fled the palace with Rasputin close
behind”
(made up phrase)
iNet
search
engines
ignore
capitalization in search queries

punctuation,

“the dog, jumped” or “the DOG. Jumped” or “the
Dog JUMPED” are all the same in search query
results.
"Voltage ... used; on experiments"
Punctuation and symbols / , . are ignored
These words are from a text phrase from a book I
recently got.
I may add the book author outside of quotes (not
always needed)
This gets me immediately to a published book in
pdf on anti-gravity.
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When two or more people work together, they can
encourage each other, fill in the gaps, combine and
get the strength and the compliment of their diverse
abilities.
I'm engaged in many projects. I like to find people
with similar thoughts, goals, methods, energy and
commitment, to share our tasks and speed our
progress.

institutions, who believe what is commonly

// Confirming info, new discoveries is easy.
Information has never been easier to obtain with
access to the greatest tool to truth and freedom, the
internet.

thought.
 Lack discernment, science, ability to reason
and determine logic and truth, thereby believe

Why many are locked to what they already know.
They’re not open to reconsider things about them:

they must trust other popular leaders and
experts.

 To protection what they have, property, job,
 Logic, history, subtle changes
family.
 Leap of Faith, believe something unexpected,
 Familiar with leaders and neighbors thinking.
unseen from inner sense, confidence, self
 Lazy, don’t want to rethink, study, know, it
assured, history of past good calls.
might cause them to change their behavior or
But you can:
lose some property, or friends.
Search internet: key words & phrases for real facts.
 Fear of reprisal from government, friends, work
associates..
Connect the dots, make deductions, follow logic,
patterns, histories, methods of operation.
 Pride, desire to remain in the popular set
 Believe what most believe must be true.
Intelligence is the ability to see a pattern in
diverse elements.
 Doubt they could gain to see a different reality.
 See,

touch,

hear,

know,

authorities,
If you learn or suspect something, it is easy to find
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articles, witnesses, news coverage about the subject.
As you grow in your information, you have more clues
to search internet and can get further details on the
event.

// Follow the Clues – like Sherlock
Like Sherlock Holmes, reason deductively Follow clues
from one report to find relevant and expansive other reports
or documents.

// Detective Sherlock reasons deductively
Broad thinking in a narrow world under the stars
Detective Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson went
on a camping trip.
As they lay down for the night, Holmes said:
"Watson, look up into the sky and tell me what you
see".

As we learn some things, they become keys or
links to see, to learn other things. Follow the clues.
Our minds are often limited by our understanding.
When we cannot see or understand links and
relationships, causes and effects, we doubt they have
any relation.
We disbelieve things observed or
referenced for lack of understanding. Some can
operate intuitively, not requiring all understanding or
all facts to be seen and in place.

Watson said "I see millions and millions of stars".
Holmes: "And what does that tell you ?"
Watson: "Astronomically, it tells me there are
millions of galaxies, and potentially billions of planets.
Theologically, it tells me God is great, we are small
and insignificant.
Meteorologically, it tells me we will have a beautiful
day tomorrow. What does it tell you ?"
Holmes: "Somebody stole our tent !"
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Most are skeptics, stuck in their closed world of
exclusion, believing all things have been tried,
investigated and decided by others of greater power,
effort, knowledge.
On the contrary, should you look deeply at most
any subject, you will go far past those about you.
Most people only look very superficially at things,
taking the simplest, first explanation to be true. With a
comment or answer on any subject, they release their
curiosity and move to other areas of interest.

To sell or convince a person of something, it takes
quite an effort of presentation, information, and
demonstration to gain their attention, explain nuances,
invite their inquiry, and overcome their objects.
(advertising).
Television demonstrates the incredible production
costs to prepare and present material on any subject whether programs or commercials.
Since it is so expensive to create and broadcast,
most presentations are well organized and presented.
Lacking any alternate view, most people accept
material presented without question or debate as
being true.
We are trained, or conditioned to accept
information, direction, conclusions from our leaders,
from authorities, whose power, money, and resources
for investigation, presentation, and persuasion far
exceed our own.
Once you have dropped your guard and accepted
information or a position on a subject, you are
normally closed on the subject, clinging to your formed
idea. Only with tremendous effort or demonstration
can you be invited to review other information,
especially should it possibly lead to different or

opposite conclusions.
In investigating conspiracies, which some think are
just paranoid, I find many to be true.
To me
conspiracy theories are born of late news. As the
news arrives after the focused investigating, coming
from different sources, it is assumed that it could not
be true or authenticated. It is precisely because it
arrives late from other sources that it will unseat the
conviction of the original conclusions. It is information
that was specifically suppressed by someone,
important facts that arrive late.
Since we have such an organized government and
news media, the assumption is that the important
information came out first, and anything coming later
would be less important, doubtfully true and or little
relevance.
With that presumption,
reevaluating any subject.

most

are

closed

to

What a waste of time to rethink something that has
long before been examined by experts and the
conclusions are widely known.
Should you actually examine some of these late
facts, you may be stimulated to look more. As you
begin to collect a very compelling case that important
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information has been changed, missing, or not widely
known, you find yourself more and more a field from
the main stream thinking.

// Tarzan, advancing as Ideas, Progress
You can only advance if you release former ideas !

Mainstream is not so much truth as it is the product
of powerful media forces that are driven to close every
story or event with clear resolve, assigning authority to
particular people or organizations and effectively
closing the public debate of the truth.
You will find this pattern on virtually every element
of news.
Even in your local papers, should an important
person be compromised, like a judge’s wife caught
driving drunk, their importance in the community may
well change the treatment they get including the
exposure to the public of their error or indiscretion.
News therefore is bought and sold like any
commodity, potatoes, gasoline, drugs. The highest
bidder, either owning the publication, controlling or
contributing to it effectively sets the stage of what will
be covered, how and with what parameters and or
restrictions.
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Tarzan moves through the jungle, swinging from
vine to vine.
He can only progress when he releases one vine to
grasp a new one.
We, as Tarzan, can only progress when we can let
go of old ideas. When we encounter newer, better
ideas or methods, we must let go of inferior ones. The
more of the past we hold on to the less adaptive,
progressive, the more delayed and impaired we are to
a better future. When you discover or learn new
things, as you grow confident of your findings, you
must let go of old ideas to embrace the newer ones..
Be brave, be bold. Grasp new ideas and concepts.
If you hold on to all your old ideas (baggage) you once
had, you’ll find it's an impediment to moving forward to
new ways of thinking, new skills, new people. You
can consider and test new ideas before abandoning
old ones. But ultimately to progress, grow, learn, you
must let go of some proven false ideas.

// The Complex is built from the Simple
You must crawl before you can walk.

To understand new and complex concepts, you
must first understand basic ones. You must crawl
before you walk.
Curiosity is what drives us. Many are satisfied to
accept the status quo, what others accept, what others
do. A vast world of opportunities awaits the curious,
those who invest the time and energy to seek a newer
world.
Change comes from those who want
improvement, who want to step away from problems,
limits, confinement.
I work very hard to find an easier way to do
things, then I do them many times, to an advantage.
Others may struggle in hard ways to do things, and
then cease doing them, abandoned them because
they are difficult, taking precious time with little
reward.
It is not necessary to change. Most people do just
modest change as they sense a need or see a
possibility. I change radically often. I have done so
many times before, with great victories. The more you
do anything, you should gain in speed, ability and
confidence. I often venture into places unknown, and

quickly figure out how to manage in the new
environment, situation, new thinking, etc. If I choose
to go back, I can, but the more I learn, and see a new
world, new horizons, the more I am drawn forward.
If you are thinking of buying a new product, car,
computer, most want to be absolutely convinced and
proven there will be a benefit, that it can help them, in
speed, economy, save money, or some clear tangible
rewards, before they will buy. Now who is going to
take the time to convince you ? Only one who will
profit from their involvement. But if you learn how to
do your own research, you’ll have more opportunities
and can evolve faster.
I take chances, many, bold and decisive. I know
you cannot fully understand a new world, like a
computer program, a language, a religion, an
organization, until you are involved in it. It’s when
you’re working in a new world then you can clearly see
the advantages and disadvantages. Walk a mile in my
shoes, one might say, before judging me or my
methods.
So this ultimately is a book about change, about
thought, a book about faith.
And having
responsibility; the ability to respond and the
responsibility to respond.
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It should separate you from the status quo. You’ll
learn you are your best guide, your best protector.
What you assume and accept may not be to your
advantage. You have the ability to have a better,
safer, healthier life and future. You deserve it. Now
go get it !
(A word of encouragement - Each person has
unique experiences, from which others can gain. If
you make your experiences tangible, put them in
writing - you begin the process to help others, make
your knowledge and insights more available to others !
This is just my story. I encourage others to focus their
thoughts, write and be heard. We can change the
world and we must !)

// Devil is in the Details

have a more tangible,
conviction on our part.

durable,

impenetrable

When we have particular details and test them
against alternate sources, records, witnesses,
evidence, they either strength or weaken a story or
supposition by their ability to unify the thinking, the
convictions of many people. The more diversely, in
many witnesses, multiple pieces of evidence, record in
various forms; published, public or court records, or
recordings in film, video, seismic, the more we are
compelled to believe a story or situation.
Ultimately our belief is dependent on unseen
factors, like our trust or confidence in the spokesman,
witnesses, and or the presentation of the evidence,
but hard facts are definitely a component to our
believing something.

Belief is strengthened by facts !
With greater knowledge, testing, holding any idea
and finding a world of others adhering to it, we adapt
and trust it. Details can be tested, confirmed, argued
or disproved. Generalities are both hard to believe
and do not aid in confirming information. Things
believed in faith, without substance, rely completely on
the trust in the authors. Things believed because of a
known science, physical facts or reputable sources
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We may also be influenced by others who do or
don’t believe the evidence, and or their perspective,
and or consider their investment, advantage or
position on the subject.

// Learn - Teach
We must listen to learn. We observe some of the world,
but get most information from reports of others.

News, government and TV only talks to us.
They do not listen or take our questions.

I applaud the Socratic method of posing
questions to students, so they reflect and respond
under their own will to the subject at hand. You lead
them gently to understanding by eliciting their willful
cooperation. Cramming information down their throats
to memorize and repeat is counter productive. It is
hard to implant the information, and kills the thinking of
the student.

There is no debate as to what has happened.
Do we want to be robotic slaves,
Even our education is based on rote memory,
learning what we are taught, not learning how to
think and find information.

or thinking, cognizant, caring, creative individuals ?
The best of teachers is dynamic with his student.

In a teaching environment, you should have access
to a teacher who can respond, take you individual
questions, adapt statements so you understand them
better.
We learn best in a caring environment, with a
dynamic teacher who can respond and attend to us.
As adults, we’re treated as robots, puppets, trained
just to absorb information from news and from
authorities.

If you want to advance a person from A to Z in
knowledge, you can only present information one step
at a time. As the student embraces, considers, and
accepts an idea, then you can build on it. If you go to
fast, laying down newer ideas based on earlier
premises, before the student has accepted the earlier
premise, you will cause division, a split. The student
will abandon the teacher and the new knowledge, and
will return to the safety of what they knew before, their
earlier precepts. Often they will seal themselves to
avoid again considering the new information. So a
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bad, hurried teacher can isolate the student in his
former innocence, rather than encourage him to grow
in knowledge.

// Student - Teacher – steps to learn,
comprehend
To teach is to learn, to learn is to teach.

People are delicate. What they consider, discuss is
dependent on many things like, the teacher, fellow
students, the environment, content,
subject,
presentation, format, need, circumstances.
In modern, rushed times, the slightest abrasion can
break a relationship, sending students adrift from one
teacher, and more vulnerable to other forces or
influence of other information.
The national news and sports channels are ever
present, like big brother, drumming down on us from
every corner; restaurants, stores, lobbies, ... As
others listen to and become absorbed in the latest
fetish of the media, you find if you are not connected
to the current news, you are not connected to your
friends, to your world.

When a student endeavors to learn, he begins in
seeking information and choosing a teacher, whether
personally, or through their published works.
Any thing can stimulate your search for knowledge;
the subject, a teacher, the community, or another
reference to the subject or some attribute, use,
advantage about it.
Similarly, when a salesmen presents information to
a prospect, the prospect already has general
knowledge about the subject or product.
The
salesman, the persuader, does not really force
anything onto their prospect, but guides him with steps
to a focused understanding of how the products
features suit the prospect’s needs.
The best
salesman, listens to understand the prospects
situation and particular needs, so he has something to
tie the prospect to the product.
All things are driven by desire. Desire is the fire,
to what ever you desire.
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In teaching, in learning, the student must
comprehend each step in the progression of thought.
Complicated things and conclusions are only reached
through a series of steps, each understood and
accepted by the student. Some steps may be hard to
understand or learn, and other approaches, different
analogies, examples, models, arguments may be
presented to overcome the objections (in sales) or the
disbelief or non understanding of the student.
Most people can be led to complex knowledge and
understanding when they follow a leader or a
prescribed set of steps, or follow a logical progression
of events, examples, etc.
Some paths lead you to deep knowledge and
understanding, while market forces or controlling
people sometimes lead you away from deeper
knowledge by presenting obstacles, distractions,
subtle lies and other forces to pull you away from
pursuing something.
Many things are hidden from the public view by
particular people who focus on hiding information.
They are called debunkers. Of a subject, like crop
circles or UFO, they choose some of the weaker

evidence and or arguments and ridicule those
proposing them and or making challenging models
and or arguments to lead you away from the
discussion of the subject. Their primary motive is to
keep you for looking at more information, in more
detail, with more relevant, tangible, factual, persuasive
points. They discredit the proponents, and lead you to
believe it is a waste of your time to pursue the subject.
Such has been the fate of many things covered over
by widely published debunkers, while the subtle and
revealing truths are kept from general circulation,
keeping vast populations uninformed of many things.
Some of these subject, which have been debunked,
yet are vitally important are relegated to the subject of
conspiracy books. Yet, I have found, should you take
the time and trouble to actually delve into the facts, the
deeper issues show considerable truth and indicate
widespread deception to many. The proponents of
these subjects are suppressed from there right to free
speech, closed from the media and the “supposedly
free” press. Expounding truths can consume your
time, energy, and alienate you from most people who
have chosen to simply follow popular opinion without
curious or inspection of the facts.
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Our current society, stressed in all dimensions;
time, money, concerns, is built on the foundation of
accepting the truths of professionals and institutions
where the foundation information is no longer
examined.
After reading over 2,000 articles on 9-11, I was
shocked to see that the media hides much information
from the public. After reviewing the change in the
laws effecting the media, and reviewing many other
unpublished yet extremely important, relevant and
timely articles in books like “Censored 2002, … 01, …
02, … 06”, I realized the omissions are intentional.

// As a child learns
A child will play endlessly in sand, with sticks, in the
woods. Their vivid imagination can supply as many
props as they like.
Their inquiring minds can
synthesize new relations, and their endless energies
can make innumerable efforts to try diverse
possibilities. If they are alert, they may discover new
ways of doing things.
Adults often work in reverse order. They only begin
things with predictable results. They are unnerved if
things take more time or cost then they anticipated.
They limit their activities to specific goals they have.
They want predictable results.
Unlike the child who may try endless possibilities
and discover things completely unexpected, the adult
is so focused as to miss great discoveries along the
way. As they are focused on a specific goal, they may
not see good things that happen by accident,
discarding them because they are not the things they
immediately seek.
Broaden your focus, lighten your tension, be aware
of the things around you; people.
experiences,
relations. I often find good things where I least expect
them. Chance favors the prepared mind, states
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Louis Pasteur

// If we listen, we can learn
Computers can speed your thought and work
Our thoughts, experiences, knowledge, are our
tools.
We can store records of such things in our
computers in files and folders. Programs allow us to
view, print, change, and expand our information and
resources. Learning how to use our computers and
programs can speed our thought and the manipulation
of symbols, information, projects.
Although it is debatable that computers can think,
they certain can speed our clerical efforts, if you learn
your software and strategies.
I have no funds for a secretary, nor the time,
energy, resources or patience to do complicated work
with a pencil or a typewrite, yet with a computer,
enhanced by my software library and my tomes of
created or acquired files, I can quickly and easily
create complex, valuable, creative and unique works
that others find valuable, persuasive, enchanting and
useful.

To learn, we must first suspend judgment. Leave
your former thinking at the door, listen, reason,
question, inquire. If you think you already know, you
shut down your ability to listen, to hear and
understand. Sometimes, just small nuisances can
give us new perspectives, from there new horizons,
and ultimately to new ways of thinking and seeing.
Most of our lives are closed for thought and
analysis, we are running on auto pilot. We have
already considered, or debated an issue and made a
decision. We are invested in the position that we have
taken, having bought a particular computer or car, or
live in a particular neighborhood. Since we are
invested, it would be great pain, strain or financial loss
to change, chose another alternative, or consider
information that would shake the foundation of our
conclusions. We simply will not hear or debate things
that may harbor different conclusions. Much of this we
feel is arbitrary and harmless, and therefore not worth
our consideration.
However, sometimes, to open slightly, allows us to
see a different perspective. Knowledge is power,
once we gain a little, we are empowered and in
position
to
gain
more
knowledge,
insight,
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understanding. As long as we stay outside of the
information, inspection, introspection, we cannot see
the facts and reach conclusions based on them.
Typically as we age, or commit to people, property,
or professions, we slowly close the doors to
opportunities around us – focusing on specific goals.
We lose our broad vision as we are focused on a
particular goal.
Frank B., a wise man, said to me (for readings,
meetings, any event): - show up, - pay attention, - be
truthful, - let go of the outcome.
On the contrary, we usually approach things with
fixed conclusions and we look for the things that
confirm our pre-determined goal, or conclusion.
How much wiser, attentive, perceptive it is to go to
a subject with an open mind, exploring options and
possibilities before committing to a conclusion or an
action.
Learning involves our ability to see, perceive,
understand and modify our plans or actions to our
advantage. Some things cannot be observed from our
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current vantage point, our position (in ownership of
some property or membership in some organization).
To be free of entanglements, broaden our perspective,
our vista and therefore our understanding.

// Debate stimulates thought
Like Socrates, question others to focus their
thoughts.

By their willful response is the best way to teach
someone something.
People learn better rather if you don’t tell them
directly, which would challenge your will over theirs.
Information, encoded in language; words, articles,
books, video, photos, music and more, is abundantly
available from many sources, news, institutions,
libraries and the internet.
No one source is always complete, comprehensible
or true. Each vary, whether created by a person or an
organization.
The internet, is simply a clamoring world of the
voices of millions of people, groups, institutions.

Of all sources of information, the internet has to be
the most diverse, abundant, simplest, cheapest and
fastest to access.
Learning is what elevates us from the limit of what
we already know to what we might know. Learning
can help us grow, increase earnings, safety, health,
and more.
You can learn how to work the internet to yield
information and to test for deeper truths.
No single report, to me, is a fact or truth.
But when I find others agreeing or restating in
similar perspectives, I begin to trust and value the
information.
I believe in a crowd of witnesses, spokespersons –
especially when they are independent, unrelated, and
unconnected.

On the internet, you can find the root cause, the
original reports of observed events.

When two or more agree, it will be done.
Synchronized voices are a greater testimony then a
single loud voice.

Most all we know of the world is based on what
others tell us. We’ve found that others distort the
truth, so they have an advantage to sell to us, provide
for us, or other wise gain our dependence and
homage through trust, money, or submission.

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed, citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is
the only thing that ever has.- Margaret Mead_
As I find new evidence, or reports, I learn how to
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search to see what others might say about the same
event, facts, evidence.

You can argue against ideas, but it is hard to refute
facts, hard facts in obvious public records.

It is easy to find information to negate things, but
with a broad search, you can often find others who
support the information.

In yesteryear, a book like this would have to prove
every point with references, but you should learn or
know how to easily take a fact or a premise and
quickly search the internet to find those who support
or expand the idea.

I’ve often found loud dominate voices that say there
is no information (on a subject) or that which I’ve seen
is not true, yet, Piercing through the Veil of Secrecy, I
can easily find many other voices that state particular
events, dates, locations, public records, articles,
books, congressional records, that to me confirm that
the information is true, tested, viable, tangible. Now,
so many things are available directly through the
internet.

You need not believe all that you see, read, all the
speakers that talk, but you will invariably develop new
standards as to how you establish your own truth.
My new world is built entirely on people I have
never known before. I’ve let go of the talking heads
on the news that were reading scripts.

I trust the concrete facts over the authorities who
deny them.

I’m now dealing directly with people who have hard
evidence, reports, records, references that I can see
and affirm.

Before I began my Truth Seeker quest, I simply
was not aware how easily you can find all these other
voices, through the many resources currently available
on the internet.

I was living under the authority of distant mega
news agencies, now I am working hand in hand with
people who have their and my similar interest in hand.

Again, the internet is not the truth, nor the answer,
it is just a connecting medium that gives you direct
access to the records of here before separate, distant,
private or remote records.
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We choose to find and help each other to build a
better foundation.
It is a digital, electronic world. You have power and
access to more information and knowledge then ever

before. Learning and using your computer to see and
understand the world will far advance you from limiting
your world to the controlled main stream media that
comes at you in; newspapers, TV, movies, books.

// Truth trumps lies.

Libraries offer broader views, but no other resource
can give you the visions of millions of people like the
internet.

Lies have to be continually repeated, information
has to be controlled and limited.

There are forces working to control and limit the
internet, to protect the power of the main stream to
dominate our thinking.

Truths are durable, compelling, easy to confirm and durable
to stand on.

The news networks continue to say no evidence
has ever proven the JFK assassination was any other
than a lone assassination.
I collected volumes of dissenting information.

They pretend they have to control it to keep young
people away from pornography sites. But their real
and present fear is that more people are awakening to
other sources of information than the controlled news.

A little investigation should show you;
- 103 witnesses attested to the assassin’s shot
coming form the grassy knoll, (They have all died or
killed in mysterious deaths.)
- 12 movies were taken by spectators in Dealy
Plaza. After the shooting the crowd ran to the grassy
knoll, where the shots came from. I have copies of the
films,
- 2 caskets traveled from TX to Bethesda Medical
Center, an empty ornate one, and a more utilitarian
casket. The body and wounds were changed from
what the Parkland doctors saw to what was included
in drawings only in the Warren Report,
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- The 12 member Parkland Medical team, each one
individually interviewed says that the Warren Report’s
descriptions were vastly different than the wounds
they saw. They individually described the wounds to
show the bullet entered the front throat and exited the
rear head, from a shot from in front of the limo. The
illustrator for the wounds for the Warren Report was
only told what to draw. He did not have access to the
view the body or photos,
- The motorcade varied from standard procedure in
many ways, traveling slower, opening up the
protection, changing the route. hundreds of facts,
This is not conspiracy theory, but facts suppressed
from main stream reports.. Much of this was revealed.
Congress reopen the investigation creating the House
Select Committee on Assassinations, where Robert
Groden served.
You only need to open your eyes to find the
shocking, greater truths. They are in easy reach. You
may have just not known how to find them or wanted
to find them before.
Yes, many want to believe the authorities, thinking
they are safe to agree.
They accept preposterous premises, like the magic
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bullet which according to Arlen Specter, zigzagged
through Kennedy’s and Gov. Connally’s bodies. One
bullet supposedly caused many wounds, then later
appeared miraculously at the hospital on a stretcher,
yet virtually undamaged for all it’s travel, breaking and
splintering bones.
You can reason through the evidence or just blindly
accept the authorities.
Most just accept the
authorities.
That speeds the breakdown of our
country.

// An Argument, Convincing You
Words are worthless until they’re read !

Concepts are nothing until they’re tested.
You’ll find many powerful people to deny these
truths, but if you have the ability to read, reason, think
and confirm, you will find, as millions have, that all
these facts tie together to make an incredible truth.

When you encounter something new or foreign to
your thinking, you should not just reject it. Sometimes
you have to read it several times, like a manual to
your new camera or computer, to finally understand
what it says and means. With the internet, it is easy to
take words and concepts and find libraries, books,
articles from diverse alternate sources that echoes,
expands or explains subjects.

Neither I nor anyone, with many words, documents,
photos can convince you. Only you can make that
decisions, make that leap, accept or believe
information.
We usually believe on the best
information that we have. When we get better
information, if we consider and accept it, it may
change our understanding. Most avoid change, and
therefore new information.
We each have different experience and different
reasoning process. Many like to stay in a crowd,
others can venture further out alone, based on
knowledge. Eventually even they can find supporting
comrades. But the evidence is clear and for us, easy
to confirm. If you want clues on how we gather and
focus the evidence, just let me know.
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// Information Sources – yester year

Many raise their eyebrows, wonder if my sources,
my references are true.

search "quoted phrase" for many confirmations

Many consider the source of their information to be
most important as I did for years.

Any information from news, media, government,
even individuals, may be true or not.

We are led to think that others are experts, have
deep study and training to sort through the complexity
of a subject and bring us the simplified conclusions to
our benefit. We are conditioned to think others work
to our benefit in ways that we cannot. We think others
have knowledge and resources beyond our reach and
our ability, so we must be dependent on others, not
only for products and services they may provide, but
even be dependent on them for basic information.

Often it seems true, until you learn additional
information, or learn that the info was incomplete, or
new findings have changed the conclusion.

I encourage you to use your brain. You are far
more able then you think. You must venture out from
your isolation and begin to see, think and work with
the world around you. Your first step is to learn to
deal with information.

The point is, information is not true or false by
knowing the sources.
Truth stands independent of it's sources. It's
veracity, it's truthfulness is to be considered by the
reader. You have the ability to determine if something
is true.
Yes, we are lazy, we'd like to rely on another rather
than figure something out ourselves. You alone are
your best advocate. On many subjects, you can
preview wide spectrum of information to find the truth
that best suits you.

I mention many things in writing and on my web
sites, even quoting articles from others.
Some things you want in detail, some things you
just want general information. One should answer to
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the level of detail sought. To much information often
causes a person to lose his curiosity, it seems to
complicated, to much work.
I do not give references to particular information I
find, because I find it is so easy to find and get the
information - by using an internet search on a "quoted
phrase' or even a combination of concepts - see other
parts of this book for how to do this and why it works.
So, whenever you see any information, if you just
type (or copy) and search the internet for "a quoted
phase" you can easily find one or many sources of the
information. You may find it on an unknown web site,
or from a highly accredited source like news or
university web site. You are the arbiter, you can
decide whom to believe. I believe little, until I find a
crowd of witnesses. I don’t find a crowd of witnesses
in my daily news, I do it by searching the internet
focused on a topic, event, person. There it is easy to
link to others, passing through the invisible wall where
main stream tries to limit us.

reflected in national main stream news, then I begin to
find other who speak of it, mention it, refer to it. I take
the clues, the concepts, details from the articles and
search more.
Soon I am overwhelmed by the
abundance of independent witnesses, confirming
evidence and details to the things completely
neglected by main stream.
Main stream media (controlled by global elites) tries
to simplify our thinking and get us to walk to the beat
of their agenda. Focus on your contribution to society,
make money, do your job, pay your taxes. Do not
think about government, pharmaceuticals, medicine,
federal reserve, or our individual freedom. Simply do
as you are told. Do not meet, assemble, talk, debate
about these things on going in your world. Just accept
it and follow the lead and direction of your authorities.
I think the reverse, unless we think of our
community, our future, and the bigger picture, we will
continually be enslaved and dumbed down to lose our
perception of reality.

The source of the information does not guarantee
it's truth. To me, it is a crowd of witnesses that makes
a thing more probably true. I find unusual ideas, not
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// Broad Resources gives you advantage
The simple case is that any one who tells you
anything, is first concerned with their own benefit.
They recommend to you things that they can do,
things they can sell or things that will bring them a
benefit, like a fee from another through a referral.
When you learn how to get and manage
information, you immediately gain a financial
advantage (you can get things cheaper) and often
better. You can sort through what you really need or
want, and find fundamental truths that other many not
know or not share.
When you learn to use eBay (a bidding bulletin
board on internet) you can buy new products cheaper
than many stores can sell them (because they have
much more overhead, managing a building,
employees). Some eBay sellers may work modestly
from their home or simple environment, adding very
little overhead to their prices.
Yes, you can even get insurance or money back on
some of your eBay purchases.
The tick is to learn to think and act, and develop
booth ability and confidence to act.
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Sure, you may make some mistakes, even lose
some money or have a problem. But learn to think,
learn to be responsible for your own actions. You can
sort through and find better alternatives then anyone
else can for you.
Learn to be the source of your information.
Don’t be dependent on others.

// Digital World
Reading, writing on paper will long live.

It's convenience, ready access, and common but
If you want to have in-depth knowledge, or do in
depth reading and research, the digital world has
many major advantages.
You can get information from many sources; the
internet web sites, e-mail, pdf files, CDs.
Sources are abundant,
accessible, diverse.

cheap

(free),

easily

Read information on a computer screen. Most
things you see, you can copy and paste to your own
word processor, where you have total control to vary
the fonts, size, and format, to ease and speed your
reading, study, thinking.

Keep links or copies of your information on your
own computer.
Things from internet or other digital sources, you
can capture or copy, then you can mange more
effectively. Copy them to your word processor to mark
or bold parts for ready reference, printing and
forwarding to others by e-mail, mail or fax.
Things that are written (printed) are handy and
speedy to acquire, study, and distribute, compared to
a real event, a video or audio recording.

ti have assembled, bu ti can use Total Commander
and have ready access to articles, and books, or pdf
files that I may have captured. The more diverse your
references, the more solid you understanding, your
proof. He more convincing, persuasive you may be to
other people.
Although I have a vast library of videos and audio
files also, I find the written, text files are the most
compact, easies to read, learn understand and the
fastest and easiest to search and or refer to.
Consider printed material.

Why I copy an article, rather then just keep a
bookmark or a link. Sometimes the link no longer
works, the information is moved or eliminated. If you
have the full article, you can do a phrase search and
find it some other place.
I scan hard copy articles/ books into my computer,
then use an OCR Optical Character Recognition
program like Omni Page Pro to cvner the imges into
accessible text. Pd fro image files may not be
searchable by eky words and phrases. If converted to
text or word documents, then you can search the
documents for specific. I do not preten to know all tha

First, work on a computer connected to the internet
– where there is a vast trove of information.
Say you are reading from a pdf or a web site, you
see an underlined word, term, or article, you can click
to further information or search about any word,
concept for further articles.
When reading printed material only, you do not
have immediate and instant access to millions of other
documents.
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You may use a public internet access computer (at
library, school, work), If you have your own computer
with internet access, you may be able to save what
you find.
You can bookmark web sites, so to return to re
read them, or copy full or partial articles to your own
computer’s hard drive, or a portable thumb drive if you
use a public computer.
The point is, no matter what you read or study,
seeing some things may cause you to have further
thoughts or questions. Depending on the time and
effort to get additional answers, you will or will not
explore your questions.
When you have immediate (open) access to the
internet, you can find additional information quickly
and easily.
Admittedly, the more you know of how to use
computers, internet, software, the more you can read,
learn, expand your thinking and knowledge. The more
you do know, the more that you can learn.
Information in any form, printed, spoken, video,
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etc., from any source, news, institution, government,
individual, may be true or not.
But the more
unrestricted information to which you have access
(and ability to read and consider), then you can get
closer to an unbiased truth.
Anything less is shaky ground.
Many are content to live with the world of
information common to those around them, news,
peers. Many follow the dominate leaders, spokesmen,
but a few of us press on, seeking deeper knowledge,
research, study, reading, to approach a deeper, more
durable, safer, secure truth.
Be a Truth Seeker; seek, confirm and spread the
truth. It may not be popular (yet) but it is necessary to
preserve and improve our way of life, else we are run
over, controlled by the dominate voices of media
(even beyond government and universities and
corporations).
Many think high
authorities,
government,
institutions, universities, professional organization –
that lead popular thinking, establish things commonly
known. These authorities are our standard of truth.

But we can better ?
At abodia.com/t my article War of Words shows
how information sources have been bought up and
controlled, as reported in the Congressional Record.
So who should you trust ? The more you learn of
any subject, the more fairly you can judge it. If you
just read diverse perspectives on a subject, soon the
truth emerges.
Truth is found in reason, and
investigation. It’s established by arguments with the
more evidence, ones that employ your logic and
understanding. These then uproot your former limited
understanding, are much more believable, trustworthy
then simple conclusions and claims from high
authorities.

So the internet itself is neither true nor false, it is
not bias as many different people have an opportunity
to present materials through the internet.
True, in today's society, most are in a hurry and
want to ride with popular opinion and are quick to
accept what dominate voices tell us.
But you have an opportunity, should you seek it, to
find broader perspectives, fundamental information
that may not be easily available through other
sources.
So far, the internet seems to be much more like a
free press with free speech, uncontrolled by outside
forces of government, organizations, money, power
and influence.

In our greedy world today, those with money and
power have found it is easy to buy out people,
institutions, news agencies and then edit or control
what they release, what they say.

You can learn to trust the internet by exploring it,
using and testing it. Learn from it.

There are many sources of information; news, TV,
movies, institutions, books, libraries, research, and the
internet, a way to connect to all of these and more.

For decades I relied on authorities, but as I
discovered a different side to reality, I’m fully engaged
to find and hear counter arguments, hearing hidden or
suppressed news, information, witness and facts.
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These things lead me to new conclusions and
new people. Try it, you'll like it.

// Computers- help think

Do not believe all that reaches you. Be discerning,
check things, suspend judgment, learn to test ideas
and facts through the internet.

I got a computer in 1978. I learned to use and
program it. Since then, I have designed, built, trained,
taught, and sold 350+ systems to diverse clients.
Along the way, I have built ever increasing and
complex computers for myself, and continued to
collect a diverse library of software.
I love math and logic.
I was an immediate
advocate of computers, what they can do, to expand
your abilities, thinking, remembering and our actions.
I’ve written letters to ½ million people and done many
diverse projects on computers.
Of what I do, I keep a copy on my computer and
often get out an old project and revise it for a new
project.
If you can find what you did before, it is a great
stepping stone to a new project.
// Today, tomorrow, the next day
In life we do many things, but most are a
derivative of something we did before.
Yesterday you got up, bathed, dressed,
perhaps drove your car, or worked on computer. Each
day you do similar things, but in different order, or with
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different parts, clients, ways.
Most all my thinking and work begins in files I
create on my computer. Whether writing a list to do,
chores, a letter to a Congressman, a client, or
designing a new project, I find a similar file on my
computer that I did before and begin to amend or
change it to create a new project. That is much
simpler than starting all things new. I can use
techniques, libraries, strategies of things I used
before.
So if you have access to things you did before,
you speed, advance, economize the effort you need
for a new project. You are way past the clerical and
initial phases, you only need to add the new design,
new information or particulars to bring forth a fully
developed new project.
The trick to speed your thoughts and
production is your ability to:

I can find things I did before, regardless of the
file name, the project folder, the date, or content. All
those and more are easy to specify in a search to
Total Commander to locate, gather, access and
amend your former work.
Use a computer to learn and know.
With computers, math, and logic, I became the
manager of information. I have about ½ million files
on my main computer, and several other computers
also, redundant and also dedicated to specific tasks,
like video editing, speech recognition, etc.
Am I smart ? (have logic – quick to see, learn and
decide), or do I just have excellent ability to manage
information ?

- work with diverse software to manipulate the
files to completion.

Think about how our mind works. We see / hear
things. We can record, photo or write them down. If
we see something (or have photos) and we can name
it (even title or name photos) and we can find them,
then we can remember things and show them to
others.

Of all programs I use, Total Commander,
available free over the internet is my single most
useful tool.

So knowing consists of the original experience,
some way to label it, a thing, a place, a writing or

- find old files,
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photo, and a way to draw up or remember the
experience or event, like memory or finding a
document or photo in the computer. Then being able
to tell or show what we remember.
Paper is dead ! Dance with Digital
I am dead on paper. I’ve handled much, but I find if
I scan, copy or type something into my computer,
regardless of what I call it or in which folder I put it, I
can still find, view, print and or use it much more easily
then things I have on paper. Computers can make all
your records more accessible, easier to store, find and
use.
Some are afraid they will lose what is in their
computer. They keep hard copies. With the ½ million
files I have, I could not keep, file, print or find that
many paper copies. I do keep redundant copies of
what I have in my computers. I dynamically change
my materials as I learn and or add newer, better
materials.
Learning to use a computer can magnify: - your
thinking, - your memory, - your creation and
articulation of thoughts, access to them and others,
and be dynamic to connect to add new things to old.
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It would take many secretaries (much money, time
and effort) to do all I do as fast and easily as I do on
computers.
So the trademark that separates me from most
people, are my huge resources on my computer.
Knowledge is two parts; getting the information,
and being able to find and use it. As I have ability to
find and use information, I pass those who work from
assumption, where I work from fact.
Admittedly, this is not automatic for anyone. I have
learned how to do this, and have much experience
(yes, I made many mistakes). My unique software
library is where I really excel in speed of thought,
memory and action.
Teaming up with a computer, learning how to use it,
and managing your information with it can be of great
benefit, if and when you learn how to use it and how to
back it up to protect your information. By learning, we
change our life.
Everyone has some info on computer or in files, but
for an individual with quick access to 100,000 files in

my own private library; e-books, PDFs, photos,
articles, broadcast interviews, videos and more, I
manage a lot of information easily and quickly.

// Computer Techniques / Strategies to
learn

Why all the information ?
I want to be able to talk to different people, with
different interest, with different perspectives.

The evolution of thought begins with undefined,
ambiguous feelings. Like the dream world, shape,
colors, feeling evolve. We solidify them to tangible
elements of language; words, phrases, images,
sometimes sentences and stories.

Some people have a fax and only talk and listen to
other fax users.
Other have e-mail, or phone, or letter mail, and are
limited to that media to communicate.
I open all doors of communications. I can get
fax information from one person, and send it on to an
other person with only e-mail. I reach out to all media
and talk or listen to people in many dimension on
many subjects.

Computers can create, store, and view or print
things you have stored in them. Things put into a
computer are kept in files with names and in folders.
Unless you name a file, the computer cannot save or
access it.
Unless you name or describe something to another
person, they would not know what you are talking
about.
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// Tools to Think – google, scroogle, Total
Commander, Copernic
To search the internet, you need:
- access to the internet (at public library, school,
work or home), - a browser ( a program) like windows
explorer, FireFox, or Safari on the Mac computer.
You go to a search engine web site like: - Google, Yahoo, - Alta Vista
I use Scroogle.org as I believe they do not keep
track of the web sites that I visit, as I understand that
Google does, perhaps to remember me for marketing.
Privacy is our right, but we need to learn where we are
exposed. For less intrusive, private web surfing, I
suggest scroogle.org or ixQuick.com
- accurate
internet search results with full privacy.
Elsewhere I discuss ways to find particular things
and ways to search using words and concepts.
When you locate information on the internet you
can – view, read, print, save or copy it. You can also
bookmark the site, so you can return to it later. If you
copy and keep the information on your computer, then
even if the web site is changed, moved, or removed,
you still have the information.

You store information on your computer hard drive.
Getting an additional hard drive or a bigger one is very
inexpensive, compared to all that you can save on
one. Keeping things in a computer is much more
compact, readily accessible and less expensive then
hard copy paper and books. Of course, you need a
reliable computer & back-up and ability to use it to
gain these advantages.
Learning is the beginning of knowledge to power.
Practice is the way to remember what you learn.
To keep, find, manage information on your
computer, Total Commander is excellent program, my
favorite of all programs. When I can find files in my
computer, they are useful. If it were difficult or time
consuming to find what I put in my computer, then I
would not keep and use such diverse information,
files, documents, books, photos and video.
Total Commander TC manages files on your
computer. It’s a free download, shareware from
internet. It gives you easy access to programs and
files on your computer.
Of all the hundreds of programs I’ve ever used,
none is more useful to me than this one.
Thoughts and things can be described in words,
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images, sounds. Computers store things in named
files and folders. Whatever you accumulate, TC can
make it easier to find any files. You can look for the
name of the file, or a word or phrase in the file, or by
the file type; *.doc, *.rtf. *.jpg or by a date range,
saved in last 3 weeks. I manage about ¼ million files
on my computer. I have no idea what I named a file or
where I put them (folder), but I can give TC instruction
criteria in a few seconds it will show me my file or a list
of files that meet my criteria.
It allows me to find and use any of my ¼ million
files. I do not have to remember the name of the file,
or the folder that I put it in. It can search everywhere
with just some information about the file, like
approximate date I wrote it, or a word or phrase in the
file, or just look at word documents, or only image
files,
Because I use Total Commander, I can manage
much information.
I have 100,000 files on my
computer; documents, e-books, book marks and web
sites, as well as video & audio recordings. That I have
this many files is meaningless, but that I can find, use,
view, and share them is the incredible part. I attribute
that to my ability to work with Total Commander, which
can locate, view and access all these files, regardless

of where I put them or what I named them.
I often modify an existing file I have for a new
project, I find the file I need. Then let the software
open and use the file, saving the file by a different
name as a new project.
Many use their software to find their files, but
different software files and retrieves in different ways.
Always start with TC.
Find your last file of
reference. Click on it to load the program and the file,
then immediately save with a new name if you will
change the file for new project. Amend, add to or edit
the file. TC is great to find anything on your computer.
Try it.
Get Total Commander, learn to use it as your
primary tool. It can magnify your efforts. Then you’re
able to manage many more files, keep things longer,
have more easy access to everything and soon have
your computer doing much more useful work for you,
based on the type of things that you can do with the
computer.
It’s my most useful program, and I’ve used
hundreds of different programs.
I next use simple image management programs like
ACD See or Firehand Ember. They are much better,
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useful, diverse and handy then the utilities included in
windows. I leave you to make your own decisions
about a word processor, perhaps components to
Microsoft office, and many utilities like adobe reader,
and drivers to see video from disks and from web sites
like YouTube or Google.Video.
Internet Bookmarks
I have thousands of web bookmarks, my research
is deep and exhaustive. I search many subjects to
find the world very different than I ever considered
before,
But I Pierced the Veil, and find ways beyond
popular knowledge and opinion. I have found a way to
get to web sites that are no longer on the web. They
might have been on the web one to five years ago.
There are special sites where you have access to
back-ups of the web, like the Way Back Machine.
Using them, you can find, view, copy things that are
no longer available on the normal internet. It’s
incredible that former web sites are backed up some
where and you can see web sites that are no longer
on the web !
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// Copernic is a program which stores your
searches in computer files
This takes a diverse task and concentrates it in to
single files that you can view, edit, change and still
save in their final form.
When you do these operations from your web
browser, all your reviews, edits and changes are lost
after each session.
Copernic can save them in files of your session.
When you learn how to save and access files on
your computer, you can do more complicate things,
even thinking, and do them faster and more
abundantly.
The more you learn, the deeper you can go.

// Why Discuss Computers ?
Many think I think differently. True. Every one
thinks differently. Most thinking is built on some
assumptions, Some of us inspect our assumptions
more carefully, to look deeper, and possibly change
our thinking and actions to build from a foundation of
knowledge instead of assumptions.
I do not read, watch or listen to the news as much
as most people do. Many people have far more
knowledge and or information than I have in my head,
but I wonder where they got their knowledge.
However, when I want to know something, I can
find a lot of information through the internet to
consider, learn and to understand - before I make
decisions and take action. Why ? For as long as I
can remember, I’ve been choosing different paths than
others. In entering the world of computers, I found
information about Atari business computers. Sure
everyone was using $ 3,000 to $ 5,000 Macintosh and
IBM DOS computers, but the Atari seemed like it
might do something effectively and cheaper. I read
and read, ultimately I bought one. Then I learned how
to use it and acquired much software, learned how to
make it compatible and run software from IBM and
Macintosh computers. Ultimately, because I did a lot

of reading and thinking, I got a far superior computer
and sold hundreds of them, showing others how to
buy and use them, how effective they were and how
inexpensive.
Many people limit their thinking to what is popular,
easy to find and get. I have found with a little reading,
thinking and reasoning, I can often find something
much better for much less. I’ve been buying things
from a distance for decades. I’ve bought and used
hundreds of things that were extremely successful.
Occasionally I am stumped, but I push on thinking that
the device has the capabilities, but I know I have to
learn how to use them to get the advantage.
So since I am confident and experienced in
thinking, I gamble much in getting into things that I
alone have to think through to get my results. True,
my computer technician has helped me in many bottle
necks, but many people do not realize that with some
thinking, (hiring and or engaging someone with
knowledge or experience) they can break into new
areas of utility.
I’ve developed hundreds of press releases, many
shown on national magazine covers and reached
audiences of millions in some of the things I have
promoted, like my import business of abodia importing
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and selling a product from Germany – see web site.
Many people are simply afraid of responsibility and
or thinking. Some people have limited time (we all do
– choose your priorities) and some have limited
money. That is me. I do much thinking to save much
money. Some who have a lot of money, spend it
foolishly, perhaps, simply avoiding things that require
thinking.
How many buy a camcorder, computer, car with
many features that they never use. ? If I buy it, I learn
to use it. Some think, I don’t need it so I won’t learn it.
Wrong. Only if you learn and practice something do
you have the option to use it, especially in an
emergency. Learn things more than your immediate
need. If you know how to do something, you can
choose to do it. If you don’t know how to use it, you
won’t even consider that you could use it.
Much that I learned – playful like a child, I later
employed in ways I had not considered.
Consider how a child (with unstressed time) can
play for hours in the sand, with an erector set, or
building blocks. In their playful, undirected method,
sometimes, by accident they discover or create
something unique, interesting, useful. They may

remember that and use it some time again or in a
different way.
An adult is typically – stressed for time, money,
resources. So he rarely plays idly. Most adults only
begin a thing for conscious goals committing known
resources to a certain time or budget. If the goal is not
reached in the prescribed plan, they may abandoned it
or at least be angered.
Learning is the window to change our life.
Learn to do yoga, choose a better diet, read faster,
work a computer, search the internet. Whatever you
learn can change all attributes of your future. What
you don’t learn, leaves you in a fixed, limited pattern.
I like to learn, read, study, experiment. The more of
it I do, the faster I can do it.
Once I learned how to reason beyond the news,
through research on the internet, I converted my
suspicion to a fact quickly. Consider that no laws
require most individuals to pay personal federal
income tax, I searched, found, organized and posted
findings to my web site to easily give others, in 10 to
20 minutes the primary concepts they might explore
further and or act accordingly. Abodia.com/irs
Information rules our world. Others rule us by
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hiding, distorting and limiting information. Information
has never been easier to acquire. You should learn
how to research yourself to improve your future in
many ways. Fear not, be bold, you will be empowered
and expansive as you develop these skills !

// What Computers Can Do
Think for a minute about how computers work and
what they can do. Essentially they mimic things that
we can and want to do. There are parallel as to how
we think and work which they can help us. Actually,
when we come to understand how they have
articulated a parallel to how we think, we can
effectively learn to think and work more efficiently
ourselves.
Jokingly, I turn to the bookshelves beside me and
note these books I have.
Brain Power, How to Be Twice as Smart, Think Like
a Genius, Double Your Brain Power.
Since I was young, I have enjoyed thinking,
inventing, creating, composing, writing, crafting,
building and testing various electrical circuits and
devices. I love math and science. I suppose as a
boy, I was guided that way, living with an architect /
engineer father.
I take things apart, examine them, reassemble
them, to know more about what they do and how they
work.
So I have similarly dissected the process of
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thinking. Actually, in learning how to understand and
use computers, I’ve learned how to think better.
My early computers could only manage simple
short 8 bit words. The newer computers could handle
longer words, 16 bit, 32 bit. A word contains an
instruction set. Imagine you are in elementary school.
You know and can use words like run, fireman, truck,
house, dog. But you don’t know complicated ideas
and words like encyclopedia, glossary, vilify,
cremation. So when you want to describe something,
you have to use many little words. But if and when
you know the bigger words, that embrace what takes a
phrase or sentence to explain, you can talk, think,
communicate with fewer words to convey a more
complex process or description.
So I thought, at age 35 that I needed to expand my
vocabulary. Perhaps I knew 20,000 words at that
time. Within 6 months I added about 10,000 words by
deliberate and intensive study. I did that precisely so
that I could think and communicate more quickly and
more articulately.
So from working with my computer, I learned how
to think faster and better. There are other ways, I
have changed my life from what I’ve learned and how I
use my computer and the programs and information
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that I handle.
Many have a secretary, wife or child that helps
them.
If you make a computer your partner, it can do
many things, quick and easy to save you time and
trouble.
If you have a long time relationship with a wife,
sibling, work partner, you learn an abbreviated
language.
You can say or gesture complicated
expressions in less words or efforts, because your
partner has experience in knowing what you want. So
with my computers, I’ve spent 30,000 hours on the
keyboard, I have found many short cuts to do
complicated things very quickly, using a variety of
programs and strategies I have integrated.
Be open, you too will find that everyday in many
ways, you have opportunities to change and improve.
My suggestion is this. Each day you arise, brush
teeth, choose clothing, probably dress, possibly drive
somewhere, and or read or act on something. Most
that we do, is a varied pattern of something that
we did before. Rather than starting each project new
like writing, composing, graphic, letter, bill, etc., if you
can find some remnant of something you did before,

maybe you can adjust or amend it to help you current
need or project.
Say I wrote a letter to a Congressman, but am not
having any results, or response. If I can find the letter,
perhaps expand or modify it and send it to a
newspaper or associate, perhaps the same thought
might get energized, a response or an action.
So whatever we do, in thought, memory,
description, shopping or any list, things to do, papers
to file, articulating steps to a project, how to fix the
lawn mower, reconnect the monitor cable, etc. if you
can find, view print and / or continually amend, adjust
or correct your notes, you are better off then starting
over each time.
To that end, I have ¼ million files on my computers.
Some are used frequently, some are just remnants of
things that I did, recorded, found, that may have no
future. But because it is easy to keep and find them, I
do keep them and often use them.
Most of what we do, is similar to things we have
done before. If we have easy access to a remnant,
file, drawing, description of something that we did
before, perhaps we can use or amend it to a current
need.

Imagine if you had kept a photo of your dog from
growing up, your first car, your first date, your first
theme for English class, your poems, a recording of a
camp song. Many people have a similar collection on
audio tapes, in paper files, in old photos. But those
physical ways to keep and file are vulnerable to
moving, damaging, losing, water, tearing, abusing.
I keep things in the digital world, with the ability and
practice of backing them up.
Then I have an
incredible resource of access to things that once
passed my eyes, fingers, desk, or even finances;
things, thoughts, dreams, goals. Many of the projects
I start would not actually come to fruition except I
maintained, adjusted, reinitiated or persisted on them.
I often work on many projects at one time,
suspending each as I wait for the involvement and or
response of others, yet managing it all with easy and
facility as they are just files on my computer.
Ultimately, I suggest that you get software and
learn how to do more and more things on your
computer. Certainly know how to maintain it and back
it up, possibly know how to create CDs and or DVD
disks. If you expand your library of software to the
ability to record video and or audio tracks, and or to
work in digital and graphic images as well as being
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proficient in word processing, you may find as I have
that you have vast reaches of resources that stagger
those about you. Most don’t have deep computer
skills and therefore have short memory of a few
things, and are vulnerable as they do not have the
resources of all that you can easily manage in a
computer.

// Computers expand our thinking
Computers mimic our thinking process.
Our thinking is improved when we have help from a
computer – cooperation magnifies thought and effort.
Computers, like us, have memory – instant memory
in ram, like us recalling some things, passive memory
hard dives, like us looking something up in a book.
They have computing power, like our logic and
cognitive skill. They can gather and organize things,
symbols, ideas, design, and create new things or
combinations like us. They can dispense easily with
the clerical tasks of math, clear and legible labeling,
notation, and can communicate via e-mail, printing,
fax, and broadcast sound and video.
Although they may not actually think, they can
speed and ease the things we have to do to drive
thought through to products and goals. So in a sense
they do think. I can think, write, compose, create,
communicate and receive, record, locate and manage
hundreds of times more information with an able
computer aiding me, than I possibly could by myself.
They reduce the menial, clerical tasks, so you have
more creative time to think. Historically, executives
use to have secretaries and clerks to aid them in their
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tasks. Today, a man with a computer, software,
resources and peripheral devices can accomplish far
more than a man with a diverse staff just a few years
ago.

// Mainstream Thought- News- Control
// Who Owns and Controls Main Stream Media

The more you know of your computer, software, or
tools, the more fluent, efficient, effective you are.
Know your tools, let them become second nature,
habit, save your mind for important thought, let the
computer manage the menial tasks, else you will have
too, and you will then create less.

Just 9 Corporations control American Media
AOL/ Time Warner, Disney, General Electric, Sony, …

Legislation changed to allow this.
It's Our Media, Not Theirs.-– Robert McChesney_

The final measure of speed and efficiency is
integrating your thinking / execution process with able
tools, like software and peripheral devices that you
thoroughly understand to use their many features.
For everything you own; program, device, feature,
that you don’t learn and practice, it becomes like a
wart or dead weight, as you lose functionality, diversity
and efficiency to not be able to employ it.
Most buy potential far more than they need, and
yet, rarely develop all the potential they have. If you
buy a computer and software, learn to use them !

If the same owners who own the military industrial
and pharmaceutical industries own and control the
news agencies, is there not a conflict of interest ?
How can they, without bias, do investigative and in
depth reports in policing their own industries.
This is the problem. Beyond our congress, the
newspaper has historically served as the police dog in
searching and reporting of error, danger, injustice and
misconduct in the market place. As Roman senator
said, who is guarding the guards?
News is not supposed to be just entertainment and
curiosity. It is the very fabric of our culture, the
extension of our governing process.
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We do not elect, chose or have any control over
who owns, runs, speaks for our news agencies.
Who is checking the news ?
We once had competitive news agencies, vying for
the first, best in depth story. Now there is very little
competition. A few nation leading newspaper make
statement about things, then all the local news
clamors to grab and repeat it.

companies is keep out of
consciousness of the public.

the

attention

and

If the public does not know, then the congress need
not act. We live is a world of deception. By deception
they do battle (even on the American people).
See The Media is the Problem- book & video, by
Danny Schechter
Wake Up America. !

The local news certainly does not have the
resources to check or compete with the large papers.
In major cities world wide, Madrid, Moscow, Tokyo,
Paris, there are typically 10 to 15 daily newspapers.
In America, we have the New York Times, and the
Washington Post. Is there no question on the report,
on the truth. One paper has all the answers ? Where
is the inept competitive investigation ?
To me, the news is the mind warp of America.
It has lost it’s edge and it’s ital role of protecting the
American public.
Why ? It’s no longer a public service, but a
business run for profit. Ad and circulation revenues
are part of their gain, but excluding information that
would limit, redirect, impinge on their co owners
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Conspiracies - continue while we're asleep, not
perceiving ! Unbelievable – Alice in Wonderland.

// News is incestuous – cyclical reasoning

// How News Works, National overwrites local!
I’ve observed some things in news, and later
revisions that change or reverse what was said. i
thought that after review, confirmation, they were
removing mistakes from the earlier unconfirmed
reports.
Now I see the reverse is true. The early reports, local
reports often offer or reveal critical information that other
people or organizations want to hide.

I went back and reviewed recent news about the
Oklahoma City bombings – which showed live local
news footage, interviewing those fleeing the building
and those in the street all knew that many bombs
exploded separately within the building. A video from
news helicopter circling the site did not show any
crater in front of the building where 2 weeks later
Newsweek’s drawing of the damage, clearly showed a
crater supposedly caused by the McVeigh Ryder truck
bomb.
Randy Weaver- Ruby Ridge, Branch DravidiansWaco, Tex., 1993 World Trade Center Bombing .
Look back to original events -the original local news
coverage, you will find a very different story then that
which the national news tells. - - more at abodia.com/t

As local events happen, there’re observed and
recorded. News reports evolve, especially as they rise
to wider publication and national news.
Forgive me, it had been my assumption than
inaccuracies were eliminated and facts confirmed and
clarified.
On inspection in many cases, I find just the
opposite.
Follow the news locally
subsequent developments.

from

beginning

to

National news makes initial sweeping reports,
often very different than local news. If you go back
to the local scene and continuing news you may find
them differing even more from the national story line.
See article: National News is different than local
reports.
Who is checking the news ? The news is never
tested in a court, opposing arguments, perspectives
are not offered, not included. Stories may have no
balance or confirmation.
Yet, if you go back to the local levels, you often find
particular facts, circumstance, witnesses that continue
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to broaden the gap between reality and what was
nationally reported.
News casters quote other news sources. If it
breaks in the news (supposedly) it is true. Information
that has not come from a news source is suspect,
suppressed, discounted, disallowed, distorted.
The news is incestuous. It mainly just considers
other news sources. It doesn’t have the ability to
consider, evaluate, debate any other outside
information no mater who the source or what the
information.
Facts, evidence, witnesses are not relevant, only
the news that was once printed, is often repeated.
News that is accepted in some area (or even
pretends to be) can be expanded to be presented and
accepted in others areas.
Like gossip, it can spread fast, gripping all in its
path. Who has the time and energy to question,
check, evaluate it ?
God protect the many people who saw the collapse
of the World Trade Towers and knew intuitively that
the buildings had been pulverized by internal
demolitions.
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I was not so astute. Had I only watched the video, I
might have recognized the symptoms, but in listening
to the sound track, the announcers comments, I was
overtaken by their statements.
When you are in deep shock, you drop your guard
and are less critical, less cautious of the information
that you swallow.
See the Shock Doctrine by Naomi Klein
Purportedly, in skit; Groucho Marx remarked, when
caught in bed with his friends wife, “Who you going to
believe, Me? or your lying eyes ?” Very apropos for
our response to today’s manipulative, deceptive, ½
truths and shocking news always on the fore front,
continually in our face in all public locations.
News channels run continuously at Doctors offices,
lobbies, waiting rooms, a continual bath of
propaganda.
When I was young, I thought that is what Russia
did, continual lies and propaganda to enslave and
dominate their people.
I thought, in the united States of America, we had
freedom.

// National News has an agenda.
// Collect Information without judging it.
They have owners, who seek profit, and protection
from; - law suits, - delays to their operation, and questions to their actions. They do not want the public
prying into their affairs. They may exclude information
that may have effect on their co owners.

Our world is built on assumptions.
With little knowledge, bias, or predilection, we often
discard information that conflicts with what we know.
We are rushed to a conclusion.
rethink all we have done before ?

Simply put, they try to keep us in stress and fear,
shutting down our more humanitarian view of society.
Fear your neighbor, strangers, foreigners, and terrorist
! Hate evil foreign oppressors ! Focus anger on
foreigners.
Don’t suspect any domestic person,
corporation, government. Don’t question authority !
News may quote individuals or institutions. They
selective include information that leads you to their
conclusions. They conveniently exclude information
that might cause you to have deeper knowledge,
questions they don’t want us to consider.
What they present is what they choose to expand
on the perspective they want to convey. Alternate
sources of news offer a very different view. Those
sources are easily available to any through libraries,
internet. American Free Press. Hundreds of web
sites offer a view quite antipodal from the mainstream
news.

Who wants to

However, the best of detectives or researchers will
simply gather information without prejudice until he
has time to see all the pieces together.
You may you discount, discard information, clues,
evidence, that may not seem relevant (then). But if
you hold many pieces of evidence for later review,
you may discover an unseen relationship. Without the
evidence available the link could never be seen. Be
slow to judge !
It is our impatience, our rush, our assumptions that
can cause us to miss the tiniest of clues, the small
nuances that unlocks a much deeper level of
understanding.
In reading a book , or solving a problem or a crime,
patience is the best ally.
In watching others take intelligent tests, I‘ve learned
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that patience alone allows you to make a higher score.
Intelligent people often know or can find the better
answer, but in haste choose the more obvious, less
discerning answer, having not given full measure to
the problem and or each of the possible answers.

spend money to serve ourselves.

We are easily deceived, like a sleigh of hand of the
magician, looking away from primary things as other
things catch our attention.

In the past many different voices competed to find
and deliver news.

Don’t be deceived. Use your brain, your patience,
your diligence.

// Sense of Community

We elect our officials, but don't elect the leaders or
providers of our news services.

Large corporations use to spend much money
advertising or promoting the good or advantages of
their products. Unfavorable press released eroded the
public's confidence and desire for products or
companies.

We need to work with and help each other.

Working selfishly for ourselves only, will stigmatize,
isolate and ultimately hurt us.
Most all that we know, we learn from others, far
beyond what we touch and see.
Most things in our world of capitalism are bought
and sold, including information.
Surely each of us, for a price have offered service
or information that another wanted to buy, even if that
service did not help other people also. We usually
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Now, large global corporations own and control our
news.
Surely you continue to get many events, ball game
scores, weather, and occasionally expose of a flawed
politician, but the air ways are filled with trivial
pursuits; the affairs of Michael Jackson, stories of
Britney Spears, movies, fads.
The news keeps us fully entertained, but only
half informed.

// How We are Deceived
For those who are curious, I can share with you
tomes of supporting evidence, including government
findings, funding, programs, and court cases.

These are the subjects that won’t reach the main
stream news.
But I have found methods you can easily follow
the logic, concepts and evidence of these claims.

This seems unbelievable, of course, until you read
the hundreds of other articles that echo these same
themes through many, many cases; in name,
organization, government programs, court cases.

The world is governed by people very different
than you would imagine. Disraeli__

The more extensive your research, the more real,
believable is the unbelievable.

The media, who we think fights for truth and justice,
is also just a paw to those who own / control our
government and courts.

To discard a thing because it does not match
things we know before is typical, simplistic.
I only hold, file, and label them.
Learning is embracing new concepts, before
judging them.
But when see the same materials through
dozens of different articles, writers, researchers,
I sense they’re seeing the same event, with real
evidence, witness, collaboration from different views.

Their purpose, like a magician, or lawyer, is to take
our eye away from the area of information, to deal
with superfluous issues; sports, events, celebrities,
Michael Jackson, Britney Spears, …
The laws and acts ongoing are undermining our
very institutions, our free republic.
In America, most things are bought and sold,
including information.
For decades, programs have been enacted to
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shape how we think and what we think about. MK
Ultra is an extreme of that effort.
"None are more hopelessly enslaved than those
who falsely believe they are free. " - Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe ... "

Most local / regional news don’t research larger
issues, they simply rely and repeat what they find in
national news, particularly from the AP, the Associated
Press.
When we make assumptions, we fall at risk to
things working against us.

// By deception they do rule.
Elites control, manipulate and steal from us.

The best way to control people is through limiting
their information, through deception.
None are so confined, imprisoned, denied in
liberties and freedom of choice as those who believe
they are free (to make choices).

We assume that our Congress, Courts, News are
working for our advantage, standing for our interests.
Of what we see, hear, know, that seems consistent
with the news.
Never before has information been so easy to get
and confirm.
Many voices, witness, articles, books, news
sources are available through the internet.

Our corporate controlled news may have easy
access to important issues, acts of Congress, world
events, witnesses, facts, evidence and information,
but they also have total control as to what they will
print or circulate, as suits their agenda.
If news might be harmful to the owners of the news,
they can easily just choose not to include such
detrimental news.
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Many, who are not practiced in this, believe they
could never read or understand complicated issues
from simple people who claim to have direct
knowledge or experience.
We have abandoned thinking, relying instead on
the assumption that our news reporters, their

What is our individual responsibility ?
professionals, engineers, institutions are giving us our
best information.
Most all our information is second hand, we
assume it’s correct from higher institutions and people
with titles. Who pays them ? Who represents us ?
With just a little direct research on many issues,
you can Pierce the Veil of Secrecy and find startling
facts, evidence, witnesses, and public records that are
in direct contradiction with what the news reports.
Most discount this, thinking surely our news is true,
most everyone believes and acts on the news as
being true, for their actions and reactions in the world.
What if our News is not true, or not complete, giving
a skewed picture of reality ?
That would cause us to make wrong or
inappropriate decisions, like going to war, spending all
our tax dollars on hate, aggression, destruction,
feeding the troughs of the rich, powerful elite, the
Federal Reserve, the military complex who tell us that
we are attack on all sides by unnamed, unproven,
unseen assailants.

Do we need to really know what is going on in the
world, or can we just move and think like most news
and most people suggest ?
Sure, individually we have no responsibility to
our fellow man, most think.
And yet, why is our economy, our way of life, our
freedoms, why is our world changing, degrading so
rapidly ?
Could it be that most people, selfishly seek only
things that profit and help them, selling their service,
talents, to the rich in exchange for a piece of the pie,
the reward, the money.
Who should have individual responsibility to help
their community ?
Perhaps we all need to do our part to help our
community.
What are the issues to consider ?
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Many focus on recycling, feed the poor, save the
whales, preserve the environment, which keeps us
distracted from seeing fundamental things that
diminish us all.
But who will look at the reality around us, the things
the news will not reveal, the really hard questions.
We, at Truth Seekers, believe it is relatively easy to
discern what is really on going. We have sources, and
reports in many forms, video, audio recordings,
articles and books.
How can you believe what we offer ? We have
found and confirm our information from diverse
sources, scanning the united States, some even from
foreign news.
The information is consistent,
supported by incredible, reliable, public records, eye
witnesses, evidence and facts.
If you don't read this alternative information, you
can continue to believe it is impossible.
But the more of the information you read, the
sharper your perceptions, memory, understanding, the
more you will find confirmation of our findings.
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Galileo learned discovery is the hard part.
Once you discover something, you cannot then
continue to believe that it is not true. Your world is
changed, improved.
You cannot return to your
innocence, to your unknowing. You can deny what
you know, pretend otherwise, but then you are a
hypocrite, not to act on your beliefs.
You are now in possession of knowledge that can
empower, protect, guide you.
Innocence, ignorance leaves you and me at risk to
great manipulative powers that are working for their
self interest to the unseating of our property, rights,
ability, and income.
Wake up and join us. We find the journey
fascinating. All of us were just like you when we
started. We could not believe the things we studied,
we were only curious and suspicious. After we
entered the world beyond the media, we were
awakened and enlivened to find how really easy it is to
see and understand the world around us, and to find,
the millions of other Americans who fight this battle
with us.

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a
single step.- Lao Tzu_
Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it.
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.- Goethe_
The change to freedom, life, safety begins in the
mind, with reading and understanding the world
around us.
The news is intentionally designed, like a
magician, or the argument of a lawyer, to keep our
eyes away from real issues, and real information.
I’ve built an incredible library unlike any other in
West Virginia, spanning thousands of videos, recorded
shortwave broadcasts, 1,000s of articles, photos, ebooks. I share what I can at www.abodia.com/t

// Fear, Hate, Anger
Our news pushes an agenda.

Fear the world around us. Be angry, blame and
hate specific people.
Select, supply and send
soldiers, weapons to fight those who (we were told)
are attacking us.

// Where does this come from ? What’s true ?
Profit (self interest) is the goal of capitalism, of
corporations These use news media as a mind
control, to distort our thinking and perceptions. This is
part of their method of warping the world to their
advantage.
www.AddictedToWar.com explains how our US
government, through the CIA, has been crushing small
third world nations for decades, terrorizing and
enslaving the people, taking their resources; crops,
drugs, oil, and minerals for huge profits for global
corporations. We as individual citizens don’t gain from
this. We are told, the corporations need these to fill
our needs.
Learn the meaning of False Flag
Operation Ab.com++
One strikes another and
blames a different party, who received the retaliation.
A method to harm another, with the force of your
advocate, by fist wounding yourself.
On a daily basis, you are more at risk to a lighting
bolt, or being struck by a car, then to be effected by a
terrorist, but the media, the movies, the books, all
main stream tries to keep you cowering in fear,
submissive to their agenda.
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// Intelligence is ability to see a pattern,
To the unlearned, In a sea of confusion, when
random events show a patter, their considered
coincidences.
As a society, we have abandoned the process of
thinking, evaluating information. We just accept
information from our leaders, from our media. We are
not testing, comparing, debating or analyzing it. Many
obvious things that are not true are quickly accepted
from media, then encoded in our memories to never
be considered again.
Who goes back on past events and reexamines
them ?
When I learned that 9-11 had hidden much critical
information, I wondered, could this Great Deception
have happened in other areas ?
So I looked back on these events: - Oklahoma City
Bombing, - Waco, - Ruby Ridge, - Columbine
Shootings, JFK assassination and ultimately many
many more.
The local news is very different than the
national reports. Even published court cases never
had access to primary information that is easy to find.
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National news has access to all these resources
and all local recourses too. I had thought that when
the national news said different then local news, the
national news had looked deeper and corrected earlier
errors. Now I find just the opposite. The national
news absorbs all the information, then they selectively
edits what they repeat, often leaving out critical
information. They are driving you to a conclusion,
towards their agenda that would be weakened or
negated if you knew the critical (but absent)
information.
National news was once represented by many
owners. Now just 9 corporations control 95 % of
the main stream news. Local news just copies what
national news said, they don’t have resources to
investigate. News become truth. It is echoed and
encoded in books, histories and taught in universities.
Who could argue with the news, their authority, their
dominance ?
But this is normal. Everyone who handles any
information typically repeats what he things is
important to lead others to his way of thinking. If you
don’t want some information to circulate, you just
ignore it, like protecting a friend or business associate
who was involved in a larger event. Let the blame fall

on others, just don’t mention your friend’s involvement.
Who is spending time, effort, researching and
considering information that has been suppressed,
eliminated from public news reports ? Only the few
independent truth seekers like those I point to in this
book.
National news is all tied together, both receiving
information and distributing it like through the United
Press wire service.
A former CIA director has openly admitted the CIA
has agents in all primary news agencies. They, like
the NSA - National Security Agency, can write
alternate stories and or deflect certain information
from involving certain people, companies and or
events. What you thought was hidden because the
NSA protects our nation from threats, turns out to be
simply NSA protecting the status quo, protecting those
in power.
See Transformation of America, by MK Ultra
Slave (rescued) Cathy O’Brien and her savior Mark
Phillips. They have 27,000 documents against those
that oppressed her and others for decades, but the
courts will not hear the evidence, because of National
Security, i.e. It adversely affects high government

officials that are in office. They are protected beyond
the law via the National Security Agency.
Are you waking up ? See also The Franklin
Cover-up by John DeCamp to learn more how the
courts cannot touch those in power. I have personally
met, talked with and or corresponded with the primary
witnesses, researchers, and scientist that have led me
to this new reality. I did not just accept something I
read, I investigated back until I touched the flesh,
found the source, got first hand confirmation.
Franklin Cover - Child Abuse, Satanism, and
Murder in Nebraska: John W. Decamp, former FBI,
private investigator Ted Gunderson, I’ve met, and
know of his impeccable work on many great heinous
acts and deceptions in our world.
The CIA’s
connection to the Satanic child trafficking, sacrifice
and pedophiles.
In the old days, people use to read books. Now
whatever I read, I try to read near a computer or on
computer, to make notes and quickly check facts and
explore deeper resources. If you are not electronically
connected to the internet, your knowledge base is
quite limited.
The ruling elite have taken over control of our
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printed and broadcast world, the main stream media;
news, TV, books, video. They own or control 95 % of
our media. But the smaller presses, and now the
burgeoning enterprise of individuals and organizations
publishing their findings on the internet has been the
single most important safeguard to our world. There
evidence, witness, reports are seen directly where any
one can find, view and use for free. They offer for
consideration truths you will not find from main stream.
You need only consider them to learn they are true.
We are controlled not by guns and fences, but by
limiting our thought.
The world in which I now deal is involved in things I
never consider, I didn’t question or examine them. On
reexamining the foundations of much of my
knowledge, I find the truth is very different then the
assumptions I had been led to accept.
When you know a deeper truth, derived from
seeing evidence that was restricted to you, you have
to let goof your old way of thinking.
Tarzan can progress in the jungle swinging vine to
vine, if he lets go of the earlier vines. When you find
new knowledge that is more comprehensive, more
compelling more sounded by multiple witnesses and
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evidence, you have to let go of your old know.
Change is pain. Most people don’t like to change.
Most would rather not think, just follow the crowd,
thinking that is safer.
Actually the reverse is true. Unless we start
thinking, considering the truth, finding and spreading
the word, we will all soon be enslaved by powers from
above that we never saw expanding and coming on
us.
The wealthy and established are the lasts to see
the reality around them. They are tied to the people,
institutions they know.
Even those which large
families are sort of stuck. Although they may see the
new reality, they cannot persuade others close to
them to read, consider, see the new reality, so
argument and divisions arise. Most people cower
back to accept what others think rather than to be
alone thinking differently.
I chose to follow the truth wherever it leads me,
and make public what I see. Along the way, I have
made new friends and associates, as others see what
I am thinking and they also see from my vantage
point.
So thinking different does not make you alone, but

it may cause you to change your friends and
associations.
Most people are concerned with things that have
immediate effect on them personally, like job, family,
money. They are not concerned about community
and the future. So these people are easily stressed by
financial trials, government edicts, loud news and
authorities.

explaining how our government has been secretly
developing AIDS, Ebola, cancers, first to depopulate
other nations and peoples but now these problems run
amuck in our own country, from their evil, secret acts.

Who has the time t find and stand on the truth.
We are all in a hurry to get more things, power,
wealth, security for ourselves.
But the truth is that we need to seek, find and stand
on truth. We nee to reach out and fin d other like us
and build unity of purpose and people.
While the few people at the top, the elites, the
corporations that run the world, they are few, but loud.
Most people bow and yield to them to be compatible
with their neighbor.
As we yield to the powers above us, they expand
their control, deception and lessen our rights,
freedoms, money, health and more.
Google In Lies We Trust by Dr. Leonard Horowitz
He has many books and is long time advocate
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// Pieces of the Puzzle

// How the Pieces Fit Together

Individually, most find these conspiracy subjects
doubtful, unbelievable. When they are mentioned,
they ignore or angrily say they cannot be true.

When you only consider individual things, they
seem separate, unrelated, isolated, perhaps even
coincidence, but when you gain a broader perspective,
greater understanding, you see the interlinking of
witnesses, evidence, relationship, then you can
comprehend a more complex event.

But on study, of each of these, you see how they
are all interrelated.
After seeing the great deception in news, the
suppression of primary facts, I learned of the Franklin
Cover-up, Hon DeChamp / Ted Gunderson involving
trafficking of young teenage male prostitutes flown to
events in Washington DC involving high officials, like
president, vice president, members of congress.

Much of the forces that shape our world, never
reach the consciousness of the lay person. They are
guided by what the media says and debates. Many
distractions fill our lives. Celebrities, sports, shocking
news, and more.

To see and understand the active Mind Control
programs on going in the United States.

Who quietly reexamines the meaning of the
constitution ? Who runs our government ? Who
controls the news media ?

Transformation of America (book), by illuminati sex
slave, under MK Ultra, Monarch Mind Control
Programming, Cathy O’Brien and Mark Phillips who
saved her from the program. This and other victims
like Brice Taylor – Thanks for the Memories – a slave
under Bob Hope, Arizona Wilder, discussed by
authors David Icke
Red in the appendix of other areas of conspiracy
and deception.
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Who knows or considers all the secret events on
going ?
Richard
Sauder,
Ph.D.
authored
book:
Underground Bases and Tunnels – What is the
Government Trying to Hide ? he shows all the
activity of our secret government and / or corporations
are doing to build numerous bases, cities, structures
below the earth. This has been going on since the
1960s.
It was once public records and in the

government budgets, but now it is unseen by the
public. Has the activity stopped ? No, it is just no
longer available to the general public to debate,
restrain or even consider.
Consider Nuclear
Subselene Tunneling - Machines on the Moon
Things done in secret are not done for your benefit.
Blank Check: The Pentagon's Black Budget: Tim
Weiner ...
"The thesis of the book—trillions o taxpayer dollars
are spent on Black Project unknown to the public and
even members of Congress.
MK Ultra has been an active program funded by
Congress. It was once exposed by congressional
hearings and in the public mind, but now, stricken from
the media and public knowledge, who is watching the
development of the program. Clues are the work of
CIA’s Dr. Sidney Gottlieb – oversaw invention of
devices for assassination, and gave LSD to human
guinea pigs, ran Mind Control; Dr. Louis Johnson
“Jolly” West, Psychiatrist, studied torture and brain
washing at UCLA, died 1999),

payments from the CIA to give 53 patients large doses
of LSD and record their reactions. The patients were
drugged into weeks of sleep and then given electric
shock treatments. One victim, the wife of a member of
the Canadian Parliament, is now suing the U.S.
companies who provided the drug for the CIA. All the
records of the CIA's drug testing program were
ordered destroyed by the head of MK Ultra.
US government paid extensively for their work
harming innocent victims without their knowledge or
consent.
Many times our government develops program
which they test on innocent, unknowing US citizens.
See Port Chicago, first atomic bomb test – killing 300
black navy men just above San Francisco.
MK Ultra, mind control, LSD, many government
programs were tested on unsuspecting citizens, many
of whom were badly damaged.
Similar test are done in the health field.

Another Dr. Donald Ewen Cameron, president of
Canadian Psychological Association, and director of
Royal Victorian Hospital, Montreal, received large
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// Change the World
Build a Truth Movement

don’t file or pay.
www.abodia.com/irs www.abodia.com/t
Truth Seekers – Wake Up
All welcome to monthly meetings at Library

9-11 and beyond, a New Reality, hidden by
popular belief, main stream, global corps.
Library of 1,000+ DVD, CD, e-Books
Information is the path to knowledge, insight,
understanding. It comes through language: words,
images, recordings, video, discussion, consideration.
Government lied about 9-11 to lead to huge
profits of war.

Name, contact, phone, e-mail
To tell, to teach, you need to build rapport, show
interest, listen to others, for them to listen to you. I
believe in the Socratic method. Ask focused questions
to center their thinking. Explore their logic, lead them
to truth, don’t preach it and argue it.

www.abodia.com/911 ... www.AE911Truth.org
- Architects and Engineers show Demolitions
destroyed World Trade Towers,

Be knowledgeable, get the information you need
to open debate. Have tools, like the research or
testimony of eye witnesses,

- firemen, news reported many flashes, explosions,
- molten steel found beneath collapsed WTC 6
weeks after,
- millions of American know 911WeKnow.com

Best evidence is conveyed beyond word text,
internet site, with radio sound recordings or best DVD
video presentation.

Crash site photos show no plane wreckage.
No Law requires personal income tax 67 million

To teach, you need to feed people tiny little
pieces, remind and reinforce them, get them to talk
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with each other. Build slowly. If you dump all you
know on people, they flee and will no longer meet or
talk with you. Slow, consistent, steady is the trick.

// Who Controls the World ?
13 Bloodlines, (families) rule the world,

Summary: Find a place and set regular schedule.
Post notices, mail, free news listings, and radio. Invite
many. Welcome and connect with people.

The Illuminati continues through the centuries
according to Fritz Springmeier, in his book and
presentations. They control through the Federal
Reserve, World Bank, United Nations, and controlling
leaders, and legislation in the sovereign nations, to
dissolve individual freedom, to set up a New World
Order, a one world government.
You begin to see the gap in the what is publicly known
and the whole story. As you get alternate reports, you
begin to see a pattern.
When you note that many stories are so contorted,
you look for the common link.
The common link is the news sources that handle and
report the news. How could many different news
agencies all miss the same primordial facts ? Are they
linked somehow ?
Explore their ownership.

Who Controls the news?
The news agencies use to be hundreds of different
owners and organizations across the continent, but
things have changed.
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Since 1900 and even more since the changes in
FCC legislation with the Ragan years, the rules of new
agency ownership has changed.

propaganda, threat, buff, you convince your enemy
they are defeated and must submit.
How does this work ?

It use to be that one owner could only own one
news agency in any market area, allowing a
competitor to own other agencies in that market;
whether newspaper, radio or TV.
Now, there are virtually no limits ot who owns what.
More and more, individual news agencies have
been bought up by larger organization. Although their
names may remain, when you peel the onion, and
look at the owners, boards of directors behind the
scenes, you find, as in every field, that fewer and
fewer owners own more and more of the market.
Today, in America, 98%+ of the mainstream media,
in all medium; newspapers, TV, books, video, are
owned by just 9 corporations.

// By deception they do battle.

In training an elephant, from their early youth, they
wear a small rope on their leg attached to a stake from
which they cannot pull away. As they grow, the rope
remains. They have been conditioned to think they
cannot break the rope. They cease trying and submit
to the rope restraining them.
When they are full grown elephants, they still
submit to small ropes around their leg. If they would
try, they could easily break the rope. But they have
been conditioned to believe that they are contained by
the rope the use to try to break.
Lynch, from Africa, came to the United States to
teach slave owners how to condition their slaves, so
they would grow to be big and strong, but submit and
not challenge their masters. Our educational system
does this to most Americans too.

Psychological Operation

// Money, Property, Greed - the Root Cause
PsyOps is a military term meaning; to conquer an
enemy or get him to submit. You do not have to
overpower or beat them, you only have to make them
think they are overpowered. Hence the PsyOps. By
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Federal Reserves is private, foreign banks monopoly,

God and our constitution give individuals the right

to freedom, property and the pursuit of it.
When we lose our money and our property, our
lives are diminished, we have less freedom, less
liberty, less capability to earn, to learn, to have health
and safety.
Who controls money and it’s value ?
The US Constitution give the sole right to coin and
regulate the value of money, yet, in the 1913 Federal
Reserve Banking Act, we again gave the money
interest, the rich wealthy bankers control over our
currency.
Whatever the government spends, they borrow
from the privately held Federal Reserve Bank. Then
they have to pay back the money with interest.
The Federal Reserve lets the government print
more currency (they have not invested any risk or
capital, they just print more money) with the promise
that they will pay back to the Federal Reserve the
additional money and the interest too.
Every day the Federal Reserve gets richer and
richer, either in payback money or in the increase debt
owed to them. They are not risking anything. They
have not put up any collateral. It is simply a booking
entry that the US government promised to give them

more money back, principal that the Federal Reserve
never had until the US government decided to print
more money.
It is a never ending cycle. We continually go
deeper into debt, and the Federal Reserve, which is a
consortium of private banks working for a profit,
continue to gain.
The endless printing of money make the money we
have continually worth less and less, so we borrow
more and more increasing our debt.
The private control of our money is the single most
degrading event shaping our world, but most people
do not understand why this is killing us.
Ron Paul, congressional candidate for US
President ’08, has consistently tried to close the
Federal Reserve for his 20+ years in congress. He
also wants to stop the war, and get our government
engaged in helping the American people, not spending
all our money overseas to the private unbid contract of
the Bush administration weapons manufactures and
rebuilding efforts. Let the US government help the
American people, and get out of this great deception
of war, which is incredible profit for the elite, and the
decline in life, liberty, freedom, wealth and property for
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all others in US and abroad.
If you look at the history of America, you will see it
has been a constant battle from the beginning where
the private banks wished to control the America
currency to the disadvantage of the people.
President Lincoln and Kennedy succeeded in
printing US government money, and were both
assassinated.
Control American currency is big
business to the money interest. They control the
currency of virtually ever nation through system
similar to he private Federal Reserve. They are not
federal, not of our government, not subject to, not
responsive, not helpful, they are just striving to make
their maximum profit as any corporation does. Their
are no controls over them to impede their raising and
lowering interest rates.
We are told they are
protecting our economy but
Louis McFadden spoke very clearly about their
great evils, by manipulation causing the ’29 Stock
Market Crash, the foreclosure of the family run mid
west farms, and much more.
Rather than protect us, they are milking us for their
maximum profit.
Many other explain this in greater detail and
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nuances, but you should know the single most
destructive force working against the American people
is the privately owned ands controlled Federal
Reserve.
Ed Griffith's book and documentary about Jekyll
Island where the bankers gathered secretly to from the
banking act, and then got Allison ?+ to run it through
the congress over a Christmas recess when most
congressmen were home with their families.

knowledge. The faculty of thought and reason

// Information – birth and development
Event, Fact, Knowledge, Intelligence, Wisdom

Event: An action or state brought about by a
cause. Something that takes place; an occurrence.
Something that happens.
Information Knowledge derived from study,
experience, or instruction. 2. Knowledge of a specific
event or situation; intelligence. 3. A collection of facts
or data: An account of current events: news,
information, intelligence, tidings, word, news flash,
scoop, bulletin, communiqué, announcement, report,
release, dispatch, article, piece, account.
Fact: Information presented as objectively real. 2.
A real occurrence; an event. 3. Something having
real, demonstrable existence. The quality of being
real or actual: a blur of fact and fancy. 4. A thing that
has been done.
Knowledge: is known, as by having been acquired
through study or experience.
Knowledge is the
broadest;.. ... it includes facts and ideas,
understanding, and the totality of what is known

Wisdom: Understanding of what is true, right, or
lasting; insight. Common sense; good judgment: ...
The sum of scholarly learning through the ages; The
intellectual power to decide wisely.
Most of what we know comes to us from other
people, or their reports, writings, documents, images,
etc. We have little first hand, hands on, experience or
knowledge of our world. Science, history, achieves
and records are supposed to be the accumulated
information over time. We assume they are complete,
unbiased, representing the whole picture, including
everything of significance.
On an occurrence; a traffic accident, bank robbery,
murder, we get reports from the news, often
interviewing eye witnesses, and or detectives. We
collect some tid-bits of information. In time, that which
we have seen exposed of the event is summarized
and conclude in a neat package. Our curiosity is
satisfied. We have received and accepted a plausible
(believable) explanation. The matter is referred to the
authority of others, police, courts, parents, owners,
etc. We no longer have curiosity nor question what
happened satisfied that it was as it was recorded.

Intelligence: The capacity to acquire and apply
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What if there is another side to the story, important
details excluded, additional information that some
know. How do we, the public come to get that
information. Our society model is that the news teams
are working to report information to us without bias.
What if the event involves someone who owns the
radio or TV, or is from the Mayor’s office, or is
representative for a major chemical corporation in our
area ? Who decides what new to include and what
news to exclude ? We assume that the TV
personality, the newscaster is fully informed, and
perhaps composed or created their version of the
report. What upper hand may have a bearing on what
information is included and or excluded ? In a court or
jury trial, great battles are fought to determine what
information may be brought before the judge and or
the jury. Not all the information is admissible, for
circumstances of law.
Is there any impartial judge, someone outside of
the control or ownership of the reporting agencies that
determines why and or what information is not
explored, researched, considered, included ? No,
news is a commodity that is bought and sold and or
controlled by the highest bidder, or those who control
ownership of the organization and or the chain.
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How can a lay person get news to a news media ?
Who believes anyone outside of the news team ?
We are isolated, insulated, excluded from the full
picture, full details surrounding events, as we have
delegated our news teams to be the watch dog for our
society. There is no speculation or suspicion that any
news, event, fact may be tampered, skewed, excluded
or confused.
The very foundation of our sense of reality is
founded on the conclusions of the reported news. If
somehow the news could be controlled and or limited,
that would throw askew the records of the event, the
history and books that follow and the conclusions and
or assumptions that are derived from the recorded,
and or popular version of the news.
Ultimately, note how our whole perspective, whole
understanding of our world, our history, our
background is founded on the frail, untested news.
Years past, great corporations built large public
relation organizations to pose different positions of
their work and activities. Through advertising and
marketing, they broadcast their public view of what
they did. Things that may not be favorable to the
public interest were not disclosed nor considered. The

news use to find and reveal those.

and or importance off such stories.

So what would be the best way to control what the
public knows about a corporation – to control the
news. To own and control the main stream media,
give the corporations a veil to limit inspection and
understanding of all their activities. If there is a noted
problem in some chemical in foods, or in a defective
devices, by owning the news, they can limit the publics
interest and or information.

When I mention the subject that our news might not
be completely true, I know this brings anger to most.
Our lives have been built on the news that we have. It
is hearsay to consider that the news may not be true !

In years past, we had 100s, thousands of owners to
media, news papers, TV across the country. With
changes in the laws, the FCC has radically changed
what is happening. Before on owner could not control
all the news for a region, if they owned a TV station,
they could not also own the news paper. This
provided some balance and control. Now corporations
own whole market areas. At the national level, just 9
corporations control all media; TV, news papers,
books and video. Such companies as AOL/ Tie
Warner, Disney, Sony, General Electric and others
control the national news.
If events should occur that lower public esteem of a
company or a product, the news can be adjusted to
avoid or limit the exposure. Debunker and misinformation is employed to cover and or take the focus

But think again, how important truth in the news is.
If it is that important to effect the decisions we make,
would it not be of particular value for some people,
with power and money, to influence and or control the
news that we get.]
As I studied 9-11 I found many important stories,
witnesses, evidence that was definitely true, as far as I
and many others could test, yet that information has
simply not been included in main stream news, at
least not knitted together and shown for it’s
implications.
On examining the changes in law and media
ownership, many books, articles, reports cry foul play
in the handling of news. I personally have reviewed
how true events, witnesses, evidence can be covered
with contrary, unsupported testimonials of institutions,
to lead you from the primary events.
Like a magician, a lawyer, a debater, the primary
role of diffusing and misleading us from knowing the
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real truths is to take our attention away from delicate,
sensitive, embarrassing issues. Stories to discredit
witnesses, erode facts, cause doubt and suspicion.
Focusing on other events, hammering on their
importance and urgency takes us away from
contemporary problems that are not full resolved.
Many writers, editors and other sin the news
industry are frustrated by the way that news is
handled. Some quit, others are fired or change jobs
as they see that news is simply bought and sold to suit
the higher players who control the money and or the
ownership of the news media.
We’ve come to realize that the news is neither the
full truth, nor unbiased or impartial, but flows with the
ones who control it. It seems that human greed and
corruption have entered the news, and blurred the
truth for the profit, control, and concealment of
powerful people and organizations.
References: Our Media not Theirs, and Censured
2000, 02, 03, …. 06, of unpublished news stories

News – just one information source
News is general accepted, used as reference in
writing, history, court. Is accepted among many,
serves as standard for truth. But is it true ?
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// What I know and how I know it.
With my extensive computer and internet research
skills, I began my search.
I was challenged to consider that perhaps
something other than fires from the planes caused the
World Trade Towers to Collapse. As I searched for
World Trade Towers Collapse, dozens of web links
offered the cover story that fire had brought the
buildings down, but one link proposed that there had
been explosives in the towers.
A Still Small Voice.
Surely, this particular link was much out numbered
by the other cover story links, but I decided to review
this site and consider this perspective. Like a still
small voice, I chose to consider, and follow the
dissenting opinion to see where that would lead.
Two roads diverged in a wood, …,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.- Robert Frost_
Once I had some more information about the
alternate explanation, I wondered if other people or

more information was available, so I queried the
internet, World Trade Towers 9-11 explosions. Then
before my eyes, rolls hundreds of sites, links, stories,
reports, explanations, descriptions, video, photos,
evidence, witnesses.
I certainly had never considered this possibility
before, but suddenly, having asked the right or
germane question, I found myself drowning in a new
world of information.
As I previewed these websites and links, I found
other information, and further witnesses and links.
Questions about he planes, one was never scheduled
to fly, nor listed in the database of national flights until
almost 6 months after the event. Discussions of the
Pentagon and Shanksville showed very small holes
less than 20 foot wide, here purportedly a 135’ aircraft
had crashed into the Pentagon, and into the earth at
Shanksville.
As I learned of all this new information, I continued
to look for confirming evidence, which I found in a
diversity of witnesses, public and local reports,
complete with documents, photographs and more.
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Of course, I could not believe that the news was so
far from what seemed to be the real truth, so I read on.
Tomes and tomes of information, evidence, witnesses
surfaced.
Today, information has never been so easy to
acquire. If you know what to look for, you can find it in
abundance and from many independent sources,
public records, local news, and more.
For weeks, and weeks, I read on, sometimes
reading all night til dawn, following a lead, pursuing a
thesis or report on some aspect of the 9-11 attacks.
Initially, I was depressed and isolated. I did not talk
to anyone, ‘cause I am aware that most have already
made up their mind from what they read in the news.
Most have seen 15 seconds of video that convinced
them that plane hit the towers.
I’m a member of the Charleston Anvil Club which
meets monthly. A member gives a talk on a subject
other than his work. We dine and discuss it. I spoke
on the ominous date of 05/ 05/ 05, the 5th of May 2005
Overloaded with facts and information, I stood and
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spoke to this group of esteemed Charlestonians,
doctors, lawyers, college presidents, and former
national newscasters.
“Gentlemen,” I trembled as I spoke. “I had planned
to amuse you with some divergent views of What
Happened on 9-11, but at this point, I am absolutely
convinced I have stumbled onto an incredible truth.
So convinced am I, that unlike any paper presented to
the Anvil Club before, I have already written to
Congress and Senate to consider the implications of
these discoveries.” To the national newscaster in my
audience, recently retired and come back to work in
Charleston, I commented. “Your very presence here
frightens me as surely you should have better, deeper
knowledge than I, a lay person possibly could have,”
yet I spoke on. Nor did he refute me after speaking.
All were horrified and shocked at what I suggested.
They have their sources of information, they are of
highly educated, affluence, prestigious, more
connected, esteemed, respected among Charleston’s
leaders. How could a lowly person like me possibly
challenge the views and facts they had ? They grew
angry and scoffed at me in the end. I had taken 20 or
more DVD videos that showed live news coverage of

the 9-11 event to further reveal and support my thesis
that we have been greatly deceived in what we’ve
been told about 9-11.

write to Congress, Senate, public officials, College
Presidents, and seek speaking engagements at civic
clubs around our state, Rotary, Civitans, Exchange
Club, Kiwanis, Lions Club and Colleges.

None asked for more information, nor encouraged
nor directed me to speak to any other of this subject.
Surely I must be wrong, they probably thought. None
ever spoke to me again on this subject. Did any
actually watch the videos ? Probably not.

As I present my facts and information, I disturb
audience, cause them to anger, recall specific hearsay
points and argue with me. I invite others to look at the
hard facts, reason and let go of assumptions.

To prove my case, I began accumulating an
extensive library. Ultimate, I’ve reviewed and or
purchased many books, reports, over 1,000 DVD
videos, thousands of files, photos, e-Books that
discuss some aspect of 9-11, and or a different world
then our news media will disclose. I’ve purchased and
work through 10 of 1000s of reports, kept from the
public’s eye, excluded from libraries, yet, viable in
documents, photos, evidence, and eye witnesses or
subjects to the actions.

I fear in America we are committed to our isolation.
We have been conditioned to accept authority, not
question things around us, to go with the flow, follow
the crowd. The loudest voice proves true. Television
is our source of truth, as our are known and trusted
newscasters. Who could ever imagine that the flow of
information is controlled or blocked, that we might be
seeing anything less than the truth, that other details
and information might undermine the truths and
assumptions we are lead to believe.

I pursued how the news could be so different from
the facts. See chapter on How we lose, to listen to
news.

Who could be shifting our focus on important issues
and why ? Who controls national news ?

I

organize my materials, facts, conclusions and
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of the fringe and conspiracy subjects.

// Common Sense vs Popular Opinion
When I began to see all the information that I had
never considered before, I realized how controlled our
world is.
We only think about what the media mentions, only
consider it and the alternatives they offer. Who
charges off to the library or the internet to learn deeply
about a subject. How do you break thru, pierce the
Veil of Secrecy ?
Hopefully you will be inspired and encouraged to do
that having read this book.
My total embarrassment was that I had not even
considered an alternative world. I was locked in the
world controlled by our media.
I’m inventive, innovative, creative entrepreneur. I
do most all things different then other people, giving
me a competitive edge, a unique products seen to be
obviously and pleasantly different in all my fields of
endeavor.
But I was living on a flat earth.
We live in a glass cage, occasionally looking out
beyond our limits, but already knowing that only
demented, wacko, deluded personalities consider any
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We rest assured that our aggressive and
competitive news agencies are striving to turn over
ever stone, search and find, sort out any injustice and
make a headline story to bring the evil doers to justice.
Well, so I thought.
Who ever thought you could silence the critics by
simply buying them out ? Who reports that the guards
are sleeping, the defense is down, barn is empty ?
Dr. Peter D. Beter’s newsletter explains when and
how the gold from Ft. Knox was removed and sold to
European Banks.
Yet, the official Ft. Knox web site, doesn’t indicate
the gold is largely gone. Nothing is said to consider,
inspect, audit.
Yet, the gold has not been audited for decades.
The Federal Reserve, of all banking interest, has
never been audited. Is it under the government’s or
people control ? Or is it in fact a private foreign
corporation working for profit (for their private owners not for Americans) working within the United States.
What a preposterous idea !
Check with Supreme Law, their history of court

case that reveal this very discovery In their conclusion
to 31 questions.

// Strategies used against us
I’m embarrassed that I was sleeping at night,
entirely at peace with the world, from all the reports I
could see and hear, we are under wonderful
leadership, challenged and guarded by public
inspectors, investigative news agencies and public
protection policies.
What went wrong ? What happened ?
Who ever thought that we could be beaten
mentally, not physically ?

// Hegelian Strategy - Problem – Solution:
Thesis - Synthesis – Antithesis
A Hegelian Strategy is used to defeat us. Thesis,
Anti-thesis, and Synthesis.
They see what they want - to increase their power
and control. Thesis - they manufacture a problem
(pay others to do - terrorism, disease, etc.) AntiThesis They pose a solution, which seems to solve
the problem.
(The problem was contrived and
exaggerated by the media - provoked by those who
will benefit. The solution will help those who created
the problem.) Synthesis – Solution: Then, having be
traumatized and frightened the people, we clamor for
the solution - which they offer. Few see and realize
how they are duped into a worse condition. (Great
Depression, loss of; - gold standard, - family farms, freedom in medical and health choices ... )

The Best Covert operation is done in plain
site.
None suspect what is going on. The clues are so
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blatant and obvious, that most cannot consider that it
is what it seems. ChemTrails, 9-11, JFK multiple
wounds from the same magic bullet, many
conspiracies are done in plain sight. It is the best
cover.

will yield on the other issues. This degrades their
power and impact, yet keeps them in leadership.
Should they ever test or resist their controllers, they
may lose power, following, publicity, or face a fate as
JFK, RFK, MLT, Vince Foster.

Divide and Conquer

By deception they do war. (or do rule)

Bankers/ Controllers/ Elites fund both sides of an
argument, as the international bankers do in war. The
focus is on who will prevail, not who is charging
outrageous interest, and why we war.

False Flag Operations are where one party;
government or political group is visibly harmed and
another (innocent) party is blamed. While we rush to
punish the evil doer, we are chasing the wrong man.

Sponsoring opposing candidates in election, to
keep the field of candidates controlled and only
considering basic issues. They keep the candidates
away from serious, deeper issues.

There’re many instances of these False Flag
Operations: 9-11, Oklahoma City Bombing, Bay of
Tonkin, JFK & other assassinations, …

Sponsoring division among us; racial tension,
over zealous efforts of environmentalist, over property
rights, etc. Together we may stand, divided we will
fall. When outsiders (controllers) determine (sponsor)
the leaders, they can limit the areas of concern, the
popular issues, hide the deeper issues.
Individuals rise to these ranks to be propelled by
their sponsors, and become beholden to their limited
issues. They may think, I am making so progress, so I
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Port Chicago in California in the 1940s, great
depression.
Economic
Hitman,
author
John
Perkins
www.JohnPerkins.org explains how the World Bank,
the International Money Fund goes to 3rd world
nations. They find and offer improvement solutions;
roads, dams, infrastructure. They offer bonds, loans,
and get the governments committed into great debts,
which they know they will not be able to pay back.
Then they increase their power and control over the

governments by offering alternative ways they can
repay; selling their resources for a fraction of going
rates, accepting a military base in their country,
enslaving their people to slave labor and
industrialization they do not want.

Seeking Material World, profit, power
Most of us are somewhat self-serving, seeking
personal & immediate gain, profit, material goods,
money, prestige for our selves or our families/ friends.
Our goals, vision, energies are focused on things
that reward us, or family or friends. We want what is
tangible, immediate, profitable, popular.
Little we do in thinking of our community, our
country, our countries future. With more community
spirit, and focus on the future, we might better
perceive the things on going around us.
Assumption are the killer. In our mind, we apply
assumptions to avoid involvement, work, worry.
Surely our government, our institutions, our
corporations are watching out for improvement to our
world. Surely the justice system is in place. Surely
those who would try to steal, deceive or harm us are
watched, controlled and punished for bad behavior.

Wake Up America ! The news is filled with stories
to the opposite.
Executives at Enron, large
corporations and banks, continue to drive their
organizations to bankruptcy or failure, while they walk
off with astronomical fees, commission, perks, and
property. Who is watching them ? Laws and courts
do not intervene. Who is sorting this out ? On the
collapse (demolition) of the World Trade Tower
Building 7 on 9-11, the paperwork of the Enron
investigation was destroyed, with other big profile
cases.
The greatest human forces in the world; greed, lust
for power and control, are sourced in those at the top,
the elites, the international bankers, who own much of
the world. They own corporations, effectively
governments and nations through their manipulation of
money. They own our politicians and our media.
They have the power to distort, deceive and suppress
much information. By doing that they expand their
power and control.
Only when rational people, working together, deal
with the real world (not the deceptive news). We must
band together. Then we'll have a hope to escape the
doom planned by the elites.
The elites control us through the manipulation of
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information (main stream media). Their forces are to
divide and conquer us, They promote dissent, division
amongst ourselves, many different church faiths,
different political views. We need to focus on primary
issues (concealed by media) and work towards their
resolve. (demise of the US Constitution, Federal
Reserve, deception in news)
Our desire for money, material gain, limits our
perception to self serving goals. We must consider
each other, our community and our future. The elites
control and dominate in the world of power and
money.
We must selflessly think beyond our
immediate needs. Our lust for money, power, gain is
how we, as a people, are so easily manipulated by
those who have the money and power.
As we seek money and power, we follow (accept
lies, illusions) from those who have the power and
money, thinking that will help us to rise to their ranks
and beyond. It is an illusion. Anything less that truth,
anything less that moral, will ultimately hurt any who
deals in it, personally and those about them.
The greatest illusion to which most fall, is that you
can get something for nothing, and or that others care
more for you then for themselves. The illusion is you’ll
gain from a government or institutions to which you
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are not otherwise paying more than your cost.

// Copyright – Fair Use Notice
This work contains copyrighted material the
use of which has not always been specifically
authorized by the copyright owner. We are making
such material available in our efforts to advance
understanding of environmental, political, human
rights, economic, democracy, scientific, and social
justice issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair
use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for
in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance
with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this
site is distributed without profit to those who have
expressed a prior interest in receiving the included
information for research and educational purposes.
For more information go to:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml.
If you wish to use copyrighted material from
this site for purposes of your own that go beyond 'fair
use', you must obtain permission from the copyright
owner

Wake Up America !
// Conclusion
“A slave is one who waits for someone to come and
free him.” ~ Ezra Pound_
As the end times approach, certainly conditions
around us are bound to get much worst. It is as
predicted in the bible.

// New World Order – Quotes from
Leaders

While the news and main stream spreads lies,
individual citizens, patriots must seek, find and
spread the truth. Only that can stop the juggernaut
running over us.

4. "In the next century, nations as we know it will be
obsolete; all states will recognize a single, global
authority. National Sovereignty wasn't such a great
idea after all." -- Strobe Talbot, President Clinton's
Deputy Secretary of State, as quoted in Time, July
20th, 1992.

Read, learn know of the realities and deception
around you. My web site is a good spring board to
start. www.aboida.com/t and related sites

7. "How to Achieve The New World Order" -- Title of
book excerpt by Henry Kissinger, in Time magazine
(March 1994)

/911 /v Vaccine /f Free Energy /irs on taxes
/o Is Obama eligible and much more.
Contact me if I can help. Ted Elden @SuddenLink.net
Get close to God, accept Jesus Christ. Read, know
and act in accordance with His word, despite the
calamity surrounding you.

8. "The truth of the matter is that you do have those
standby provisions, and the statutory emergency
plans are there whereby you could, in the name of
stopping terrorism, apprehend, invoke the military,
and arrest Americans and hold them in detention
camps." -- US Congressman Henry Gonzalez, August
29, 1994

Are we destined to slavery,
or can we, will we act ?
9. "The high office of the President has been used to
foment a Plot to destroy the American's freedom
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and before I leave office, I must inform the citizen of
this plight." -- President John Fitzgerald Kennedy In a
speech made to Columbia University on Nov. 12,
1963, ten days before his assassination. ??
11. "The drive of the Rockefeller's and their allies is
to create a One-World Government combining super
capitalism and Communism under the same tent, all
under their control ... Do I mean conspiracy? Yes I
do. I am convinced there is such a Plot, international
in scope, generations old in planning, and
incredibly evil in intent." -- Congressman Larry P.
McDonald, 1976, killed in the Korean Airlines 747
that was allegedly shot down by the Soviets.
12. "We are grateful to The Washington Post, The
New York Times, Time Magazine and other
publications whose directors have attended our
meetings and respected their promises of discretion
for almost forty years. It would have been
impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if
we had been subject to the bright lights of
publicity during those years. But, the work is now
much more sophisticated and prepared to march
towards a World government. The supranational
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sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world
bankers is surely preferable to the national auto
determination practiced in past centuries." -- David
Rockefeller, founder of the Trilateral Commission, in
an address to a meeting of The Trilateral Commission,
in June, 1991.
14. "To achieve World government, it is necessary
to remove from the minds of men their
individualism, loyalty to family traditions, national
patriotism, and religious dogmas." -- Brock Adams,
Director UN Health Organization
17. "Today, America would be outraged if U.N.
troops entered Los Angeles to restore order
(referring to the 1991 LA Riot). Tomorrow they will be
grateful! This is especially true if they were told that
there were an outside threat from beyond, whether
real or *promulgated* [pretended / faked], that
threatened our very existence. It is then that all
peoples of the world will plead to deliver them
from this evil. The one thing every man fears is the
unknown. When presented with this *scenario*,
individual rights will be willingly relinquished for
the guarantee of their well-being granted to them by

the World Government." -- Dr. Henry Kissinger,
Bilderberger Conference, Evians, France, 1991
20. "The world is governed by very different
personages from what is imagined by those who
are not behind the scenes." -- Benjamin Disraeli,
first Prime Minister of England, 1844
21. "The governments of the present day have to deal
not merely with other governments, with emperors,
kings and ministers, but also with the secret societies
which have everywhere their unscrupulous agents,
and can at the last moment upset all the
governments' plans. " -- British Prime Minister
Benjamin Disraeli, 1876
22. "In March, 1915, the J.P. Morgan interests, the
steel, shipbuilding, and powder interest, and their
subsidiary organizations, got together 12 men high up
in the newspaper world and employed them to select
the most influential newspapers in the United
States and sufficient number of them to control
generally the policy of the daily press ... They found it
was only necessary to purchase the control of 25 of
the greatest papers. "An agreement was reached;
the policy of the papers was bought, to be paid for by

the month; an editor was furnished for each paper
to properly supervise and edit information regarding
the questions of preparedness, militarism, financial
policies, and other things of national and international
nature considered vital to the interests of the
purchasers." -- U.S. Congressman Oscar Callaway,
1917 [National media is bought out by banks ! 100
years ago ! – they do not report on things that
would hurt them.]
27. "Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's
views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest
men in the United States, in the Field of commerce
and manufacture, are afraid of something. They
know that there is a power somewhere so
organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked,
so complete, so pervasive, that they better not
speak above their breath when they speak in
condemnation of it." -- Woodrow Wilson, The New
Freedom (1913)
29. "The real menace of our republic is this invisible
government which like a giant octopus sprawls its
slimy length over city, state and nation. Like the
octopus of real life, it operates under cover of a self
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created screen ... At the head of this octopus are the
Rockefeller Standard Oil interests and a small
group of powerful banking houses generally referred
to as international bankers. The little coterie of
powerful international bankers virtually run the
United States government for their own selfish
purposes. They practically control both political
parties." -- New York City Mayor John F. Hylan,
1922
. "The UN is but a long-range, international banking
apparatus clearly set up for financial and economic
profit by a small group of powerful One-World
revolutionaries, hungry for profit and power. "The
depression was the calculated 'shearing' of the
public by the World Money powers, triggered by the
planned sudden shortage of supply of call money in
the New York money market ... The One World
Government leaders and their ever close bankers
have now acquired full control of the money and
credit machinery of the U.S. via the creation of the
privately owned Federal Reserve Bank." -- Curtis
Dall, FDR's son-in-law as quoted in his book, My
Exploited Father-in-Law
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35. "The real rulers in Washington are invisible, and
exercise power from behind the scenes." -Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, 1952
36. "Fifty men have run America, and that's a high
figure." -- Joseph Kennedy, father of JFK, in the July
26th, 1936 issue of The New York Times.
39. "The Trilateral Commission is intended to be the
vehicle for multinational consolidation of the
commercial and banking interests by seizing
control of the political government of the United
States. The Trilateral Commission represents a
skillful, coordinated effort to seize control and
consolidate the four centers of power political,
monetary, intellectual and ecclesiastical. What the
Trilateral Commission intends is to create a
worldwide economic power superior to the
political governments of the nationstates involved.
As managers and creators of the system ,they will rule
the future." -- U.S. Senator Barry Goldwater in his
l964 book: With No Apologies.
40. "The powers of financial capitalism had another
far reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world
system of financial control in private hands able to

dominate the political system of each country and
the economy of the world as a whole. This system
was to be controlled … by the central banks of the
world acting in concert, by secret agreements, … The
apex of the system was the Bank for International
Settlements in Basle, Switzerland, a private bank
owned and controlled by the worlds' central banks
which were themselves private corporations. The
growth of financial capitalism made possible a
centralization of world economic control and use of
this power for the direct benefit of financiers and the
indirect injury of all other economic groups."
Tragedy and Hope: A History of The World in Our
Time (MacMillan Company, 1966,) -- Professor
Carroll Quigley of Georgetown University, highly
esteemed by his former student, William Jefferson
Blythe Clinton.
52. "Our job is to give people not what they want,
but what We decide they ought to have." -- Richard
Salant, former President of CBS News
81. "Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism
of society constitute an invisible government which
is the true ruling power of our country. Our minds

are molded, our tastes are formed, our ideas
suggested, largely by men we have never heard
of." -- Walter Bernays Propaganda 1928
99. "In October 1917 , we parted with the old world,
rejecting it once and for all. We are moving toward a
New World, the world of Communism. We shall
never turn off that road!" He further reassures his
Communist colleagues:" Comarades, do not be
concerned about all that you hear about glasnost
and perestroika and democracy in the coming
years. These are primarily for outward
consumption. There will be no significant internal
change within the Soviet Union other than for
cosmetic purposes. Our purpose is to disarm the
Americans and let them fall asleep." -- Mikhail
Gorbachev Nov. 2,1987 address to the Soviet
Poltiburo.
100. "The individual is handicapped by coming
face to face with a Conspiracy so monstrous he
cannot believe it exists". -- J. Edgar Hoover,
former head of the FBI
102. "The CFR (Council On Foreign Relations, New
York City) is the American Branch of a society which
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originated in England and believes national
directives should be obliterated and one-world
rule established. I know of the operations of this
network because I have studied it for twenty years,
and was permitted in the early 1960's to examine its
papers and secret records ... I believe its role in
history is significant enough to be known". -- Dr.
Carroll Quigley, Professor of International Relations,
Georgetown University Foreign Service School,
Washington, D.C., author of the epic "Tragedy &
Hope", advocate of one-world government and
personal mentor of President William Clinton (who
acknowledged Professor Quigley during his 1992
presidential inauguration speech)

alter life in the US. so that we can comfortably be
merged with the Soviet Union". -- Rowan Gaither,
former president of the Ford Foundation, in a 1954
statement to Norman Dodd regarding Congressional
investigations of the un-American activities of taxexempt foundations operating in the U.S.

103. "The main purpose of the Council on Foreign
Relations is promoting the disarmament of US.
Sovereignty and national Independence and
submergence into an all powerful, One World
government". -- Chester Ward, Rear Admiral and
former Navy Judge Advocate 1956 - 1960 and CFR
member for 15 years

109. "America is like a healthy body and its
resistance is threefold: its patriotism, its morality and
its spiritual life. If we can undermine these three
areas, America will collapse from within". -Joseph Stalin, former dictator of the Soviet Union

104. "We operate here under directives from the
White House.. (to) use our grant making power to
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105. "In politics, nothing happens by accident. If it
happens, it was planned that way". -- Teddy
Roosevelt
107. "America will never be destroyed from the
outside. If we falter and lose our freedoms, it will
be because we destroyed ourselves" -- Abraham
Lincoln

110. "There is no such thing, at this date of the
world's history in America, as an independent press.
You know it and I know it. There is not one of you
who dare to write your honest opinions, and if you did,

you know beforehand that it would never appear in
print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest
opinion out of the paper I am connected with.
Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar
things, and any of you who would be so foolish as to
write honest opinions would be out on the street
looking for another job. If I allowed my honest
opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, before
twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. The
business of the journalist is to destroy the truth;
to lie outright; to pervert; to vilify; to fawn at the
feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his
race for his daily bread. You know it and I know it
and what folly is this toasting an independent press?
We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind
the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the
strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities,
and our lives are all the property of other men. We
are intellectual prostitutes. " -- John Swinton,
former chief of staff, The New York Times, in a 1953
speech before the New York Press Club
116. "Treaty laws can override the Constitution. "
Treaties can take power away from Congress and give

them to the President. They can take powers away
from the States and give them to the Federal
Government or to some international body and
they can cut across the rights given to the people by
their constitutional Bill of Rights. Foster Dulles, later
Secretary of State, to the American Bar Association in
Kentucky April 12,1952
119. "The environmental crisis is the cornerstone
for the New World Order" Maurice Strong (U.N.
environmental leader ) was quoted as saying, " Isn't
the only hope for the planet that the industrialized
civilizations collapse? Isn't it our responsibility to
bring that about?" -- James Garrison (President of the
Gorbachev Foundation) says " we are going to end
up with world government. It's inevitable.. "
120. "Another reason why the Environment is such
an important issue to Gorbachev is that it will enable
him to introduce and ratify comprehensive
international treaties granting unprecedented
power to seize government and private property
all in the name of protecting the environment. In
fact, Gorbachevs mandate for the future includes the
imposition of stringent global environmental laws
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which would regulate every area of life. Toward this
end he has been supporting the creation of an allencompassing planetary document called The Earth
Charter." -- Gary Kah, The Enviromental Agenda.
122. "A secret combination that seeks to overthrow
the freedom of all lands, nations, and countries is
increasing in its evil influence and control over
America and the entire world." -- Ezra Taft Benson,
1899-1994, Secretary of Agriculture during the
Eisenhower administration
123. Larry Grathwol, FBI informant from the 80's, told
the plot to kill capitalists
http://www.canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/574
2
http://vids.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=vids.in
dividual&videoid=45134736
In a 1980s documentary about terrorism, former
Weather Underground member Larry Grathwol
recounted hearing a conversation about the prospect
of murdering 25 million die-hard capitalists were
America to be overthrown. I brought up the subject of
what's going to happen after we take over the
government.
We become responsible then for
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administrating 250 million people and there was no
answers.
No one had given any thought to
economics. How are you going to clothe and feed
these people?
The only thing that I could get was that they
expected that the Cubans, and the North Vietnamese
and the Chinese and the Russians would all want to
occupy different portions of the United States. They
also believed that their immediate responsibility would
be to protect against what they called the counterrevolution. They felt that this counter-revolution could
best be guarded against by creating and establishing
re-education centers in the Southwest, where we
would take all of the people who needed to be reeducated into the new way of thinking and teach them
how things were going to be.
I asked, well what is going to happen to those
people that we can't re-educate that are die-hard
capitalists? The reply was that they would have to be
eliminated.
When I pursued this further they
estimated that they would have to eliminate 25 million
people in these re-education centers. When I say
eliminate, I mean kill 25 million people. I want you to
imagine sitting in a room with 25 people, most of
which have graduate degrees from Columbia and

other well-known educational centers, and hear them
figuring out the logistics for the elimination of 25
million people. And they were dead serious. The full
video:
http://robbwindow.wordpress.com/2008/12/22/noplace-to-hide-the-strategy-and-tactics-of-terrorism1982/ http://www.realityzone.com/noplacetohide1.html
We can open or close our eyes to reality. At first it
seems better to ignore the confusion and evil around
us, until you realize that most everyone ignores it either not knowing of it, or denying and avoiding it.
Then you must ask - Who will act ? To search and
find these truths, confirm it and spread these truths is
the least we can do to fight the evil surrounding and
overcoming us.
United we (can) stand, divided we (will) fall.

// Autobiography
I’m retired architect, writer, computer guru
I’ve developed many other business, easily & diversely,
because I’ve found good support in computers, software &
logic. See more at www.abodia.com/t for my resume &
personal background experiences, work, education, etc.
I’m registered architect (ret.) to practice in any English
speaking country, NCARB. I’ve built extensive international
import business, a photo studio, mastered computers,
designing, building & training 350 client - systems. I’m son
of renown Henry T. Elden, Architect. We both served on the
National Council of Architectural Registration Boards, and
as members of the West Virginia Board of Architect.
Education: Carnegie Mellon Univ., Arizona St. Univ.,
Blair Academy, Colorado Outward Bounds (survival) school,
Camp Sea Gull.
I’ve built a home and studio with 10 hyperbolic
parabolas. This studio has been featured on Dream
Builders program on Home and Garden TV and in Dwell, a
national magazine. My father built his round glass home /
studio wrapping a Cliffside in Charleston and overlooking
the river city and state Capitol.
My hobby is computers, software, research, thinking and
study. I’m avid sports man; water & snow skiing, spring
board diving, pole vaulting, track, running the 15 mile
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Charleston distance run for 20 years.

// Appendix
Immense portal to all at www.abodia.com/t
Introduction:
Explore these truths via:
- Issues, - Events, - People, - web sites, - Periodicals,
- Candidates, - News Reporters, - Researchers,
- Authors, - Scholars, - Scientists, …
Issues:
Chem Trails, Global Warming, Kennedy Assassination
& others, Vaccines, Income Tax, Federal Reserve –
Money, Property, Courts, Law, UFOs, Secret
Government, Underground Bases, MK Ultra – Mind
Control, CIA & Satanic Cluts – Conspiracy of Silence
Introductions to Great Deceptions- Conspiracies
People, organizations, web sites.
Bob Schultz: We the People Foundation
Dr. Steven Greer, Disclosure Project
Richard Gage, AE911Truth.org
Irwin Schiff, Income Tax Hoax, Harken Rose
Radio Hosts: Alex Jones, Dr. Stan Monteith,
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Prof. Veith, Amazing Discoveries

People: Patriots & Truth Seekers
www.NewWorldOrderCafe.com
Information: Web Sites: to
Organizations
Books Scribd.com
DVD, Videos Audio CDs
e-Books, pdf
Libraries
Inner Library Loans
($ 3 borrow a book from anywhere for 1 month)
Periodicals:
American Free Press
Idaho Observer

Search Words for revelations
Clinton CIA Mena (town $, guns, drugs, Iran Contra)
Calloway Morgan 1917 Congressional Record news
Free Energy, Henry T. Moray, Tesla, Joseph Newman
HAARP Pine Gap
MK Ultra, Mind Control, Gottlieb, Jolly West
Missing 13th Amendment
United States is a Corporation
USAvsUS.info
UFOs are Real, Staunton Freedman
You Tube & Google Video
Google Books
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Torrent (zillions of resources)

The suppressed facts on these major event have
eluded the public’s consideration and understanding.

wikileaks.org
More Conspiracies
These are many areas of deception and suppression
that further confirm the enigma we are in:
13 Bloodlines who rule the world, (see Fritz
Springmeier) by the Federal Reserve and the like in
most counties world wide, illegal Personal Income Tax
Traitorous leaders mis lead their countries. They’re
loyalty is not to their sovereign countries but to
advance the New World Order in it’s plan for a global ,
totalitarian one world government, court, currency and
religion. They are members of:
Bildenbergers, Tri Lateral Commission, Committee
of 300, Club of Rome, Skull and Bones, Bohemian
Club, Masons, Illuminati, Vatican
Other deceptions to explore:

Look beyond the media to primary, first hand
evidence and witnesses – fascinating !
They
represents how media blocks the primary information,
limits what you think about.
UFOs, Crop Circles (a real unexplained event for
20 years, Colin Andrews has observed, 40 % of world
wide crop circles happened near Stone Henge.
Tesla Technologies, new sciences, technologies,
free energy, suppressed medical discoveries, cures
for cancer, Aids and more.
These subject are debunked as being fringe events
from deluded unsophisticated minds. They are very
real and deep subjects.

Oklahoma City Bombing, 1st World Trade Bombing.
Columbine Shootings, Port Arthur, Virginia Tech,
many school & public shooting

MK Ultra Mind Control, HAARP, Franklin Cover up,
Manchurian Candidate, Arizona Wilder, David Icke,
www.NewWorldOrderCafe.com patriot stamps, heroes
who speak of truth most have never considered.
TWA flight 800 shot down, Challenger shot down
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The Truth will set you free !
Philadelphia Experiment, Al Bielek, Preston Nichols
Assassinations: JFK, MLK, JFK, Jr.
Follow Me !

www.abodia.com/t

What do these agencies really do ?
Is it true, popular, important ?
CIA, NSA, BATF
The more you understand the real truth to the
individual events, the more you understand the bigger
picture. And so, the more you understand the general
plan, the more you are driven to know more details of
the individual events. The news you once accepted,
dissolves as you look at more, diverse and
suppresses evidence, witnesses, records.
It is in secrecy, sheathing you from important
information that you are controlled, enslaved, limited.

Federal Reserve is owned & controls by private
foreign banks. Their actions cause rise & fall of
currency vales, fleecing the US for their profits.
Income tax is illegal in many ways. You can learn
and avoid.
Rockefeller aided the formation of the League of
Nations, UN, IMF- The International Money Fund. The
IMF loans monies to 3rd world nations, for dams,
bridges, highways, to get them into debt, then they
take control of government policies, get cheap
resources (oil, minerals, labor) enslave and impair
grown of those nations.
See Anthony Perkins expose - Economic Hitman

NewWorldOrderCafe.com
See patriot stamps to learn of the leaders of the new
reality. Get the facts from the source
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// Still in Progress - - // How we get and send information.
Information is a record or report of something; people,
events, activities.
It can be recorded and or transmitted in various
ways; via actual evidence, witness, or report, via
written report, aural report / interview, video report /
interview, and more.
These can be found in news, magazine, TV or
cable broadcasts, internet, CD, mp3, video or DVD.
Most of us are content to get our information or
news from TV or radio. Yet shortwave radio, and
internet web sites offer troves of more detailed and
extensive reports on many subjects abbreviated in
local and national news coverage.
The object of main stream news is to restate the
obvious, well known facts, and tie them to straight
forward conclusions so that they satisfy a curious
pubic, and do not invite further review, discussion or
inspection.
The object of many shortwave broadcasts, web
sites and non mainstream publications is to raise
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important additional information to disprove the wise
spread, popular opinion resolve of issues.
All this alternate news or information is easily
available once you learn that it exists and how you can
obtain it; like from radio and internet sites, through live
or on line broadcasts and or to download or purchase
these audio or video interviews on CD or DVD. But
who would trouble to get or listen to the back story, the
alternate story ? Those who seek the truth !
Most of us simply avoid, discard and or are
unaware of these still small voices, of this discordant
cry from the broken or oppressed. In our minds the
issues are closed and no further debate or discussion
is relevant.
We accept, without a court verdict, without a trial or
inspection, the conclusion of our main stream news as
being complete, comprehensive, true and accurate.
That is why we watch our main stream news. They
dismiss hoaxes, limit our time and involvement and
unify our public to one way of thinking.
If you are curious, there is much more information
available to the general public then that which they get
from main stream news. through local news, libraries,
public records and the internet alone, you have access

to a world of more detailed information. The internet
by far is the most flexible, most time efficient and most
comprehensive single source to search the achieves
of many diverse resources.
None of these is necessarily absolutely true, the
main stream news, books, videos, internet, spokes
persons. Each may speak the full truth, a partial truth,
mixed with inaccurate or incorrect information, and or
blatant lies.
There are several tests to come to understand the
truth and or the version that you wish to consider.
Most people are comfortable to just believe what
those around them believe. I used to think that the
main stream news represented what most people
believed, but now I think that it posses reports and
conclusions to a general population who may feel a
little different. As those hearing the news think that
that is what others think, they yield slightly to accept
the story a little askew from what they think, so as to
be compatible with those about them.
Therefore the news is not even reporting the
popular view, but actually leading the thinking from
what was commonly known to a slightly different
version purportedly backed by officials and

verification.
The primary role of the news is not so much in
reporting and or mis-reporting particular incidents, but
more importantly limiting thought and or focusing and
or directing what we do think about or consider.
Often, very important issues, like the changes in
the FCC laws, allowing huge conglomerates to own
more and more of the news business to effectively
monopolize the public news and view. These laws
changes were bannered about in the branches of our
federal legislatures for month, yet barely a mention of
it reached the public while these decisions were being
debated and lobbied. The news owners did not want
an informed public to be part of the debate on how the
news ownership is controlled. The changes to the law
are dramatic and little observed or know by the lay
public.
I fear, in America, we have relegated thinking to our
global corporations who own and control our
government and a limited exposure through the
controlled national news.
Time, thought and energy is what we have.
How shall we invest it ?
When the news convinces us (well we agree with
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what we want to believe, that we have no need to
worry about some issues as they are resolved and in
proper authorities).
But what if the news was not true in part ? Could it
not be true in several things and for a long time
corrupting our news, history and our democratic
process ?
Getting and sending information.
So we can watch news on TV or radio, or we can
reach farther to get distant or unpopular and or
unpublished news from web sites, radio stations,
published in pdf, mp3, video or other tat we can watch,
listen to, copy and share or forward to others.
It is laborious to try and share important news with
others. Most just get the news they consider from the
sources that they have like the TV or the radio.
To try and get other news to other people is
difficult. You can refer them to web sites, copy and
forward them video, CDs, and mp3 files, but few want
to change their source of news.
Truth is not as important to most people. They are
satisfied to know what their neighbor knows and to
truth their news channels.
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How could you or I, who have found different or
disturbing news actually influence any other to
suspend believe in their own news and consider other
news ?
That is the role of the teacher and the student,
next chapter.
To cause some people to suspend belief,
conviction in what they know and from whom they get
information is difficult, but possible for the patient,
consistent, knowing teacher.
Many people confuse truth with elaborate
presentations. In news we find beautiful, intelligent,
well groomed people, with great visuals, charts,
graphics, exciting news footages and super graphics.
In some simple pamphlets, books, comments form
people without money, power, influence, we may find
a revelation, a naked truth.
Be slow to judge, careful to consider.
As I share information with others, I note that most
people prefer:
- a live presentation, or on national TV or radio,
- to watch a know or renown personality speak,

- to see clear images, graphics, illustrations.
I find to the contrary that many of the
truths I have discovered, by consideration,
investigation came from people outside of
public arena, people who are suppressed,
mocked and ignored.

revealing
logic and
the main
ridiculed,

Their information may be powerful, lead to other
important information, be impeccable and easy to
confirm form other public sources.
But most people live in a popular world. They are
afraid to test their own ability to think, to invest time
and energy to know more deeply.
What is good enough (in news) for their neighbor, is
often good enough for them. Why should they make
an effort to resist authority and to know a deeper truth
? Who else does this ?
So as we are shadowed by the authority of main
stream, few peek outside to know that million of others
have left the main stream camp and are following after
revealed truth seekers.
I invite more to join us. It is exciting campaign.

// How can the lay person radiate
information ?
When I found the news to be different from the
world I understand, I began to research, collect
articles, proofs, evidence or the real truths. Through
published books, video, radio interviews, seminars,
and special programs, I began to collect facts,
testimonials, witnesses and evidence of the new truths
emerging as I studied them.
I speak to others privately, publicly (civic and
student groups) and via letters. I share things from my
library; books, video, DVD, mp3 interviews and more.
The last thing others want to know is a new version
of the truth or of the news. Our lives are fast paced,
complex, stressed and loaded already with so much
information, concerns and anxieties, why would any
person want more information, especially from some
one outside the news media.
The fact that I have source evidence, a compelling
story, deep documentation is not enough to gain
people individual attention.
You have to make it personal and immediate for
others to want to listen.
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We each have special areas of interest and
concerns, although most of those are held privately by
us. For another to enter our world, they need to listen
and observe and find the things that are important to
us, the things that we believe, and understand how we
get our information.
After being of the same skin, walk a mile in our
shoes, being gentle , understanding and patient, we
may attain a willing, attentive listener. Yet, should we
overload them with information that is different than
they know, they quickly retreat to their old friend sand
habits and seal the door to our communicating with
them.
We, those who have found a different world, must
learn to teach. We must reach deeply to find core and
important events, focus and refine our resources and
present them in ways that cannot be discredited.
Most of the information that I deal with and the not
popular conclusions that I reach are based on a lot of
information.
Few wish to shuffle through my information as they
already know the conclusions to these subjects.
It is precisely because they don’t look at our
information that they can hold and believe the
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conclusions they have reached.
Our world is built on information.
But eliminating and or excluding information, you
reach different conclusions.
Other resist the time, effort, and expense to follow
our path, to the deeper information that takes them to
different conclusions.
Even should they follow our path, and come to
believe differently, they will soon find that others don’t
believe them and it is easier to fall back to what others
believe then to take on the obligation to inform and
changes others.

// A prophet is not recognized in his
hometown
When you change your mind, you may lose friends.

this circuitous labyrinth of new discoveries. Just the
physically energy and mental effort to do all this has
been a Herculean tasks.
Others would seek
immediate
and
tangible
rewards,
applause,
confirmation before making such a trek.

Change your perspective, your method or your life,
sometimes old friends abandon you.

Others would think like me if they read what I have
read.

No harm. New friends are waiting to embrace the
new you.

But most are bound by what is handy, popular and
of the moment.

You may find that your current relationships are
based on factors you had not considered, your wealth,
status, humor, your looks, your influence.

Motivating other to read or think is tough. They did
that in college, now they are just coasting, trying to
hang on to all the property, material world, status and
or connections they have made. They don’t want to
rethink, and or change. They won’t say it, but they
would rather live in a lie (particularly when they don’t
have to admit it) then spend the energy to understand
the reality around them.

Don’t throw pearls to swine. Your knowledge and
understanding are important. Don’t abandoned it.
Seek those who seek truth as do you.
When you begin to see a new world, connect with
different information, sources people, often old
associates do not want to change. They don’t have
the interest, the energy, the curiosity to follow your
thinking, read your new books, consider your new
perspective.
I am where I am after reading hundreds of things I’d
never considered before. To me, each one was an
expansion of hat I’d read before. But who could follow
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// Boomerang – How long can you wait
for your reward ?
Whatever we do, we often seek praise or reward,
from our family, clients, community, preferably
immediately.
We should just do the right thing, for our Creator,
our God, under our belief system. Yet human folly is
to strive for immediate reward from those with whom
we are involved.
My model is throwing a boomerang. How far can
you throw yours 5’, 10’, 100’, 1 day, 10 years and still
expect to get it back ?
Do a good deed, cast into the sea a note in a bottle.
Don’t worry about it’s benefit to you. Do it in faith,
place your time and energy in the hands of your Lord.
Some day, in some way, good karma will come back
to you. To wait and watch for your reward, expecting
it, demanding it, only weaken the good you have done,
it distracts you from other positive action.
Man can do most anything so long as he doesn’t
care who gets the credit.
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// World of Commerce ++ revise this
chapter
Our world is commerce, being with, in association
with other people for business purposes. Search
Federal Zone to realize that zip codes convert
sovereign city, states and individuals to corporate
persons for control by the central, incorporated,
federal Government, the United States (corporation)
Note all your government forms, court actions,
utility bills all refer to you capitalizing your name. John
Doe is not the same person as JOHN DOE. When
your name is spelled in all capitals, you are converted
from a living berthing individual to a corporate person,
on which the courts, government can interact, control,
tax, and manipulate you.
You nee not be subject to their control, when you
understand these legal situations. The strawman is
another reference to the capitalization of your name.
See www.USAvsUS.info
When you submit a birth or marriage certificate, you
have included the government in your contract. They
then have total control of your produce; your incomes,
your children, to educate them, indoctrinate, vaccine,

take them from you for raising.
When you marry, it is should e contract between
you, your spouse and God. You should not let the
government stand in between you, making separate
decisions outside of your control and knowledge.
To begin, learn of these subjects, the beginning of
birth certificate records near the 1933 date when FDR
declared US government was bankruptcy all US
citizens were and subject to the federal government.
It all ties together when you have the bigger picture.
The 1917 law forbid Trading with the Enemy – to stop
commerce from US firms with countries with which we
were at war. That law was then amended to declare
that all US citizens are enemies of the state and
subject to the state, the people, all their children and
future generations and all their property. Shortly after
gold was confiscated and the Federal Reserve notes
(currency) was no longer backed by precious metals.
Since then inflation has raged unrelentingly. Note
that the value of a car and most things is the same as
nearly a century ago when measured in silver dollars.
1,000 silver dollars bought a standard car then, as
it will not, as a silver dollar is worth almost 20 times as
much. 1,000 silver dollars is now worth $ 20,000 in

federal reserve notes. Precious metals values stay
relatively constant. The federal reserve system,
sponsored and controlled by the same 13 families
internationally have perverted and made near
valueless our medium of exchange, the federal
reserve notes. When you learn and understand this,
you can avoid some problems.
Income tax, illegal in its ratification, it’s laws, and
it’s actions are designed to steal from the public and to
inflate the elite international bankers.
Personal
income tax does not go to the government of the
united States of America, but thru the trust in Puerto
Rico, to the Federal Reserve banks in Europe.
The Maine Patriot [David Everett Robinson]
researched and explains the tactics of the IRS.
Maine-Patriot.com/contents.htm
Whether we exchange conversation or
business, we need to get along with other people.

do

If you challenge their ideas, their assumptions their
knowledge, you separate from them. Perhaps in time,
with cajoling and slow gentle teaching and
encouragement you could persuade them of some of
your thinking, but they fall back into the world.
Other fill there head and day with common beliefs,
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assumptions, chatter of current events.

the real truths.

Truth is important, but to state it openly, without an
opportunity to explain, teach, build cases based on
facts and logic, you are initially rejected to offer
different view point.

Knowing history and truth are a very low priority in
today’s fast paced world, seeing immediate and
material rewards.

Our goal is to get along with others, be compatible,
exchange money, services, products.
When you bring ideas and information to the table,
you slow down your relationship with others. When
you offer opposing views, others begin to separate
from you.
Who wants to change their world, life, ideas to
satisfy a lone “conspiracy nut.” They just move on to
other people.
So, lies are commerce. When you stand on truth,
you soon find yourself criticized, ostracized, alone,
isolated.

Who cares about the community, about tomorrow,
about politics and government.
“You cannot win, They control everything, What is
the sense to resist ?” Resistance is futile ! That is the
primary message of big government.
But, when you study our constitution and
government, you fid, surprisingly, that the government
was designed to serve “We the People”. We are not
to be their slaves, they are to serve us.
So, we individually have to come to realize that we
have the rights, the numbers (more people governed
then those who govern) and the law. But we have to
stand on these to prevail.
Prepare, Persist, Prevail !

True, you can find and build new friends, but it is a
lot easier to work with the relationships that you
already have.
So you have to be silent and accepting. As the
news continues to persuade, dominate, lie daily, it is
near impossible to bring those you know up to sped on
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American Free Press publishes a revealing
newspaper. Subscribe on line for very modest cost..
They host seminars, unite their national spokes men,
witness, researchers with their curious Truth Seeker
audience.

Without free speech, and a free press, we will
never find the truth. Our freedom, independence and
rights are squashed, and we are enslaved. The path
to freedom this begins in free speech, and free press.
The internet is the best source of information. It
takes a thoughtful, patient mind to sort it out.

". . . the testimony of the Lord is sure, making
wise the simple." -- Psalm 19:7.

Maine-Patriot.com

The Maine Patriot [David Everett Robinson] has
researched the tactics of the IRS and uncovered
the deceitful tricks they use to enforce a direct
income tax on you that they acknowledge is
"voluntary" and yet demand by implied force.
They utilize the principle of "Sub Silentio!"
"Silence equals Assent;
Failure to deny is an Admission"
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